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public library shelve America’s foremost secular humanist magazine:
For many years, we’ve offered a special, deep-discount, five-year gift subscription for donors who gift
a FREE INQUIRY subscription to a public or college
library. Libraries sometimes balk at accepting gift
subscriptions out of concern about ending up with a
short run of the title if the gift is not renewed. Being
able to guarantee that the magazine will keep coming
for five full years addresses that concern.
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Now we’ve combined our five-year library gift subscription with the deepest discount we’ve ever offered
on the full run of back issues. It’s never been more
affordable to offer your favorite library the complete
run, 1980 to present—more than 140 issues, in all
the permanence and dignity of print—plus guaranteed delivery of new issues for five years!
Whether you’d like to gift a five-year subscription or the full-run plus five years, now is the time
to help your favorite library add FREE INQUIRY to
its magazine holdings!
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may be reading too much into the
November 2012 elections, but they
seem to have genuinely altered the drift
of American political discourse. Minority
groups from Hispanics to the nonreligious played central roles in the reelection of President Barack Obama and in
numerous congressional, state, and even
local races. (Obama arguably owes his
election to an ad hoc coalition of women
and minority groups, because Mitt Romney won the votes of a majority of white
males.) I can’t help hoping that the great
sociopolitical pendulum that’s been swinging relentlessly toward the right for close
to forty years now has finally reached its
end point. Maybe, just maybe, it’s actually
begun to swing back.
If this is so—if our country has entered,
or is about to enter, a new period of leftward movement—then secular humanists,
atheists, and other freethinkers need to
recalibrate their strategies. For so long our
activism has been focused on resisting conservative efforts to roll back the rights won
during the 1960s, in the New Deal, or even
the Progressive Era. We’ve been so intent
on preserving our rights that it’s been years
since most of us gave serious thought to
seeking to expand them.
If the sociopolitical pendulum has
reversed direction, or if it is about to, then

I
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maybe it’s time to reopen the conversation about how we’d like to enhance the
rights enjoyed by unbelievers in religion.
In doing so, we will also be contributing
to a fresh dialogue about how to carve
out newer, more robust protections for
those Americans who are devout religious believers but not Christians.
This comes not a moment too soon.
After all, the last great expansion in the
rights of non-Christians arguably began
with the U.S. Supreme Court decisions on
public-school prayer and Bible reading in
1962 and 1963. There followed two heady
decades during which both legal theorists
and the public expected that the historic
privileges enjoyed by Christian Americans
would continue eroding, even as the freedoms enjoyed by non-Christian Americans
would swell. Liberals began to anticipate,
and conservatives to dread, a move
toward a “naked public square”—toward
the exclusion of all religious symbols and
religious expression from public spaces
and public institutions. This trend seemed
real enough that in 1984, the conservative
intellectual Richard John Neuhaus made
his reputation by publishing an influential
book fighting back against it. Its title, of
course, was The Naked Public Square.
Neuhaus was far and away the most
urbane and literate thinker on the reli-
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gious Right. In the short term, he would
be successful in his quest—so successful
that it would be a Democratic U.S. president who would pronounce the elegy for
the expansion of non-Christians’ rights.
Introducing a significant restatement of
church-state law at a speech in Vienna,
Virginia, in 1995, President Bill Clinton
tragically proclaimed, “Some school officials and teachers and parents believe that
the Constitution forbids any religious
expression at all in public places. That is
wrong.” Clinton’s education department
then issued a set of national guidelines
about religion in public schools that interpreted the church-state law of that time
very modestly—many would say timidly.
The effect of all this was to declare on
behalf of the American Left that the balance between the rights of Christians and
those of non-Christians as it existed in
1995 was the best that could be wished for
and that no further expansion in the rights
of non-Christians should be pursued.
Indeed, church-state law has been relatively stagnant for nigh on twenty years
now. Stagnant, though not wholly static:
traditionalists have won cases here and
there; secularists have won a few others.
But at the highest level, the balance
between the Christian majority and nonChristian minorities (including the nonreligious) as encoded in church-state law
has changed very little.
Given the strong rightward current in
American law and politics during this
period, it is no small achievement that this
balance stayed the same. Vast efforts by
conservatives to turn back the clock were
successfully thwarted. But here’s the problem: while church-state law has stagnated,
religious diversity among Americans has
expanded enormously. According to the
2010 U.S. Religion Census, a private survey,
Muslims now make up almost 2 percent of
the nation’s population. Hindus and
Buddhists make up about 1 percent each.
And the American body politic includes
swelling delegations from just about every
religious tradition on Earth. Then there’s
the real demographic elephant in the
room—us. People with no religious identi-

fication made up 8 percent of the population circa 1990; the latest surveys peg that
figure at 20 percent, and it is higher still
among the young.
The nation’s religious composition is
vastly different today than it was in, say,
1995—yet current law regarding separation of church and state and the rights of
religious minorities has changed scarcely
at all. American public life is no less redolent of Christianity, no less steeped in illegitimate privilege for the orthodox, today
than it was in the 1990s.
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If a nearly-forty-year period of conservative retrenchment has drawn to a
close—as November’s election prompts
me to hope—perhaps it’s time secular
humanists got thinking about how
American life can be made significantly
more accommodating toward the
swelling numbers of citizens who are
either not Christian or not religious at all.
Perhaps it’s time to dust off that old
ideal of the naked public square—to
chart a new course toward this shore
that we approached but failed to reach,
decades ago.
In a future America where religion
would be by law a private matter, where
public schools and parks and courthouses
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would be closed to the vocabulary of faith,
people of every religion—and none—
could cherish the so-called naked public
square as a buffer zone, a social “safe area”
where we could all encounter one another
as citizens, not sectarians. In a country
where old majorities are becoming minorities, where diversity continues to skyrocket, nothing less may suffice to ensure
that tradition doesn’t go on arrogating
excessive privilege to a Christianity that is
no longer nearly as central to American life
as once it was.
At the very least, this is a topic we
need to begin discussing. When it comes
to church-state separation and religion in
public life, it’s clear that “current law” is
not enough. We need to dream boldly
and to remember that when public values change markedly enough, the law is
capable of radical course changes.

Likewise, we who seek to maximize
Strong secularists might draw courage
the rights and privileges of non-Christian
from two historical examples. In 1857 the
Americans look disapprovingly on curU.S. Supreme Court buttressed slavery
rent law. We who dream of a naked pubwith its infamous decision Dred Scott v.
lic square must hope for our own Brown
Sandford. No doubt about it, 1857 was a
decision without having any clear vision
terrible year to be an abolitionist! Still,
of what it might contain. Surely the first
those committed to seeking an end to
step should be to begin a conversation. If
slavery could hope that one day Dred Scott
we don’t have to settle for the status quo
would be overturned—as it was, by the
on church-state separation indefinitely,
Fourteenth Amendment, though at the
what should we hope for? In which direccost of a stunningly destructive civil war.
tions should we begin to bring such presAdvocates of racial equality felt similar
sure as we can exert?
frustration in 1896, when Plessy v. FerguI look forward to hearing from
son enshrined the principle of “separate
readers. Please send comments to
but equal” public education for blacks and
Letters Editor, FrEE INqUIry, P.O. Box 664,
whites. As the abolitionists had before
them, they dared to dream that a principle
Amherst, Ny 14226-0664, e-mail aszalan
they knew to be wrong would one day
ski@centerforinquiry.net.
fall—as it did, fifty-eight years
Tom Flynn is the editor of F REE I NQUIRY and the executive direclater, in Brown v. Board of
tor of the Council for Secular Humanism.
Education (1954).
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Greta Christina

OP-ED

Atheism and Sensuality
et’s talk about a pleasant topic for
once. The most pleasant topic of all,
in fact. Let’s talk about pleasure.
The atheist view of sensuality, of pure
physical pleasure and joy in our bodies, is
about eleven billion times better than
any traditional religious view. Our view—
or rather, our views—of physical pleasure
are more coherent, more ethical, way the
hell more appealing, and fun. We don’t
believe in a supernatural soul that’s finer
than our bodies, more important than
our bodies, or superior to our bodies in
every way. We don’t think that we have a
soul separate from our bodies, period.
We sure as heck don’t believe in an
immaterial god who thinks that our bodies are icky—even though he, you know,
created them—and who makes up endless, arbitrary, unfathomably nitpicky
rules about what we may and may not do
with them. We understand that the physical world is all there is. We understand
that our bodies, and the lives we live in
them, are all we have. And as a result, we
are entirely free—within the constraints
of basic ethics, obviously—to enjoy these
bodies and these mortal, physical lives. As
atheists, we’re free to celebrate our bodies and the pleasures they can bring us as
thoroughly and exuberantly as we can.
So why don’t we?
Why isn’t atheist culture more physical? Why isn’t it more focused on sensuality and sensual joy? Why is it so cerebral
so much of the time? As atheists, we’ve
flatly rejected the idea that there’s a
higher, finer world than the physical one.
Why does it so often seem that we’ve
bought into it instead?
Dr. Anthony Pinn posed this question
at the Atheist Alliance of America conference in Denver last September. I don’t
remember exactly how he worded it: I

L

was too busy sitting there with my jaw
hanging open, thinking, “He’s right. He’s
absolutely right. Why didn’t I see it that
way before?” to take precise notes. But
ever since then, the ideas have been roiling and tumbling in my head and bursting to come out.
I know for a fact that many atheists,
maybe even most of us, don’t live this
cerebral way in our private lives. I know
that I’m not the only atheist who revels in
good food and better hooch; who fucks
all afternoon and dances all night; who
walks in the sun for miles and pumps iron
for the sheer endorphiny pleasure of it;
who literally stops and smells roses. But
our public life typically doesn’t reflect this.
There are notable exceptions, of course:
Skeptics in the Pub and similar events
leap to mind. But in large part, our public
life as atheists—our events, our writings,
our culture—is geared toward political
activism, social change, the pursuit of science, and the life of the mind.
Don’t get me wrong. I am a passionate
devotee of political activism, social change,
the pursuit of science, and the life of the
mind. But that’s not all atheist culture has
to offer. Not by a long shot. This wacky
notion that our selves are not separate
from our bodies and therefore this life is all
we have—this is one of our greatest
strengths. And yet, when it comes to one
of the most obvious logical conclusions of
this notion—the idea that ethically pursued pleasure not only isn’t sinful but is an
actual positive good—we flinch from it in
public. When believers accuse us of being
sybaritic hedonists, we hotly deny it rather
than saying, “Hell yes, we’re hedonists—
why shouldn’t we be? The religious arguments against pleasure are laughable and
vile. Why should we accept them?” When
believers insist that we’ve rejected God’s
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rules just so we can wallow in sensual
pleasure, we get all high-minded and
offended and cite every other reason we
can think of for rejecting religion rather
than saying, “Yup, that’s a big part of it.
Your made-up god’s rules about pleasure
are hurtful and inconsistent and flatly stupid, and for a lot of atheists, they’re an
important part of why we started questioning religion.” When believers accuse
us of the dreaded crime of enjoying our
bodies, we vehemently defend ourselves
against the accusation rather than questioning the very premise behind it.

“As atheists, we’re free to
celebrate our bodies and the
pleasures they can bring
us as thoroughly and
exuberantly as we can.”

What’s that about? Some of it may
just be PR. In the United States at least,
the puritanical equation of pleasure with
sin and self-absorption is deeply ingrained in the culture. Some atheists may
think (consciously or not) that in order to
gain acceptance in mainstream culture,
we have to accept that culture’s values, or
at least not make a virtue of flouting
them in public. It’s the old “accommodationism vs. radicalism” debate again: are
we working simply for wider cultural
acceptance of our basic existence, or are
we working for deeper and broader
changes in the culture? And it’s a debate
(Continued on page 42)
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Arthur Caplan

OP-ED

Beware of Declaring God’s Intentions
f there is any silver lining in the
moronic, ignorant, and grossly offensive statements offered about rape by
the failed candidates for Senate in the
recently concluded election, Missouri’s
Congressman Todd Akin and Indiana’s
Richard Mourdock, it is that they may
have finally shown both the folly and the
moral dodginess inherent in efforts by
conservative fundamentalists to posit
God’s hand in every act, no matter how
horrific or awful. They do this both in situations where misery besets an individual
and where tragedy overwhelms a group.
Both are ethically disgusting.

I

“. . . It is clearly morally
scurrilous to maintain
that. . . bad things would
not happen to you or anyone
else without God’s approval.”
During a taped radio interview, Congressman Akin offered the completely
cockamamie suggestion that women
who are “legitimately raped” have some
sort of divinely inserted bodily defense
mechanism that prevents them from
becoming pregnant—something about
female reproductive parts going into
defensive spasms against unwanted
sperm. A theory often repeated by former National Right to Life head and fabulist physician John C. Willke seemed to
be the source of Akin’s falsehood.
In a debate with his Democratic rival,
Mourdock—a self-proclaimed Libertarian
candidate for the open Senate seat in
Indiana—said that pregnancies resulting
from rape are “something that God
intended to happen.” How this form of

8
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of a hurricane destroying New Orleans as
predestination, not heard in such blatant
form since John Calvin harangued the
well as a good chunk of the Gulf Coast in
denizens of Geneva, Switzerland, in the
Mississippi and Alabama? Was God angry
sixteenth century, squares up with liberenough with New Orleans to also crush his
tarianism is beyond me and, I suspect,
more faithful adherents elsewhere in the
most other libertarians. But it is clearly
impact zone who had struggled mightily
morally scurrilous to maintain that no
to ban abortions? What were his intenmatter how terrible they are, bad things
tions in imperiling the GOP convention on
would not happen to you or anyone else
the heels of Todd Akin’s ruminations
without God’s approval.
about rape? Did a significant segment of
Many GOP social conservatives rallied
the GOP losing its compassion for the helpto Akin’s defense. Akin is a strong proless victims of rape produce an angry
lifer and his supporters said he should not
supreme being who fired a storm at those
abandon his quest for the Senate. He
who would push the limits of scientific
agreed and stayed in the race. He lost. So
facts to defend their point of view?
did Mourdock.
And what about Superstorm Sandy?
But before that, right after Akin made
Did God decide to destroy the Jersey shore,
his comments, there was evidence of disStaten Island, southern Queens, and Long
agreement with his stance from above.
Island because those states went DemoGod immediately sent a hurricane—omicratic? Did he just overlook California and
nously named Isaac and initially aimed at
the West Coast this time? Perhaps the
Tampa, Florida, right where the GOP had
supreme being is not a beach person, a
assembled to extol its candidates and
Bruce Springsteen fan, or an admirer of
their God-blessed views about rape. In
Snooki
and hates those who are.
light of the final election results, the Big
I
dunno.
I am inclined to think that the
Guy seems to have little sympathy for
best
explanation
for hurricanes, floods,
those who see his hand at work in every
and
other
calamities
is coincidence often
aspect of each person’s daily living.
compounded
by
poor
human choices. To
What about tragedies befalling
paraphrase
Abraham
Lincoln,
there is a lot
groups? Remember what Reverend Pat
of
prayer
going
on
with
mixed
messages
Robertson said in the aftermath of
being
sent,
and
God
cannot
satisfy
everyKatrina? The founder of the Christian
one.
Perhaps
someday,
fervent
religious
Broadcasting Network (CBN) and host of
leaders will come to see that linking pregThe 700 Club, CBN’s flagship television
nancies resulting from rape and the
program, linked Hurricane Katrina to
destruction of a city to divine will and retlegalized abortion. He suggested that the
disaster in New Orleans “could . . . be
ribution is a very dicey and highly unethiconnected in some way to abortion.”
cal thing to do.
Other religious conservatives echoed that
idea. They noted that ProvArthur L. Caplan is the Drs. William F. and Virginia Connolly
idence punishes national sins
Mitty Professor and head of the Division of Bioethics at New
by national calamities.
York University Langone Medical Center in New York City.
Well, what are we to make
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Ophelia Benson

OP-ED

Religious Health Care Under the Radar
ast October, Savita Halappanavar
died at University Hospital Galway in
Ireland. She was a dentist with a
popular practice in Galway, thirty-one
years old, and seventeen weeks pregnant. Having woken up with back pain on
Sunday, October 21, Savita went to the
hospital and was found to be miscarrying. She requested an abortion, but the
fetus still had a heartbeat so the hospital
refused. The pain got worse, and for
three days, she and her husband, Praveen, repeatedly requested termination
of her pregnancy, to no avail. The fetal
heartbeat finally stopped on Wednesday,
and the abortion was done. But it was
too late; Savita died of septicemia.
Praveen Halappanavar, an engineer
at Boston Scientific in Galway, was angry,
and he told the news media what had
happened. He reported that one of the
doctors had explained, when refusing the
abortion: “This is a Catholic country.”
The blogger Dr. Jen Gunter, an obgyn, was precise about the medical realities: “As Ms. Halappanavar died of an
infection, one that would have been
brewing for several days if not longer, the
fact that a termination was delayed for
any reason is malpractice. Infection must
always be suspected whenever preterm
labor, premature rupture of the membranes, or advanced premature cervical
dilation occurs (one of the scenarios that
would have brought Ms. Halappanavar
to the hospital).”
It’s strange. The doctors at University
Hospital Galway must have known the
same facts that Dr. Gunter knows. They
must have known that the fetus couldn’t
survive and that the mother was in danger, yet they refused to provide the standard of care. What could have been the

L

point? Since refusal could not have saved
the fetus, it appears that the point was to
punish the woman—to throw away her
life for the sake of a principle. But what is
the principle—other than throwing away
the woman’s life?
When the story hit the national newspapers on November 14, there was outrage. Protesters who organized on Twitter
gathered outside the Dáil (Ireland’s
national legislature) within hours. A larger
rally, estimated to have attracted twenty
thousand people, was held in Dublin a few
days later, with other rallies taking place in
Galway, Limerick, and elsewhere.
People outside Ireland were also horrified. The Irish Times reported on how
shocked Americans were by what had
happened: “The sad bewilderment among
liberals here, when they heard the news of
Savita Halappanavar’s death in a Galway
hospital in October, is worse than any
aggression. The thing is, Americans just
can’t understand why surgical treatment
for a miscarriage can be withheld from a
woman on the grounds that the foetal
heart is still beating, when medical staff
have already agreed that the pregnancy
has no chance of survival, as is claimed to
have happened in this case. This is proving rather difficult to explain.”
Those who were so shocked and bewildered must not have been aware that
the same thing can happen in the United
States. They must not realize that Catholic
hospitals here are tacitly allowed to set
their own policies in this area, and that
they can and do refuse to perform abortions even when the fetus can’t survive
and the mother will die. Widespread outrage was directed at Ireland in the global
news media, but there was barely any
mention of the fact that the United States

secularhumanism.org

is no better in this regard.
The issue of abortion to save a
mother when the fetus can’t survive was
the center of the much-discussed case of
St. Joseph’s Hospital in Phoenix, Arizona.
In 2009, a twenty-seven-year-old mother

“. . . Catholic hospitals here
are tacitly allowed to set
their own policies . . . they
can and do refuse to perform
abortions even when the
fetus can’t survive and the
mother will die.”

of four entered that hospital eleven
weeks pregnant and with pulmonary
hypertension. Doctors determined that
she needed an abortion to avoid death
from heart failure, and a nun who was a
senior administrator approved the termination. The bishop of Phoenix, Thomas
Olmsted, excommunicated the nun as a
result.
The bishop didn’t stop there. He also
tried very hard to compel the administration of St. Joseph’s Hospital to agree never
to do it again. Bishop Olmsted made that
demand very explicitly in a letter to
Catholic Healthcare West and St. Joseph’s
Hospital dated November 22, 2010.
(Continued on page 42)
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“It is error only, and not truth,
that shrinks from inquiry.”
– Thomas Paine
You are invited to join the Center for Inquiry
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thinking and freedom of
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Tibor R. Machan

OP-ED

Markets and Generosity

frequent, though quite unjustified, charge against free markets is
that they encourage what Karl
Marx called the “cash nexus” or what is
also called “commodification”: treating
people like items for sale. The claim is that
people who engage in commerce are
hardhearted, stingy, or (as movie director
Oliver Stone and the Occupy Wall Street
crowd would have it) greedy.
But this is a complete distortion. It has
been with us for centuries: in The Republic, Plato depicted merchants as the
lowest rung of humanity and only concerned about the bottom line. Marx
made one of his key criticisms of capitalism that the right to private property was
a defense of selfishness. But the claim was
very imprecise. The right to private property secures for one the freedom to make
use of one’s life, liberty, and property as
one judges fit. Yet this can involve distributing one’s labor and resources for charitable purposes, as is well demonstrated
by the vast sums wealthy people give
away. What the critics resent is that
they—that is, the critics—do not get to
dictate to those with property rights.
They want to be in control of everyone’s
wealth, which is why they support
the public ownership of resources—the
means of production—with the concomitant policy that the state, for which the
critics are happy to speak, gets to say to
what end those means will be dedicated.
Anyway, just a few examples of how
those in markets are often the farthest
thing from greedy can help one appreci-
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a small part of the story. Just as people at
ate how wrong the critics are about peoa party do not simply attend to have fun
ple whose property rights are secure.
but now and then search out profesNot only do some very wealthy people
sional advice and even an economic
freely part with their wealth for purposes
opportunity or two, so it is in the forums
such as helping the poor or the sick or supporting the arts and sciences, in the marketplace, right where commerce is supposed to have replaced generosity with
greed, there are many instances of helpful
conduct.
I often find that the tiny screws in my
“The right to private property
eyeglasses get loose when I travel, and I
secures for one the freedom
then seek out a shop where glasses are
sold and repaired and ask for help with
to make use of one’s life,
my problem. Invariably, when I ask what
liberty, and property as one
the charge is for this service, I am waved
judges fit. Yet this can
away with the remark that there will be
no charge at all. And this kind of thing
involve distributing one’s
happens all over the free marketplace!
labor and resources
It refutes the claim that market processes
for charitable purposes.”
drive out other forms of human interaction except for those motivated by a
desire to make a profit. Indeed, in markets, friendships are created, and even
romance is sparked. The idea that human
beings in markets cannot take their eyes
where the main focus is advancing one’s
off the buck is bunk.
economic well-being, to strive to prosper,
Anyone making such a claim must be
people often take a break and do someeither ignorant or desperately bent on
thing very different. Not to acknowledge
demeaning human freedom, just as Marx
this reveals rank prejudice, not any kind
did when he said that the right to propof grasp of how things work in the marerty corrupts us to do nothing but act
ketplace.
greedily. The fact is that people multitask
in markets. They have many
different motivations they
Tibor R. Machan holds the R.C. Hoiles Chair at Chapman Uni can seek to fulfill. Yes, they
versity and is a research fellow at the Hoover Institution of
attempt to strike good ecoStanford University, both in California.
nomic deals, but that’s only
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Nat Hentoff

OP-ED

Long Against Obamacare, I Make a Big Exception
ifornia will be the first state to participate
in the Community First Choice Option” by
which what I still call Obamacare “offers
states more Medicaid dollars for community living in exchange for agreeing to
eliminate caps on the number served in
the community.”
My primary, fierce objection to
Obamacare was its establishment of a
powerful final commission whose members—without examining any patient—
eventually will interfere with the doctorpatient relationship by deciding to end a
treatment if a doctor’s treatment cost too
much in federal funds.
But I welcome the early stages of
what Marilyn Tavenner, acting administrator of the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services, describes in
Obamacare: “Thanks to the
“From an entirely unexpected
Affordable Care Act, seniors
and persons with disabilities in
source, President Obama’s Affordable
California will have better
Care Act, I have recently come across
options that will help them get
a community-based approach to
the care they need in their own
homes and communities rather
expanding and deepening
than institutions like a nursing
individualized care of the disabled.”
home.”
This is how the Community
First Choice Option works, Diament
took over my leg. I look with envy from
reports: “States can qualify for a 6-permy window at all those passersby for
centage-point bump in funding to prowhom walking is as natural as breathing.
vide attendant services and supports in
From an entirely unexpected source,
the community for Medicaid beneficiaries
President Obama’s Affordable Care Act, I
who would otherwise require care in instihave recently come across a communitytutions. People with disabilities who are
based approach to expanding and deepserved under the program must receive
ening individualized care of the disabled.
supports in accordance with their preferAs reported by Michelle Diament (“Feds
ences under a so-called ‘person-centered
Begin Rollout of Community Living Proplan.’”
gram,” disabilityscoop.com/2012/09/05):
Obviously, 6 percent is speculative, for
“The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
openers, and to paraphrase Thomas
Services said on September 5 that Cal-

or sixty years, I’ve been reporting on
the disabled and disability rights
groups. In school systems like New
York’s, kids “with special needs” (an administrative euphemism) are left far behind, along with English language-learners. In the nation’s continually overflowing prisons, the disabled serve heavily
intensified sentences.
My interest in this dark side of the
Fourth Amendment’s equal protection of
the laws was quickened long ago when a
member of the disability rights group Not
Dead Yet was driving me to a protest
meeting. Turning to me as we arrived, he
told me, “Like many Americans, you’re
only temporarily able.” Now eighty-seven
and a half, I remembered that as arthritis
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Jefferson, what the government gives,
the government can take away. Further, I
don’t trust the media to be reporting the
progress of Community First Choice
Option accurately, since, as of this writing,
there has been very scant public notice of
this unprecedented governmental focus
on so individualized an approach.
However, I do expect that continuing
and close attention to this development
will be paid by disability-rights groups and
indeed by many of the disabled—as well
at least some reporters who may newly
realize that they are only temporarily able.
I’m going to stay on the story.
Significantly, Michelle Diament continues: “For California, committing to the initiative will mean an added $258 million in
the first year alone.” But dig this: “The
extra funds will continue for as long as the
state elects to remain in the program,”
a CMS official said. A deficit-slashing governor and legislature could summarily
depersonalize this support of the state’s
disabled.
One disability-rights group that I
expect will maintain very close scrutiny of
California’s record on the Community First
Choice Option is ADAPT, an early leader in
the fight for wheelchair lifts on public
transit. Says Bruce Darling, a member of
ADAPT: “To see the first state eliminate
the institutional bias and know that others are in the pipeline is an amazing feeling. I look forward to the day when community living is so much the norm that
people will look back thinking they couldn’t imagine it any other way, much the
same way that young folks look at me in
disbelief when I say we used to fight to
(Continued on page 42)
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Russell Blackford

OP-ED

The Fascination of Faitheism
n his new book, Faitheist: How an
Atheist Found Common Ground with
the Religious (Beacon, 2012), Chris
Stedman asks for kinder, gentler expressions of atheism. For Stedman, the current level of hostility among atheists
toward religion and religious people is
not only uncomfortable but also, more
importantly, counterproductive to the
achievement of shared humane goals. If,
like Stedman, you’re involved as a
humanist in interfaith efforts to address
poverty and suffering, one of the last
things you want is an uncontrollable spiral of hostility and distrust between religious people and nonbelievers.
That seems to be the gist of his argument, though it’s a bit more complex. At
any rate, I think Stedman’s efforts in
developing such a viewpoint ought to be
welcomed. Plainly enough, Stedman is a
calm, thoughtful, and compassionate
man, and he’s engaging in a debate that
we need to have. He does so with entirely
admirable clarity and civility, although it
doesn’t follow that he’s right.
I most enjoyed Faitheist for its account
of events in a particular individual’s life. It is
the story of a gay man’s adolescent struggle to accept his own sexuality, the anguish
he suffered in attempting to reconcile his
religious faith with his attraction to other
men, the process by which he lost that
faith, and why he works today in interfaith
charitable organizations. Such narratives
are, of course, likely to be distorted and
tendentious, at least to a degree. Moreover, even if we accepted them entirely at
face value, we might draw rather diverse
conclusions from them.
Still, autobiographical narratives like
Stedman’s offer us fresh perspectives on

I

Admittedly, this is a matter of judgthe world. They give us opportunities to
ment, circumstance, and degree. I’m a
imagine how things might appear to
philosopher, which means I’m trained to
someone with a very different sensibility,
look for the strengths in, or the best posfamily and cultural background, and set
sible arguments for, positions I disagree
of life experiences. To some extent, then,
with. Up to a point, that’s surely a wortha memoir such as Faitheist can take us
while approach. Before I’d make fun of
outside our personal epistemic bubbles.
somebody as a faitheist, I’d cut him or her
Alas, Faitheist is weak whenever it
quite a bit of slack. But faitheistic behavshifts from narrative to argument. I don’t
ior can travel well beyond ordinary, sound
see much analysis that could help me
philosophical practice until it seems perthink through to what degree I should be
verse, oddly persistent, obsessive, exasharsh toward religion, religious organizations, and religious believers.
I’m certainly no faitheist,
which I take to be an atheist
who considers religion a good
“Although I don’t think religion
thing, wants to say nothing
against it, considers it beyond
is a good thing, and although
satire, and so on. Stedman never
I am an anti-accommodationist . . .
explicitly defines the word, but
I believe that it’s worthwhile
it has often been used as a satirical term for atheists who are
trying to model thoughtfulness,
“soft on faith.” Writing on his
fairness, kindness, and civility
Why Evolution Is True website in
whenever we reasonably can.”
July 2009, Jerry Coyne approved
the word in exactly that sense,
and I expect that many people
are familiar with it as a result of
perating, or downright foolish or comical.
this high-profile endorsement. Whether
Cutting across all this, there’s the
or not you like the word faitheist may
tricky question of accommodationism and
depend on whether you think that athewhat is meant by this unusual word. If it
ists who are soft on religion are (or at
just means being soft on religion, then
some point can become) fitting targets
the ideas of faitheism and accommodafor satire.
tionism are closely linked. Indeed, in his
Here, I’m pretty much on the same
July 2009 post, Coyne stated that faitheside as Coyne. At least beyond a certain
ists were “atheist acommodationists.”
point, the efforts of some atheists to
Often, however, in his rather prolific antiavoid offending the religious, to explain
religious writings, Coyne seems to use the
earnestly what might be good about reliword accommodationism and its coggion, or even to help out the religious
with ingenious theological proposals, can
(Continued on page 44)
seem a bit silly and even ridiculous.
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Letters
As Tom Flynn points out, free expression
is a universal. And if free expression was
largely invented by Western “imperialist”
powers, well that is one thing they got
right. Other nations with different views
will learn with time (as we did) and will
come around.
Ernest Kallenbach
Gainesville, Florida

Free Expression in Crisis
In support of Tom Flynn’s call that “It’s
Time to Stand Up for Free Expression” (FI,
December 2012/January 2013), I propose
the creation of a Free Expression Merit
Badge to be awarded by the Council for
Secular Humanism or by FrEE InqUIry. As
you know, the Boy Scouts of America do
not accept members who speak freely
about their nonbelief in God. you may
not know that there already exist many
merit badges awarded by outside religious entities and allowed to be worn by
Scouts (see the Scouts’ website.)
Writing an essay about the right of all
Americans to freely hold their own opinions could be a requirement. Finding
some former or current Scouts, Eagle or
otherwise, to judge the essays might even
be fun. The badge itself could be either a
sew-on or a pin. I’d be delighted to help
fund the cost of these badges if that
helps.
The Free Expression Merit Badge
might be given to non-Scouts as well.
young people who have the courage to
speak freely should be supported, and
encouraging freethought at an early age
is worthwhile.
Richard Kirschman
Point Reyes Station, California
14
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Edward Tabash’s article “The First Amendment Provides Full Protection to Innocence
of Muslims Expression” is a new definition
of ironic and not in a good way. While writing about the right to insult Muslims, he
self-censors by using the phrase “the horrid N-word” rather than saying the actual
word nigger when referring to the opinion
in the Brandenberg case. If Brandenberg
had said kike would we call it “the horrid K
word”? Is spic the “the horrid S word” or
wop “the horrid W word”? What if he had
said “porch monkey”? Would that be “the
horrid P word” or the “the horrid P M
phrase?” They are only words whose significance is derived from the speaker’s
intent. Defending blasphemy while cowering from even mentioning a racist word is
absurd.
Sam Fields
Plantation, Florida
Edward Tabash replies:
Sam Fields misses the point of my article. if
someone chooses to “self-censor” by virtue
of their own abhorrence of a word, that is
not a problem. If someone chooses to selfcensor because of fear of violence or government-imposed censorship, that would
be a problem. The thrust of my article was
to argue that offensive commentary and
choice of vocabulary should not be punished by any branch of government. It
was also to argue that such choice of
words or topics, regardless of how offensive to others, should never expose the
speaker or writer to any actual or threat of
violence. Nothing that I wrote is inconsistent with allowing an individual to freely
refrain from using one or more words in
making a point, so long as the decision is
secularhumanism.org

not based on any form of external coercion. The point is that we should be free to
choose our words, whether by addition or
deletion, without having to worry about
the police power of the state or violent
retaliation.

While all the horrified defenders of the
faith are aggressively banning speech,
burning books, pillaring infidels, and issuing fatwas, none of the authors raises the
obvious critique: why do all this when
Allah, God, Jesus, Muhammad, etc. aren’t
outraged enough by any of the criticisms
leveled against them to personally wreak
vengeance on the blasphemers? If Allah
doesn’t give Salman rushdie a heart
attack for writing The Satanic Verses, why
do imams and others feel the need to act
as surrogates for their all-powerful god?
Do they sense that their deity has become
impotent, uncaring, or just uninterested
in the trivial squabbles of the petty
species it has created?
Tom Flynn suggests that blasphemy
has been redefined to now be an insult or
offense against a group of religious
believers. I tend to agree, and I believe
that this transition has occurred because
the true believers, having deeply committed themselves to an ideology, no longer
have hope or expectations in this twentyfirst century for a direct, judicial response
from an almighty. To save face with the
larger community of worshipers and to
buttress their personal faith in the
absence of divine intervention, true
believers must, as Dostoyevsky’s Grand
Inquisitor did, protect and promote their
religion, no matter how aggressive or suppressive the methods required.
David Werdegar
Naperville, Illinois

On Altruism
Altruism is a dirty word to Tibor Machan
(“Altruism Isn’t Generosity,” Dec. 2012/
Jan. 2013). He calls it a “suicidal” practice
of “devoting oneself to benefiting others
(Continued on page 64)
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Our Anthropocene Future
Introduction
Tom Flynn
s I write, significant swaths of New York and New Jersey
remain uninhabitable more than a month after Superstorm
Sandy churned ashore. Sandy followed in the footsteps of
Hurricane Irene, which savaged much of the same territory just
fourteen months earlier.
Sandy seems to have marked a turning point in the way most
media commentators treat climate. At long last, most have
stopped focusing on the controversy of whether human action
drives climate change, fixing instead on the reality that intense
storms are becoming more frequent and ocean levels are rising.
Climate change is a given; human action as a significant cause is
widely (though still not unanimously) accepted.
This was long enough in coming. It was 2000 when the Nobel
laureate and atmospheric chemist Paul Crutzen published an
influential article popularizing “Anthropocene” as a proposed
label for a new geological era in which human activity would be
acknowledged as the most powerful force driving atmospheric
composition and the evolution—or extinction—of life-forms. In
2008, the Geological Society of London agreed to study a formal
proposal to add “Anthropocene” to the official roster of geological epoch divisions, the Geological Time Scale. This process is still
ongoing.
If human action is a primary driver of environmental degradation, it stands to reason that population—sheer human number—
is a large part of the problem. As Cornell University scientist David
Pimentel has observed, every environmental challenge is more
pressing when human population rises and more tractable when
fewer people vie for finite resources.
We cannot meaningfully address questions of climate change
or human action as its cause without acknowledging that human
numbers exacerbate the predicament, imposing often-unsustainable demands on ecosystems. Yes, we must reduce our carbon
footprints, but we must also reduce population. At the very least,
we need to curb its rate of growth.
Not everyone has gotten the message. Another New Yorker—
Ross Douthat, one of two “house conservatives” on The New York
Times op-ed page—writes repeatedly that Europe’s plunging
birthrate augurs future economic calamity, while America’s
steady or rising rate promises prosperity. In a December 1 column
actually headlined “More Babies, Please,” Douthat made his point
with typical bluntness. “[T]here has always been one excellent reason to bet on a second American century,” he wrote: “We have
more babies than the competition.” Immigration and higher net
fertility brighten the nation’s future because “Today’s babies are
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tomorrow’s taxpayers and workers and entrepreneurs.”
What Douthat omits from his optimistic calculus is that today’s
babies are also tomorrow’s users of natural gas and electricity,
tomorrow’s drivers and airline passengers, tomorrow’s agricultural consumers, tomorrow’s drinkers and befoulers of water.
Sooner or later, an economy that depends on limitless growth will
run aground. Sooner or later air, land, water, or some other natural resource will sustain no further expansion—yet if nothing is
done, the people will keep coming.
Though November’s election results generally merit celebration (see my editorial), I am less than sanguine about its prospects
for U.S. immigration policy. As I argued just over a year ago (“A
Discussion Long Overdue,” FREE INqUIRY, December 2011/January
2012), America’s immigration controversy is not best understood
as occupying the continuum between nativist bigotry on one side
and multicultural inclusiveness on the other. Beyond accusations of
racism and calls for fairness, the environmental dimension is too
frequently neglected. If human numbers are overburdening the
available resources or triggering unsustainable flows of effluents,
then America might be, well, full. If it is, immigration may need to
be sharply restricted, considerations of ethnic justice notwithstanding. If we are at or near such a tipping point—or as many observers
suspect, already tragically beyond it—then what the election portends for U.S. immigration policies is ominous indeed.
FREE INqUIRY has considered these issues on several previous
occasions. In the Spring 1999 issue, Lewis Vaughn, my predecessor
as editor, offered a cover feature titled “The Population Bomb:
The Fallout Continues,” with an article on “India’s Population Time
Bomb” by FREE INqUIRY founder Paul Kurtz. In August/September
2004, we presented a cover feature provocatively titled “Too
Many People?” (In my introduction to the feature, I dispensed
with the question mark.) Most recently, an April/May 2009 cover
feature demanded, “Is the Population Bomb Finally Exploding?”
With this background in mind, and the uneasy prospect of an
Anthropocene future before us, we are pleased to present biologist Paul Grogan’s “What Biology Can Tell Us,” a thorough—and
thoroughly disturbing—catalogue of the dilemmas humanity
now faces.
If the idea of the Anthropocene is accurate, we finally are the
stewards of the living world. Before we can be its stewards, we
must stop working so hard at being its destroyers.
Tom Flynn is the editor of F REE I NQUIRY and the executive director of the
Council for Secular Humanism.
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What Biology Can Tell Us
Paul Grogan

Introduction: The Island Analogy
his truly extraordinary point in Earth’s history has recently
been categorized as a distinct geological time period—the
Anthropocene—a period of significant human impact on
the planet. Our species is unique relative to all other life-forms in
that we have a developed sense of consciousness. Not only do
our activities dominate Earth’s ecosystems, but we are aware of it.
As individuals, we are conscious of a past, of a future, and even of
our own inevitable mortality.
However, we are just like any other species in the sense that
when presented with a stock of resources, we utilize those
resources to the best of our ability in order to grow and multiply.
As a simple analogy, imagine a small island in a lake on which
maize and other seed-bearing plants are the dominant vegetation. Imagine that there were no animals on this island, until one
day, an old barrel containing several mice drifts from the mainland onto the shore. The mice disembark and find themselves in
a land of plenty. They feed, they grow, they reproduce. The
mouse population rapidly increases over the years, albeit with
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My point with this simple analogy is that cycles of population
rises and crashes are typical of any species. It is a basic biological
pattern, and therefore, as Rev. Malthus pointed out over two
hundred years ago, the same fundamental drivers apply to our
own species.
In the past decade, a small but growing number of eminent
thinkers—including Sir Martin Rees (Britain’s recent Astronomer
Royal), James Lovelock, Thomas Homer-Dixon, Ronald Wright,
Clive Ponting, Jared Diamond, David Attenborough, and David
Suzuki—have expressed deep concerns about the projected
state of our civilization by the end of this century. Knowing the
biological realities, and hearing these calls, why then do we seem
to be having such difficulty acknowledging and addressing the
implications of our unsustainable practices? Here, I argue that we
must recognize and subsume our most basic biological drives
(not just for reproduction but also for competition, individualism,
denial, and escapism) if we are going to put ourselves on a more
promising and less painful track toward sustainability, thereby
delaying and softening the seemingly inevitable population
crash toward which we are currently heading.

What Do We Know about Rises and Falls in
Earlier Civilizations?

“Our species is unique. . . . Not only do our activities
dominate Earth’s ecosystems, but we are aware of it.”

occasional diebacks due to harsh winters, disease outbreaks, and
the like. At some point, it is almost certain that the mouse population will grow to a size where it begins to exceed the rate of
food production. At this stage, those individuals that are
stronger, more competitive, and more fecund will tend to dominate the gene pool, and the weaker will tend to die off first.
Nevertheless, if almost all the seeds are being consumed, there
will be little left to provide the basis for plant growth the following year, and so even the more competitive or best-adapted mice
will begin to die off. The sharp decline (crash) in the size of the
mouse population is essential for the long-term viability of the
system. Whatever seeds that remain during the crash will have a
much better chance of surviving to germinate, grow, and reproduce in subsequent years, eventually renewing the food resource
for the surviving mice.
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The history of “progress” within civilizations has
been carefully documented for the Sumerians
who lived in modern-day Iraq, the Easter Island
communities, the Romans, the Mayans, and now
ourselves—the civilization spawned by the
Industrial Revolution that began in the 1870s.
Most previous civilizations grew in size and complexity over time,
and then peaked. Their declines are attributed to several interacting factors, one of which is the depletion of resources necessary to
support the growing populations and their increasingly varied
activities. The Romans, for example, expanded out from central
Italy and waged great wars across the Mediterranean to enlarge
land resources to supply their food and fuel demands. In addition,
they needed extra land to support their increasing desire for the
“finer things in life”—such as wine and olives, which had been
introduced to them by the Greeks. Ronald Wright points out that
rising sophistication and hierarchical structure within developing
civilizations is typical as the “social pyramid” grows in size and in
the number of specialist components. Ultimately, the whole civilization becomes increasingly fragile as a growing proportion of
the populace becomes disconnected from the natural environ-
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globe, land clearance, including tropical deforestation, and
ment that is supporting it, and as its leaders become ever more
energy intensive agriculture are degrading soil health and litervested in promoting the status quo.
ally eroding our ability to feed ourselves. Hence, global food
Our civilization is consuming an unprecedented range of
security has become a major issue. We in the “developed world”
resources at an unparalleled rate, and on a global scale. New civhave been able to feed most of our growing population up until
ilizations arose in earlier times in part because there were relanow by developing the technology to use fossil fuels to manufactively untouched areas to expand into. For example, our Western
ture cheap, nitrogen-based synthetic fertilizers and pesticides.
civilization has its origins in Europe but really got going only
Biotechnology has helped by producing new hybrid rice varieties
when the development of shipping allowed it to import the
and, in particular, genetically modified crops. Still, the availability
resources of its American, African, and Asian colonies. There were
and use of fertilizer has been the principal driver of the so-called
about one billion people on the planet in 1800. That number
Green Revolution.
rose to three billion by 1960 and reached seven billion in October
In summary, most technologies, including many in medicine
2011. Now, there is almost no new area on Earth to expand into.
(with the obvious exception of contraception), have resulted in
Our whole civilization has been founded upon extraordinary
extraordinary population growth and particularly resourcetechnological developments, in particular upon the ability to harintense lifestyle. Most, therefore, are part of the problem rather
ness cheap energy from coal, oil, and natural gas. But all of these
than part of the solution.
energy sources are finite and nonrenewable on our time scale.
Furthermore, we also need fertile land, clean water, clean air,
and a whole range of other “ecosystem services.” Over thirty years ago, Paul Ehrlich’s seminal
book, The Population Bomb, heralded our population size and its growth trend as a fundamen“There were one billion people on the planet in 1800.
tal problem for our future existence. But we
That number rose to three billion by 1960 and reached
have since come to realize that our requireseven billion in October 2011. Now, there is almost no
ments are not simply determined by the size of
our population; the range of our activities and
new area on Earth to expand into.”
the rates at which we undertake them are at
least as important. For example, over the last
century, the global population grew by a factor of four, but the
economy (which is directly linked to per capita resource use)
grew by a factor of forty. Across the planet, each adult now
wants not just access to clean water but also an electric clotheswashing machine. That appliance requires a whole suite of
resources for its manufacture and use and produces a variety of
wastes. At one level—the global level—it’s all unnervingly simple.
The more people on the planet and the more intensive their
lifestyles, the more resources are required, and the more waste is
produced (figure 1).
Carbon dioxide is a waste product from fossil-fuel combustion
that alters climate. But the use of carbon is only the tip of the iceberg—there are also nitrogen, phosphorus, soil, water, the rareearth metals in electronic devices and in the latest wind generators, and so on. The wastes from the use of each and every one of
these resources have impacts on our environment. In fact, climate
change itself is only the “tip of the iceberg” in terms of the impacts
of our activities on the planet. We have fished the oceans to the
extent that major species such as cod are at risk of extinction.
Figure 1. Human activities can be represented by a spinning wheel that
Estimates suggest that we are currently in the midst of the sixth requires resource inputs and produces waste outputs. Rates of resource
major extinction event in the history of life on Earth—on average, use and waste production are determined by two factors: the size of the
population (the thickness of the wheel), and the intensity of the lifestyle
10 percent of all species on Earth are currently threatened.
activities (the spinning speed). Sustainability within this closed system
Of equal concern, our prolific movements around the planet
(Earth) can only occur when rates of material resource consumption do
are transporting a vast range of invasive species into new habi- not exceed rates of resource renewal (i.e., treatment and recycling of
tats where they are causing all kinds of problems. Across the wastes).
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How Our Genetic Heritage Influences Our Current Behavior
toward Sustainability Issues
The human concept of progression—of growth—has been a primary factor driving the decline of past civilizations. We need to
abandon the concept of growth—this core concept within the
human psyche. Abandonment of growth won’t be easy since it
relates to competition—a force driving the selection of traits that
have been fundamental to our evolution and are therefore
deeply encoded within our genes (just as they would have been
for the mice in the island analogy described in the Introduction).
For the first 95 percent of its existence, our species (Homo sapiens) was evolving primarily as a nomadic hunter-gatherer, adapting to a very different physical and social environment than the
one we live in today. Accordingly, we carry a genetic heritage
favoring traits promoting competitive abilities, expansionism,
material acquisition, and individualism. Of course, we also carry
traits for caring (especially amongst kin) and for cooperation, but
given the fundamental evolutionary dictate that natural selection operates on traits of individual organisms, genes promoting
individualistic or selfish behavior will always persist.
Most people in Africa, Asia, and South America—as well as
the poor throughout the developed world—aspire to the
lifestyle that many of us enjoy, with physical comforts, good food,
good health care, and education. We have them, and we have
the trimmings of life that should provide more free time. But
instead of relishing that for exactly what it is—free time, time

“We need to abandon the concept of ‘growth’
—this core concept within the human psyche.”

with no demands on it, time to sit passively, time to reflect, time
to think in depth without interruptions—instead, we frantically
fill our time with other activities—movies, “tweets,” skiing trips to
the other side of the country, quick holidays in the tropics—
almost as if to avoid having to think. A recent study indicates that
the average American child aged between eight and eighteen
years spends more than seven and a half hours per day watching
television programs and movies, communicating on the Internet,
or playing computer games. Karl Marx postulated that religion
was “the opiate of the masses” in late nineteenth-century
Europe. Today, electronic screens seem to have taken its place.
Could it be that in addition to carrying genes favoring competition and individualism, we also carry strong genes for escapism,
distraction, and even denial? Evolutionary selection pressures
have provided us with consciousness that allows us to learn from
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the past and to plan ahead—both very useful traits for our development and survival. However, the consciousness trait has many
by-products. We inherently crave a meaning to our existence.
This is true even for those who have concluded that there likely is
no meaning. When we reflect, we are very aware of the depravity of the human condition, so well described by Samuel Beckett’s
verse: “Live and clean forget from day to day, mop up life as fast
as it spills away.”
Such perspectives may make us prone to depression, even to
“ending it all.” Evolutionary selection to enhance the survival of
our species may therefore have promoted traits for escapism, distraction, and denial—traits that actively predispose us against
facing up to the realities of our situation. We humans have
extraordinary capacities to think, to understand our environment
and the impacts of our activities on it, and to plan accordingly.
However, most individuals within our civilization do not display
these characteristics and are instead shepherded along by a small
minority of leaders.

Given These Biological Features,
What Hope Can We Have for Our Future?
First, we need realism. Real hope requires an acceptance of the
facts. We need to recognize and acknowledge the “big picture”
shown in figure 1. The amounts, types, and rates of activities of
our species are collectively having major impacts on our home—
planet Earth. Although the past two hundred years have been
remarkably successful for our species in terms of
increasing wealth (per capita gross domestic
product) and better health (increasing life
expectancy), past trends do not necessarily predict the future. Our population has now grown
beyond the planet’s carrying capacity. In other
words, all of us together are using more resources
than our planet can provide while producing
more wastes than it can cope with. In banking
terms, we’re living off the “capital”—Earth’s accumulated resources—rather than the “interest.” This is fundamentally unsustainable. And yet our population continues to grow
and to demand even-more resources at even-greater intensities.
To address the latter issue, we regularly quote Garrett Hardin’s
“The Tragedy of the Commons,” but all too often we ignore his
(and Ehrlich’s) most fundamental core message—the need to
restrain population size. Instead, the individual’s choice to reproduce is positively enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. Thirty-four years after its publication, most countries still
have not even started to introduce “carrots and sticks” to curtail
our basic biological drive to reproduce. In fact some with belowreplacement population-growth rates (such as Germany and
Russia) have recently introduced financial incentives to raise
birthrates.
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Second, we need to lower the intensity of our lifestyles.
There’s a saying, “Don’t rest on your laurels,” but as a civilization,
that is exactly what some of us in the developed world should be
doing—resting on our laurels, slowing down, doing less with less
while contemplating more. We need a new philosophy of life—
one based on slow, reflective, mindful living and doing more for
others (especially the disadvantaged) than for ourselves. Carpe
diem (seize the day) is an important piece of wisdom passed
down through generations, but it urgently needs amending. It
should now be: “Carpe diem, but not at the expense of others—
other days and other people.” The more rapidly and intensively
each of us lives life, the more each of us messes up the potential
for fulfilled future living for ourselves, and for others.
We need to slow down. We need to step off this current track
of individualism and self-absorption and recognize that like it or
not, we’re all in this together. We need to rebuild the sense of
“community” that we have lost over the past fifty years. We’ve
done this in the past, especially in “hard” times such as during the
social mobilization of the Second World War. We also need to
move toward a sense of community at much larger scales than
ever before. Global problems (such as CO2 emissions from fossil
fuels) require global (international) solutions.
Third, we need to reassess the relative importance of our society’s three categories of values as described by Thomas HomerDixon. Utilitarian values involve likes and dislikes—the basis of
marketing and the driver of our consumer culture. Moral values
involve fairness, justice, and the distribution of power, wealth,
and opportunity among people across the globe and through
time. As individuals and as a civilization, we demonstrate our
commitment to morality by doing “random acts of kindness,” by
the development of the welfare system, by charitable giving, and
by international aid programs. (Of course, we could do a lot
more.) Finally, existential values—those that give our lives significance and meaning—are driven by our conscious minds’ demand
to figure out how we fit into the larger scheme of the universe
and to figure out what is the purpose of our existence. Religious
or nonreligious, there are many who would agree that as utilitarian values have risen in prominence over the past fifty years,
moral and existential values have faded into the background. It’s
time for a major paradigm shift, a turn away from individualism
and materialism toward more mature perspectives on human
existence and quality of life.
Fourth, at the level of the individual—each one of us—we
need to recognize the ecological as well as the moral and ethical
responsibilities associated with every decision we make. In the
words of Gro Brundtland, the former prime minister of Norway
who had a profound influence in developing the concept of sustainability as chair of a United Nations commission in the mid1980s, “We must consider our planet to be on loan from our children, rather than being a gift from our ancestors.” Each of us is
faced with an extraordinary array of decisions, most of which

have an ecological component of which we need to be more
conscious. Should you pay more for produce from small local
farms or go with cheaper mass-produced varieties that have
been transported long distances? Should you become a vegetarian? Should you buy a car or rely on public transport? Should you
take that holiday plane trip? Then there is the biggest decision of
them all: Should you have children? These are decisions addressed and made by individuals but that nevertheless could be
more positively influenced by community-level perspectives.
Yes, we need leadership at higher levels, but our political system is based on democracy. In general, we get the leaders we
deserve. Further, democracy generally operates over a four- to fiveyear cycle. Political decisions are inherently shortsighted, while the
sustainability problems we face require much longer-term vision.
In any event, or perhaps because of this shortsightedness in
the electoral system, long-term behavioral change at the individual level is likely to be the strongest catalyst for real change in
government policy. We need a properly informed public that is
capable of thinking independently and critically, that will look
beyond the short term, and that is willing to act regardless of
what others are doing.
Fifth, the rise and fall of past civilizations have been almost
exclusively led by males. Females have evolved distinctive features
in their behavior and social interactions. Perhaps—just perhaps—
increasing leadership by females will more inherently and effectively interconnect economic, social, and environmental perspectives in future policy development and will move us away from
individualism toward more communal perspectives on living.
All of the above are, in essence, behavioral changes within
our civilization (which is to say, cultural evolution) that would
slow our movement toward the seemingly inevitable population
crash suggested by the mouse analogy and that might soften the
crash’s impacts. Unlike mice, our species is unique in that we are
aware of our fundamental biology. We know about population
cycles. We know about our genetic endowment of traits for competition, individualism, and escapism, and we understand at least
some of the ecological effects of our activities on Earth’s systems.
Educators define true learning as that which results in
changed behavior. Education of each other, and of our children,
toward realistic perspectives on the future—and how we can
best manage and adapt to population cycles—is our responsibility, and our best hope.
Paul Grogan is an associate professor in the Department of Biology at
Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario. His research focuses on understanding biotic and abiotic controls on the biogeochemical cycling of carbon and nutrients in mid- and high-latitude terrestrial ecosystems. He has
published more than forty scientific papers and is keen to engage more in
communicating scientific perspectives to the general public. He won an
Early Researcher Award from the Ontario government in 2007 and
received a Canada Research Chair for his work on the ecology of arctic
ecosystems and their sensitivity to climate change.
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The Anti-Gay Legacy
of America’s Prophet
Becky Garrison

to Muslims. This press conference marked the elder Graham’s
first appearance in new york City since Franklin’s remarks, so one
hoped that he might want to clear up any misconceptions during
his stay in the media capital of the United States. Of course, if Billy
Graham had truly abhorred his son’s comments, he would have
taken him to the woodshed for spewing hatred and found someone else to lead the BGEA. Instead, he handed over the reins of
his ministry to Franklin in 2005. Franklin Graham now serves as
president and CEO of the BGEA.
Following the Flushing Meadows event, Graham could have
faded away as a lionized figure with his legacy intact. Few in the
mainstream media would be likely to delve into Graham’s history
and trace the covert wars he waged in defense of American
exceptionalism, using the Bible as his sword to defeat godless
communists and other foreign-policy demons.*
Given his age and evangelical affiliation, coupled with the evangelical community’s overall
lack of support for civil rights for African
Americans and women during the 1960s, as the
“Graham alluded to regrets for his earlier involvement in
battle for the civil rights of LGBT people gained
energy in recent years one would not have
sixties-era politics, though he never delved into the
expected Billy Graham to support it. yet for many
specifics. There were many he might have touched on.”
years, he was silent on the issue. Even when other
evangelicals surged into the political arena, starting with the rise of the Moral Majority in 1979,
Graham chose to disengage from direct involvement in political causes, though he continued to
meet with presidents and other political leaders.
There were many he might have touched on—for instance, his
So it seems odd that Graham came forward in 2012 to suplifelong friendship with Richard M. nixon led to a few glaring
port Amendment One, a proposed change to north Carolina’s
public mistakes. Most notable, perhaps, was Graham’s role in
constitution that would make marriage between a man and
marshaling evangelical anti-Catholic sentiment against John F.
woman the only legal union recognized by the state. Same-sex
Kennedy during the 1960 presidential campaign (his opponent
marriage was already illegal under north Carolina law, but
was nixon). Also, Graham’s voice can be heard on the infamous
Amendment One would make any other civil union or domestic
nixon White House tapes of the early seventies, both men makpartnership in the state illegal, placing the legal status of children
ing anti-Semitic remarks.
raised in nontraditional households in sharp jeopardy. The battle
nor did Graham use that press conference to address his
over Amendment One seemed evenly divided until May 3, 2010,
son’s post 9/11 vitriol. Shortly after the Twin Towers fell, Franklin
Graham—an evangelist in his own right and Billy’s anointed suc*Richard Hall’s review of Cecil Bothwell’s book Prince of War (“Evangelist
cessor—called Islam “a very wicked and evil religion.” On subseUnmasked,”FREE InqUIRy, August/September 2011) offers an in-depth
quent occasions, he continued to make comments disparaging
analysis of Graham’s covert actions in this regard.

hen I covered Billy Graham’s Crusade in Flushing
Meadows, queens, back in 2005, I did not realize that I
was reporting on the end of an era for the man dubbed
“America’s pastor.” Still, given his frail health at that time, I was
not surprised when the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association
(BGEA) announced that Graham’s health would prevent him
from continuing in his public ministry. He remained in his north
Carolina mountain home, where he continued his tradition of
greeting U.S. political leaders by hosting President Barack Obama
in 2010 and lending his support to Mitt Romney’s presidential
campaign in 2012.
At the press conference prior to his Flushing Meadows
Crusade, Graham alluded to regrets for his earlier involvement in
sixties-era politics, though he never delved into the specifics.
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his name,” Ross stated. “He is working on another book that will
when the BGEA ran a full-page ad in fourteen North Carolina
likely come out next spring and is still involved with his syndicated
newspapers announcing Billy’s endorsement. Probably as a
newspaper column, ‘My Answer.’”
result, the amendment passed five days later.
When asked why Graham would take such politically
Along the same lines, why did A. Larry Ross, Billy Graham’s percharged stances at this late juncture in his career, Ross noted:
sonal spokesman for more than thirty years, release a statement
“Mr. Graham’s message hasn’t changed, but obviously our socihighlighting Graham’s appreciation for the Cathy family, the
ety and culture have, which is his concern. He expressed support
founders of Chick-fil-A? This was done despite revelations of Cathyof the traditional family stemming from a moral perspective,
family donations to groups like the National Organization for
which became political the following week after President
Marriage (NOM), which has been identified as a hate group by the
Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC). Why would
his organization pen a prayer letter (read: fundraising appeal) titled “My Heart Aches for
America,” in which Graham decried America’s
declining morality, then asked for financial help for
a new initiative called “My Hope With Billy
“The impression created is that in his last years,
Graham” that would be led by his son Franklin?
Billy Graham is, uncharacteristically openly,
The impression created is that in his last years, Billy
Graham is, uncharacteristically openly, lurching
lurching toward the hard Right.”
toward the hard Right.
What should observers conclude from this?
One theory is that Franklin Graham is now
speaking on behalf of his ailing father and lending his father’s name to his own right-wing
agenda. Since assuming control of the Billy
Obama made his views known the day after the primary.” Ross
Graham Evangelistic Association in 2005, Franklin moved its
also added that he serves only as spokesperson for Billy Graham
headquarters from Minneapolis to Charlotte, North Carolina,
and does not represent the BGEA or Franklin Graham.
and made an announcement about the place where his mother,
Here one must take into account Ross’s larger role in promotRuth Graham, would be interred. The decision announced went
ing a pro-family Christian agenda. In addition to his work for
against Ruth’s explicit instructions, which she had discussed at
Graham, Ross carries on an extensive private public relations praclength with Billy. In The Prince of War, Bothwell describes how
tice. Except for, say, emergent-church guru Pete Rollins, Ross’s
Franklin overrode his parents’ wishes in order to have Ruth
present and past client list reads like a Who’s Who of conservative
buried at a more visible location that he hoped would become a
evangelicalism, including the Creation Museum/Answers in
tourist destination for Graham’s countless fans around the
Genesis, Mel Gibson’s Icon Productions, and pastor and Purpose
world:
Driven Life author Rick Warren. Furthermore, in his column for The
Another prospective memorial to Graham—with an even taller
Daily Beast, Ross once argued that journalists painting Michele
cross—caused a dust-up between family members when
Bachmann
and Rick Perry as frightening Dominionists were
Franklin announced that Billy and Ruth would be laid to rest at
engaging in scare tactics with little basis in the truth (“Christian
the new $26 million, forty-thousand-square-foot Billy Graham
Dominionism Is a Myth,” The Daily Beast, April, 21, 2011). So A.
Library in Charlotte. Unobligingly, Ruth said she had exacted a
Larry Ross clearly has a vested interest in continuing to promote a
written agreement from Billy to be buried in The Cove, site of
the Billy Graham Training Center, in Asheville. The family split
belief system that discriminates against LGBT people.
on interment plans, with Billy finally announcing that he and
Furthermore, if Graham is indeed as active in his ministry as
Ruth “would decide.” Ultimately, Ruth lapsed into what would
Ross seems to indicate, why has Franklin refused to allow any
be a terminal coma in June, 2007, and Billy announced that
reporters to interview his father, or at least to cover fully partisan
“we” have decided to be buried at the library. She was in no
political events such as Mitt Romney’s meeting with Graham and
position to contradict him, though she had insisted on The
Franklin on October 11, 2012? At this event, at which Graham
Cove in her last public communication.
apparently reiterated his support for traditional marriage, select
But in an e-mail interview, Ross affirmed to me that Graham
members of the media were permitted to capture photos and
remains in charge. “Despite physical limitations that come with
videos at the end of the meeting. But no reporters had been perhis life stage—such as macular degeneration, hearing loss, and
mitted during Romney’s actual meeting with the Grahams, nor
limited mobility that preclude him from speaking publicly or on
were they any interviews subsequent to the conversation.
the phone—evangelist Billy Graham is a productive ninety-threeManaged in this way, Billy Graham was able to insert his very
year-old with an active mind who continues to enjoy good genpublic persona and influence into a highly charged presidential
eral health and remain engaged in the overall ministry that bears
campaign without undergoing any media scrutiny whatever.
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considers the institution of marriage as the cornerstone of society, he is opposed to any redefinition of marriage, which he sees
not as a political issue but rather a matter of religious freedom
and one of the foundational moral concerns of our time, about
which God has clearly spoken in Scripture.
Understandably, Rob Boston, senior policy analyst at
Americans United for Separation of Church and State, refutes
Graham’s definition of “religious liberty”: “In our current discourse, too many people define ‘religious liberty’ as the right to
run someone else’s life and make decisions for them. Others
assert that the government must ‘help’ religion by promulgating
its doctrines, promoting its practice, displaying its symbols and
awarding it tax support. If these things are not done, some argue,
‘religious liberty’ is not secure. This is a far cry from the ideal of
religious liberty embraced by Roger Williams.”
One wonders how Williams—the founder of the Baptist
Church in America and the first person in the Western world to
craft legislation guaranteeing separation of
church and state—would respond to Billy
Graham’s seeming entry into the ranks of fellow
Baptists who seem hell-bent on pressing their
personal religious beliefs into civil law. At the
very least, such a stance seems be oblivious to the
U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling in Bob Jones Uni“One theory is that Franklin Graham is now
versity v. United States (461 U.S. 574), which
established that religious organizations that
speaking on behalf of his ailing father and lending
receive the benefits of the government, such as
his father’s name to his own right-wing agenda.”
federal funding and tax-exempt status, are also
required to follow civil law. Of course, ever since
this court decision came down in 1983, religious
Right leaders have tried (though without success) to interject their interpretation of God’s
word into civil law. What is new is Billy Graham’s
sudden presence among them.
John Becker, the former communications director of Truth Wins
With his recent anti-gay pronouncements, Graham has made
Out, a nonprofit organization that fights anti-gay religious extremexplicit his beliefs on “homosexuality” which he had expressed—
ism, reflected on Graham’s lasting legacy in these words: “It’s a
at least in public—only implicitly before, according to Robert Hall,
shame that, when confronted with the choice between preserving
professor of philosophy at Fayetteville State University. Prior to
his popular image as a venerable, unifying figure and mounting
voicing his support for the two Amendment Ones and Chick-filone last crusade against the LGBT community, Billy Graham chose
A, Graham had never joined fellow televangelists such as Jerry
the latter. It says a lot about the man’s true character, that he
Falwell and Pat Robertson in their crusades against the evils of
selected for what may be his final public gesture an act of malice,
homosexuality, abortion, and other sex-related sins. Aside from a
divisiveness, and discrimination. Supporters of Billy Graham like to
few passing anti-pornography appeals, Graham had always
call him the ‘pastor to presidents’ and ‘the world’s preacher,’ but
focused on his role as an evangelist who encouraged the fallen
now there’s one more title to add to the list: bigot.”
to give their lives over to Jesus. Indeed, once people came to
Christ through some Billy Graham Crusade, they would be
encouraged to join a local church that would help them in their
continued walk with the Lord. Given the theological and political
leanings of most pastors who promoted Graham’s crusades, one
Becky Garrison contributes to a wide range of media outlets, including The
can safely assume that these new Christians would be taught
Washington Post’s “On Faith” column, The Guardian, The Revealer, Believe
that any form of sex outside of a traditional marriage constituted
Out Loud, and American Atheist. Her seven books include Roger Williams’
a sin, without any need for Graham to address the subject
Little Book of Virtues (forthcoming) and Red and Blue God, Black and
directly from his own pulpit.
Blue Church (John Wiley & Sons, 2006).
According to Ross, Graham’s stance on traditional marriage
stems from his interpretation of “religious freedom.” Because he
Following the meeting with Romney, the BGEA tried to scrub
from its website all prior mentions of Mormonism as a cult.
Franklin penned a piece in the BGEA magazine Decision (October
2012) outlining why evangelical Christians could abandon a
long-held tenet of their faith and cast their vote for a Mormon.
The next week, the BGEA placed ads in The Wall Street Journal
and other newspapers featuring Billy Graham, urging readers to
cast their vote for candidates who would support the biblical definition of marriage and uphold the sanctity of life. Then, just days
before the 2012 election, Ross issued a statement on Billy
Graham’s behalf endorsing Minnesota’s Amendment One, a
measure that would define civil marriage as between a man and
a woman. BGEA had been based in Minneapolis from 1995 until
2002, and Graham’s voice still carries considerable weight within
more conservative Christian circles. Nonetheless, both the
amendment and the presidential candidate Billy Graham had
endorsed were rejected at the polls.
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A Humanist Perspective on the
Sermon on the Mount
Gordon Gamm

bution to society without being haughty. Alternatively, those
received my religious education in Sunday school, as a Jew. It
who are “poor in spirit” may simply be dejected, depressed, or
was shortly after the Holocaust, and the Jewish community was
suffering the absence of self-worth. Consequently, the problem
eager to ensure the perpetuation of Judaism. Intermarriage—
with this platitude as an ethical prescription is that either it is
even mere exposure to Christianity—were viewed as palpable
ambiguous or it implores people to think little of themselves in
threats. My religious education said nothing at all about
order to receive the Christian reward of heaven.
Christianity. My parents’ understanding of Christianity was limited to a notion that Christians believed in three gods—God,
Jesus, and the Holy Ghost—while we Jews
believed in only one. I learned that “an acknowledgement of that God was the centerpiece of
the Friday night service in every Temple in the
world.” We recited a prayer that affirmed that
“My first exposure to the words of the Sermon on the
God was one. We understood that Christians
believed that Jesus was the Messiah, whereas we
Mount was upon seeing the movie King of Kings (1961).
believed that Jesus was a great man, but the
Before that, I literally did not know what moral message
Messiah, the son of God, had not yet arrived.
distinguished Jesus’s teaching.”
Reform Jews had a distinct belief that instead of
a personal messiah, there would be a messianic
age when there would be peace on Earth. Since
there was no peace on Earth, the Messiah had
not yet arrived.
2. Blessed are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted.
My first exposure to the words of the Sermon on the Mount
was upon seeing the movie King of Kings (1961). Before that, I litCommentary: Christian commentators describe the meaning of
erally did not know what moral message distinguished Jesus’s
mourn as to “mourn for sin” or “mourn for human anguish of the
teaching. I began reading analyses of the Sermon on the Mount
lost.” This conflicts with the common contemporary meaning of
by Christian scholars. It seemed that as a humanist, I had a distinct
mourn as the expression of grief that we feel and express for the
perspective on the suitability of this message as a moral guide for
death of someone we love. We mourn for the deceased, not for
contemporary life. That is the basis for this article.
sin or for the anguish of the dead. If the meaning of the word
In what follows, I will proceed sequentially, presenting a
mourn is understood by Christian commentators in ways that are
segment of the Sermon followed by typical Christian commennot so understood by contemporary society, then the usefulness
tary on that segment and then my own perspective on that comof this passage is ambiguous. However, if those who mourn as an
mentary.
expression of grief will be comforted, does that mean anything
more than the natural expression of compassion expressed by
1. Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
friends and family toward the bereaved? If the bereaved have no
friends or family, then what is the evidence that they are comCommentary: Blessed means “happy.” Therefore, this statement
forted? Who will comfort them? What if they remained griefmeans that people who are poor in spirit are happy because they
will receive the reward of heaven.
stricken for years after their loss? Would that mean that Jesus
Christian commentators equate “poor in spirit” with the opwas wrong? Is Jesus saying that people should be happy to
posite of pride and haughtiness. However, this is a linguistic mismourn because mourning brings comfort? Are they mourning
take. It assumes that only two choices are available: poor in spirit
for somebody or for sin in the world? Do they do this all of the
versus haughtiness. However, one who is not poor in spirit may
time or only when tragedy strikes? This prescription rapidly
merely be self-confident; one may be valued for his or her contridescends into incoherence.
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To mourn for the anguish of the lost suggests a belief that
those who die exhibit human anguish. We humanists don’t have
evidence that people who die continue to suffer. Deprived of a
brain and nervous system, how do they suffer? Where are they
suffering? Do they suffer in heaven? Again, ambiguity makes this
assertion not useful.

What if meek people say that they are not internally happy, but
they are depressed?

4. Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness,
for they shall be filled.

Commentary: Commentators state that righteousness means acting in accordance with divine or moral law. Therefore, “hunger3. Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.
ing for righteousness” does not require action, merely a deep
desire for acting morally. This desire is proof of their spiritual
Commentary: Christian commentators equate meek with “humrebirth, according to the Christian commentators. They assert
bled before God.” How do they know this? Are they speaking for
that this hunger and filling replay themselves continuously.
God? Has a pope or the Bible ever defined the meaning of meek
Humanists, by definition, believe in acting (not hungering)
as “humbled before God?” The common meaning of meek is
according to moral principles that are based on our best judgsubmissive, gentle, humble, and easily imposed upon. Christian
ment of the most desirable human consequences. That is, what is
commentators can make up new meanings for words, of course,
moral is a behavioral choice that has the most fulfilling impact on
but that creates confusion for people who don’t understand the
the human and environmental family. Divine law doesn’t conterms in that way. In order to affirm the statement that “Happy
sider consequences and is therefore antithetical to humanism. To
are those who are meek,” it would be necessary to inquire
cite just two examples: divine law that (1) requires the stoning of
whether submissive people are happy. Was Martin Luther King
children who disobey or stoning of adulterous women or (2) conJr. submissive? Does that mean we should restrain ourselves from
dones slavery or eternal suffering of those who do not subscribe
crying out about injustice?
to a particular religious faith are expressing righteousness in a way that is immoral from a humanist perspective.
The idea of feeling righteous and being filled,
and again being righteous and being filled,
appears to be a meaningless exercise. However, it
is possible that Christian commentators are
“Christian commentators can make up new meanings
employing some unknown code here that this
author doesn’t understand. However, if it is
for words, of course, but that creates confusion for
obscure to most people other than professional
people who don’t understand the terms in that way.”
commentators, then it is not a useful principle.

5. Blessed are the merciful,
for they shall obtain mercy.

Christian commentators read the phrase “shall inherit the
earth” to mean the happiness of the kingdom of God, on Earth
as in heaven. The kingdom to which Jesus speaks is within us as
well as it is present to the spiritual citizen of heaven to come.
This is terribly murky. Why wasn’t Jesus clearer about what he
means? The common meaning of “inherit the earth” is that the
beneficiary shall take possession of, or come to own, the property
of the earth. What is the basis for Christian commentators taking
liberty with language and claiming to know what Jesus meant? If
by “inherit the earth” Jesus meant “know the happiness of the
kingdom of God on Earth,” he could have said so. Further, why
do the meek receive the happiness of the kingdom of God on
Earth while those who are not meek do not receive this benefit?
Is it possible to verify that the meek receive the happiness of the
kingdom of God on Earth? What if they don’t believe in God?
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Commentary: Does this mean that we should be
lenient toward those who commit heinous
crimes? This would suggest that Christians should
oppose the death penalty. How else can one show leniency to a
guilty murderer?
Many, probably most, humanists oppose the death penalty.
They do so not because of the happiness associated with being
merciful, but because they believe that the death penalty is a barbaric example for society to set, that it does not deter crime, and
that it is more expensive than life imprisonment. In weighing the
morality of the death penalty, humanists consider such factors as
whether or not it provides closure to the victim’s family or
whether mistakes by the judicial system result in innocent persons being convicted.
The hypothesis that people who show leniency toward those
who injure others can then expect the compassion of others
toward them in return can be tested. It may or may not be true.
However, empathy toward others is essential to humanist moral-
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ity, whether or not it is rewarded by others being more compassionate toward us. We can only judge the consequences of our
behavior by our capacity to understand the emotions of others
we affect. As social animals, we naturally understand how we
affect others. People who don’t have this capacity are sociopaths,
psychopaths, or autistic and are treated as ill or as outliers. As
humanists, we exercise our empathy in order to honor the sensitivity of others.
According to the Christian commentators, Christians are not
saved because they show mercy; rather, the saved Christian
shows mercy because he or she was saved by God’s sacrifice.
According to these commentators, this assertion is not an exhortation for Christians to be merciful so that they will be rewarded
with mercy. Consequently, Christians act with mercy toward others in order to reciprocate for Jesus’s sacrifice of his life for us.
Mercy is not to be exhibited because of our natural love for our
fellow humans or because of our sense of identity with common
human shortcomings. How does the commentator have the wisdom to know that?

pared to obey God rather than defy him and declare, “No, this is
a cruel, immoral order no matter who you are!”
Other references to “sin” in the Bible have to do with the
denial of God or disobedience to God’s laws. On the other hand,
causing hurt to others, slavery, torture, and war were acceptable
behaviors to Christians and justified by their faith. For example,
sexism and racism persisted in Christian-dominated countries for
hundreds of years and were justified by passages in the Bible.
Christians believe that the recitation of a salvation prayer
absolves our sins and rewards us after our death, thus providing
an excuse for even the most heinous of crimes.

7. Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God.
Commentary: The yardstick that humanists use to evaluate
whether a decision is moral is whether it is the most fulfilling
choice for those affected by a collective decision and whether it
most likely contributes to a more peaceful world. Humanists use
their best judgment about which choice most enhances personal

6. Blessed are the pure in heart,
for they shall see God.
Commentary: This presumes that the word see
means something other than “experience
through the normal senses.” Christians do not
believe that God is verifiable by our senses;
instead, he is to be accepted on faith without
any criteria for falsification. According to
Christian commentators, “seeing God” is equivalent to being saved. “Being saved” is being
pure in heart. Consequently, if one sees God
(has been saved), one is pure in heart by definition. It is not possible to avoid being pure of
heart if one has been saved.
Being saved means we are saved from God’s
wrath on judgment day. We are saved by Jesus
Christ’s death.
The concept of being saved begins with an assumption that
all humans are born in sin and have sins to atone for, without so
much as describing what constitutes sin. The concept of being
born in sin is taken from the Garden of Eden story, in which man’s
sin was curiosity: the search for knowledge. It is incomprehensible that eating an apple would be a sin by secular standards; the
fact that eating the fruit had been forbidden by God made it sinful. Therefore, the “moral” of this story is that morals are not
based on the human impact of our behavior but on the fact that
morals have a divine, holy, origin. If God tells us to do or not to do
something, that trumps human considerations. Human reason,
critical thinking, and judgment about how we affect one another
are irrelevant to God-centered ethics.
This message was repeated when Abraham was tested by
God, who asked him to kill his son in order to prove his faith.
Abraham was considered a “good” man because he was pre-

“The idea of feeling righteous and being filled,
and again being righteous and being filled,
appears to be a meaningless exercise.”

fulfillment and minimizes human suffering. In order to apply this
judgment, the prospect for a more peaceful world is an important consideration. Consequently, humanists are peacemakers,
but we would not regard ourselves as sons of God in any conventional sense.
The Christian commentators interpret peacemakers not as
those who strive for world peace, but as those who are at peace
with God and all men (Rom. 5–1). They are not social reformers
but those reformed by the Gospel. They are ambassadors of
peace with God to the world. This uniquely enables them to be
considered children of God. This implies that people must act as
ambassadors—in other words, sell God to others—in order to be
considered children of God. Inasmuch as humanists do not sell
God to others, they do not measure up to the criteria for being
God’s children, whether or not they would wish to be his children. As humanists we are curious about the desirability of being
God’s children as opposed to someone else’s children.
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8. Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
Commentary: Christian commentators interpret this statement
to mean that Jesus foresaw that his followers would be persecuted because they were Christians. Therefore, being a Christian
requires being steadfast to living in Jesus Christ in a godly way, in
spite of evidence presented by those who would attempt to woo
them away from Christian belief. The commentators state that
the word persecuted does not mean physical abuse but simply
rational discourse that may tempt them to be persuaded toward
another worldview. Consequently, this insulates Christians from
evidence of the irrationality of their belief or an evaluation of
God’s commands as cruel or mean-spirited. This belief follows in
the tradition of Abraham’s test of faith, which required him to
ignore the consequence of obedience (killing his son) and instead
trust in God even though he could not understand God’s will.
If Christians consider the entitlement to the kingdom of
heaven as a desirable achievement, then they should be

rebellion by the enlightenment philosophes: Locke, Voltaire,
Bishop Butler, Jefferson, and Madison. The idea set forth in the
Declaration of Independence that humans are endowed with a
right to personal happiness in this life is not a Christian concept.
The reference to a “creator” by Jefferson was a deist concept of a
force that created the universe but was not involved thereafter in
the lives of humans. The right to happiness and liberty were invoked as natural rights in the framework of government for the
first time by the Enlightenment writers of the seventeenth century. Therefore, to be “endowed by our creator” meant that
there were rights to be discovered from experience that are
essential to the dignity of humanity. The Declaration of Independence was a list of grievances against a king who claimed his
authority to oppress the colonists as a monarch and agent for
God and the Christian church. There is nothing in the Old or New
Testament, the declarations of the popes, the Qur’an, or the
Torah that speaks of a human right to happiness or to fulfillment
in this life. To espouse a claim for personal fulfillment in this life is
the antithesis of imploring people to endure
their suffering in this life in order to receive the
rewards of heaven for eternity.

“According to the Christian commentators,
Christians are not saved because they show mercy;
rather, the saved Christian shows mercy because
he or she was saved by God’s sacrifice.”

informed about what they will do there for eternity. What we
now know about the biological source of pleasure and tranquility is that these feelings are generated by specific parts of our
unique brains. Consequently, it is unclear how feelings and memories that we experienced when we were alive will relate to some
desirable feeling in the kingdom of heaven, after we (and our
brains) have died.

9. Blessed are you when they revile and persecute you and say
all kinds of evil against you falsely for my sake. Rejoice and be
exceedingly glad for great is your reward in heaven, for as they
persecuted the prophets who were before you.
Commentary: This statement indicates that Christians should be
happy that they are reviled and persecuted for their unyielding
faith, because prophets had also been reviled and persecuted
before them. Why should Christians find it satisfying to be persecuted because others had been persecuted before them?
The Christian commentators who interpret this passage
speak of the fact that if heaven is to be gained for eternity by
enduring suffering and persecution in this life, then it is worth
the price. Fulfillment in this life (falicitudo) is denigrated in
Christian theology for the benefit of fulfillment in the afterlife
(beatitudo). It is this idea of suffering in life as the price to be paid
for heavenly rewards after death that was the principal object of
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n conclusion, contemporary society is more
complex than the world of Jesus. Good moral
action requires an awareness of human behavior
informed by our discoveries from the social sciences, and reflecting our capacity for empathy,
that was not present two thousand years ago.
Torture and slavery were acceptable institutions
then; Jesus objected to neither, though he would
become a victim of torture. Proportionality of
punishment to the crime has become a humane
civilizing influence only since the writings of the Italian
Philosopher Cesare Beccaria in On Crimes and Punishment (1764).
Jesus did not register any disapproval of harsh punishment that
did not fit the crime. His most famous outburst of temper was a
result of commercial activity in the Temple. (How would he feel
about Bingo in the church?)
Due process, equal rights for women, welfare for the disabled,
international standards of morality according to the Human Rights
Charter of the United Nations, public education for the masses, and
the elimination of child labor are among modern standards of
morality that have had their foundation in moral suasion, not in
any supernaturally based scripture. We will continue to discover
new understandings about how to build a just society, resulting
from our awareness of the science of consciousness and the elimination of pain and disease. These understandings will inform our
morality and enable human beings to forge a more perfect society,
with a better chance for a more peaceful world and a more fulfilling life for more of the world’s citizens. Were blessing needed, I
would say blessed be those who seek that.

I

Gordon Gamm, JD, is credited with composing the first amicus briefs
explaining humanism in state and federal courts.
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What God Hath Wrought
Dennis R. Trumble

One is often told that it is a very wrong thing to attack religion,
because religion makes men virtuous. So I am told; I have not
noticed it. . . .You find this curious fact, that the more intense
has been the religion of any period and the more profound has
been the dogmatic belief, the greater has been the cruelty and
the worse has been the state of affairs.
—Bertrand Russell

ently, if not willfully, enable the extremists in their midst by publically promoting the practice of unthinking faith. Why? Because
religious faith is marketed not only as the one and only path to
personal salvation but also as the very glue that holds all earthly
societies together. Thus—all things considered—if a few of their
brethren are drawn to the dark side of their faith, that figures to
be a fair trade.
The problem, at its core, is that parishioners have been taught
for generations—without acknowledging evolution of course—
that religiosity is required to put the brakes on our base “animal”
instincts and that without the church there would be no basis for
human morality. Consequently, it is the perceived threat of social
upheaval that ultimately moves many civic-minded churchgoers
to go to church in the first place, whether they actually believe
everything the church teaches or are simply playing along in a
misguided effort to promote the greater good. This is not a
secret. There are people populating pews today who, by their

dherents to the world’s myriad religions may not always
see eye to eye, but they do have one thing in common: they
are all, every one of them, vastly outnumbered. No matter
what you believe or how “mainstream” your religious convictions, if you take a good look around, you will find yourself
among a surprisingly small minority. Christians as a whole make
up the largest global contingent, yet they constitute but 32 percent of humanity. Christians are followed by Muslims (20 percent) and Hindus (13 percent). Chinese folk religions comprise
the fourth-largest faith at 6.4 percent, followed by Buddhism (5.9
percent), tribal religions (4 percent), “new” religions
(1.7 percent), and Sikhism (0.4 percent). Jews, who
number about 14.5 million, make up only 0.2 percent
of the global community, or about one person in five
hundred overall. (Oy!)
“Apologetics from the book of Job notwithstanding,
But in truth, the reality of the situation is worse than
it is difficult to reconcile how so many terrible
that, for these so-called “major” religions comprise
things could be ‘allowed’ to happen in a world
dozens of subgroups, many of which profess to be the
one true faith to the exclusion of all others. The largest of
that was created specifically for us.”
these by far is the Roman Catholic Church, whose 1.1 billion members make up nearly one-sixth the global population. All other sects are much smaller and so represent minorities that are minuscule by comparison.
own admission, profess their faith more to promote civil order
Predictably, the proliferation of these small factions has crethan to safeguard their salvation. They trust themselves to
ated something of a siege mentality among the sectarian faithful.
behave morally without the carrot of heaven or the stick of hell
This mentality serves to bind each group closer together while at
to guide them, yet have no such faith in the comportment of oththe same time alienating them one from another. And in keeping
ers. They are counting on heaven and hell to keep everyone else
with the old adage about familiarity breeding contempt, groups
in line. But as Sam Harris so eloquently points out in The End of
that share the same fundamental beliefs (Catholics and ProtFaith, “We need not believe anything on insufficient evidence to
estants, Shiites and Sunnis) are the ones that seem to visit the most
feel compassion for the suffering of others. Our common
egregious violence upon one other. But perhaps this is to be
humanity is reason enough to protect our fellow human beings
expected. After all, competition in the wild is always more intense
from coming to harm. Genocidal intolerance, on the other hand,
within a given species than between different species, owing to
must inevitably find its inspiration elsewhere.”
their mutual reliance on the same limited resources.
Of course, not all believers in a personal god are so zealous in
A Cruel Twist of Faith
their beliefs, or so militant. Those who take a more moderate
But even at its genocidal worst, the miseries of religious faith are
approach to their religiosity—and who presumably make up the
not confined to the pain inflicted upon others. Believers are viclion’s share of the sectarian populace—are no doubt just as troutimized too, although the price they pay is not so obvious (least
bled by the actions of their fundamentalist cohorts as nonbelievof all, to themselves). Their penalty comes in the form of a thouers, if not more so. And yet these “religious moderates” persist-
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to live in a floodplain, should have avoided that part of town. It’s
comforting to think that we can control our own fate with a little due diligence and that when bad things happen, it is largely
because of human recklessness.
Comments made in the wake of the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman
earthquake speak not only to the pervasiveness of this attitude but
also to its malleability. In a region of the world where Buddhism,
Hinduism, Islam, and Christianity coexist, few people of faith
seemed willing to consider that the earthquake and resultant
tidal wave—an event that killed nearly a quarter of a million
coastal residents—might have had nothing to do with those living in harm’s way. Instead, the devastating wall of water was met
with a flood of tortured explanations as people of every faith
struggled to make sense of the tragedy. Some, like Catholic
bishop Joseph Fernando, cautioned against trying to divine
God’s purpose but confessed that precisely “why a God who glories in people would [also] wipe them out” was both a mystery
and a problem. Imam Johari Abdul-Malik was a bit less circumspect, claiming that although Islam teaches that all such events
are a deliberate act of God, “when we meet . . . our creator and
we’re wondering ‘Why did this happen?’ we will be assured that
the answer will be satisfactory to us.” Prava Dunasia, a Hindu spiritual counselor, went a step further. She insisted
that God (a.k.a. nature) was angry with the
tsunami victims because they abused the environment and did not “keep the balance” of
“That so many people are willing to entertain the notion
nature as was their charge. Those who died,
that the Almighty might intervene to alter the outcome of Dunasia declared, earned their punishment,
either in this life or in lives past, in accordance
a game . . . while at the same time allowing horrific acts
with the laws of karma.
such as murder, rape, and even genocide to continue
Some eight months later, victims of Hurricane
Katrina were treated no better. While the Gulf
unabated is a testament to the lengths we are prepared
Coast was still reeling from the devastation, a
to go to preserve the belief that, in the end, everyone
panoply of God-fearing potentates wasted little
gets precisely what he or she deserves.”
time in adding insult to the horrific injury visited
upon the (mostly poor) citizenry of the Crescent
City. Steven Lefemine, director of Columbia
Christians for Life, managed to wring the visage
of an eight-week-old fetus from the swirls of a satellite weather
One way this is commonly done is by supposing that our stamap and concluded, “God judged New Orleans for the sin of
tus as autonomous beings must somehow depend on a divine
shedding innocent blood through abortion.” As reasonable as
laissez-faire policy. This approach effectively solves the “existence
that explanation might seem, Michael Marcavage was certain
of evil” problem but at the same time precludes the possibility of
that God had sent Katrina to New Orleans for another reason: to
divine intervention, thereby rendering all prayerful entreaties
thwart an annual street festival celebrating gay culture. Declared
pointless. Evidently this is not a particularly popular choice
Marcavage: “The day Bourbon Street and the French Quarter was
among those who seek a more personal, working relationship
flooded was the day that 125,000 homosexuals were going to be
with the almighty creator of all things. For them, belief in our coscelebrating sin in the streets. . . . We’re calling it an act of God.” (If
mic primacy is better served by assuming that “God helps those
so, one could also call it an amazingly inept act of God, because
who help themselves” (a truly ingenious dodge if ever there was
the French Quarter was one of the few city districts that didn’t susone). The advantage of subscribing to this scenario—apart from
tain much flood damage. In fact, Grand Marshal Lisa Beaumann
preserving the power of prayer—is that it allows people to prewas able to lead the Southern Decadence Parade through the
tend that the misfortunes we read about in the newspaper and
streets of the French Quarter the following Sunday, several weeks
see on the evening news might have been avoided with a little
before St. Louis Cathedral was back in business.) Even New
faith and a dash of common sense. No matter what calamity
Orleans mayor Ray Nagin, a man who should possess—or at least
might befall us, we can rest assured that it was not only avoidable
display—a little more sense, couldn’t resist the urge to bend the
but that someone (or some group of someones) was at fault. He
will of God to suit his own purposes. According to Nagin, not only
smoked, drove too fast, drank too much, never saw his doctor,
was God angry with America for invading Iraq, but he was also
ran with the wrong crowd. She was irresponsible, overate, chose

sand cuts: the daily cost of holding a holy host of unrealistic
expectations born of the belief in our cosmic centrality. Certainly,
given what we now know about how the world works, there is
no good reason anyone should struggle over why bad things
happen to good people. Nor is there any real need to explain
away the existence of evil (however you choose to define it). Yet
an awful lot of hand-wringing still goes on over events that
appear to belie mankind’s presumptive preferential status.
Despite the (small c) catholic catchall “God works in mysterious
ways,” many people of faith, much to their credit, remain profoundly troubled by the apparently arbitrary nature of things.
And no wonder, because from an anthropocentric perspective
it’s hard to fathom why innocent children should suffer from
fatal diseases or to reconcile the fact that tragedy can befall even
the most virtuous among us.
Apologetics from the book of Job notwithstanding, it is difficult to reconcile how so many terrible things could be “allowed”
to happen in a world that was created specifically for us. It just
doesn’t make sense on any level. But rather than question our cosmic centrality, as logic would dictate, people have instead devised
increasingly clever ways to defend humanity’s lofty standing
against the burgeoning body of contrary evidence.
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upset with black America for “not taking care of ourselves . . . our
women, and . . . our children.” (How else to explain how the worst
of the flooding just happened to occur in the least desirable, most
flood-prone areas of the city?) Nagin added that, despite the fact
that the storm had rendered most of black New Orleans uninhabitable, the city “will be chocolate at the end of the day” because
“it’s the way God wants it to be.” Let us hope for Nagin’s sake that
God also has a taste for nuts.
Predictably, people living outside the United States tended to
view the disaster in more ecumenical terms, seeing the hurricane
as God’s way of punishing America for whatever transgression
most irked the observer in question. In Israel, for example, journalist Stan Goodenough saw justice being served as thousands of
Americans lost their homes just days after Jewish settlers were
forced to abandon theirs in the Gaza strip. “Is this some sort of
bizarre coincidence? Not for those who believe in the God of the
Bible. … What America is about to experience is the lifting of
God’s hand of protection; the implementation of His judgment
on the nation most responsible for endangering the land and
people of Israel.”
On the flip side, under the headline “The Terrorist
Katrina Is One of the Soldiers of Allah,” Kuwaiti official
Muhammad Yousef Mlaifi wrote: “It is almost certain that
this is a wind of torment and evil that Allah has sent to this
American empire.” Opinions may vary, but among the
faithful it seems that whenever something horrific happens, someone or another is always to blame.
Indeed, an overriding sense of human culpability seems
to inform a wide variety of opinions regarding such occurrences, the blame for which many are either willing to bear
themselves or, more often, pass onto their neighbors in
order to preserve the illusion that the world revolves around us
humans. In Asia, for instance, Hindus in Sri Lanka were quick to
blame the tsunami on drinking and drug abuse among foreign visitors, while their Muslim countrymen cited growing dissention
within families as being the true cause. Meanwhile, a Catholic
priest who lost a nun and eighteen parishioners in the floodwaters
saw the disaster as recompense for regional ethnic and religious
tensions. At a Buddhist temple in Kalatura, Sri Lanka, one man
went so far as to blame a lone Christian for baking a cake in the
image of Lord Buddha and then cutting it with a knife. Others at
the same temple blamed Christians for killing animals and consuming alcohol on Christmas Day, less than twenty-four hours before
the tsunami struck. They were at a loss, however, to explain why so
many Buddhists had died, along with tens of thousands of children, their own among them. Astonishingly, one Baptist pastor in
Minnesota claimed to have the answer. His explanation: “When I
hear of a calamity like this, my deepest interpretation is God is calling [me] to repent. God is breaking my heart. God is pointing out
my sin. God is telling me: be amazed you weren’t under the wave.”
Even more amazing is how anyone could consider, even for
an instant, that the creator of all things had crafted this horrific
tragedy as a personal wake-up call for anyone. This is no less
absurd than my supposing that God had arranged this vile
calamity for the sole purpose of giving me something interesting
to write about. The very idea is so egomaniacal, in fact, that one
is tempted to assume that such inflated feelings of self-impor-

tance must be exceptionally rare, if not downright pathological.
But then again, how much less ego is involved whenever an athlete points skyward after scoring a goal or a sports fan prays for
a last-second victory? That so many people are willing to entertain the notion that the Almighty might intervene to alter the
outcome of a game (which would be cheating, by the way) while
at the same time allowing horrific acts such as murder, rape, and
even genocide to continue unabated is a testament to the
lengths we are prepared to go to preserve the belief that, in the
end, everyone gets precisely what he or she deserves.

Life Unfair? We Should Be So Lucky
Although the motives that underlie these apologetics are thinly
veiled at best, faith-based efforts to cope with life’s inequities
might work much better if not for one little thing: the fear that
life might be fundamentally unfair is not what truly troubles us.
The thing that really sticks in our collective craw, even if we don’t
always realize it, is that life actually seems all too fair. From the
creationist perspective, it has to be supremely frustrating—and

“From the creationist perspective, it has
to be supremely frustrating—and more than
a little unnerving—to find that despite our
preferred status, nature remains so willfully
and persistently evenhanded. “

more than a little unnerving—to find that despite our preferred
status, nature remains so willfully and persistently evenhanded.
The physical world never cuts us a break: a microburst occurs over
a runway and a plane goes down, babies and all. Lightning
strikes a church and it goes up in flames. An earthquake levels a
village and kills thousands. A massive landslide does the same.
In the spring of 1815, a volcanic eruption on the Indonesian
island of Sumbawa buried the entire kingdom of Tambora, killing
an estimated 90,000 people. The towns of Herculaneum and
Pompeii suffered a similar fate near the base of Mount Vesuvius
some seventeen centuries before. The Shaanxi earthquake, which
claimed an estimated 830,000 lives in 1556, proved to be the
worst of a long line of devastating temblors to shake northern
China, the most recent being a magnitude-7.5 quake that killed
some 244,000 people in Hebei Province in 1976. And in January
2010 the citizens of Haiti, still reeling from a series of four hurricanes that had devastated the island nation not two years
before, were struck yet again, this time by a magnitude-7.0 earthquake that effectively leveled Port-au-Prince, leaving nearly
200,000 dead and over a million homeless. Just fourteen months
later, Japan suffered a tsunami triggered by a magnitude-9.0
quake that devastated the entire northern coastline and killed tens
of thousands of people. The mayor of Tokyo helpfully advised:
“The Japanese people must take advantage of this tsunami as a
means of washing away their selfish greed. I really do think this is
divine punishment.”
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broader context, nothing could be further from the truth. Life
may not always be kind, but it is never unfair. The world, by all
indications, remains perfectly indifferent toward all its inhabitants, be they human or beast.
If the news media have taught us nothing else, it’s that bad
things—even the most bizarre and improbable things—can happen to anyone at any time. But even this is a benign fiction of
sorts, because for every “newsworthy” tragedy that manages to
grab our attention, there are thousands more of which we
remain mercifully unaware. It is startling when you stop to consider that, as terrible as the aforesaid mishaps were, they made
headlines less for their tragic outcomes than for their odd particulars. Less sensational but equally fatal accidents happen with
such frequency that most are scarcely noticed at all, much to the
benefit of our collective sanity. Add to this the tens of thousands
of people who succumb prematurely to disease and violence
every day (one every few seconds worldwide), and you begin to
see the emotional torrent we are up against.
Clearly there is far too much misery in the world for any of us
to take in without being completely consumed by it, and so we
are compelled to allow these countless private tragedies to pass
largely unnoticed. It’s not that people don’t care; they simply
have no other choice. Mourn for them all, and
grief is all you will ever feel. In fact, by the time
you finish reading this paragraph, someone
somewhere will have fallen victim to yet another
“Life may not always be kind, but it is never unfair.
deadly mishap, one they could not have possibly
The world, by all indications, remains perfectly indifferent foreseen as they pulled on their socks this morning. Three of my own cousins have died this way:
toward all its inhabitants, be they human or beast.”
one crushed beneath a horse he hit with his car,
one crushed beneath a car he was repairing for
his sister, and a third (the sister) killed as her vehicle overturned after hitting a patch of black ice.
All three were kind and caring people, all were loved by their
reporter Alan Feuer once observed, “There are few things more
families, and all were dead before the age of twenty-five. These
confusing than a young girl’s coffin. It feels like a betrayal, or a
calamities of chance—that is to say, those not caused by the willbroken promise. You see it, but it makes no sense.”
ful action of others—happen nearly every minute of every day
And yet this sort of “nonsense” just keeps on happening.
and are perfectly absurd juxtaposed against mankind’s preferred
What’s more, when these dreadful events couple with coincistatus in the grand scheme of things. It is, however, perfectly condence—as they inevitably will, from time to time—they can prosistent with the notion that we are purely a part of the universe
duce situations that seem extraordinary by anyone’s standards
and not its raison d’etre.
but are particularly vexing to the anthropocentric. Two brothers,
But even if you’re set firmly in the “thy will be done” camp,
for example, recently made headline news in the Pittsburgh area
there are plenty of things we see in nature that appear far too
when they were killed on Route 38 in a small town just east of the
wanton and cruel to have been designedly created by a beneficity. Now given that over 40,000 people are killed on our nation’s
cent and all-powerful being. In the wild, there is no accounting for
highways each year—about one fatality every fifteen minutes or
what is good or what is wicked. Nature simply goes with what
so—this story would have ordinarily garnered little attention. The
works, no matter how unseemly it might, well, seem. To appreciKerr brothers, however, died under far-more curious circumate just how amoral the workings of nature truly are, one need
stances, having met their ends in separate accidents occurring
only consider the lifestyle of Copidosomopsis tanytmemus, a type
within two hours and one hundred yards of each other.
of parasitic wasp. The female of this species makes her living as
According to the Post-Gazette, the first brother (Steven, thirtycountless generations have before her, instinctively depositing
seven) died just before 9 p.m. when his speeding motorcycle left
her eggs inside the egg of another insect (most often that of a
the road and struck a speed-limit sign (an ironic twist in itself).
moth). Once the invading larvae emerge from their first molt, they
Shortly thereafter his younger brother Jeremy (twenty-nine),
immediately begin feeding on the host’s larval organs before
unaware of the first accident, was killed after running his bike
eventually turning their appetites on the host itself. Scott Gilbert,
into the back of a Chrysler minivan stopped in traffic. Family
a professor of biology at Swarthmore College, describes the ensumembers can certainly be forgiven for believing that what haping process this way: “By 40 days, the parasitic brood has finished
pened to these two brothers was incredibly unjust. But in the

Famine and pestilence, flood and drought, tornadoes and
hurricanes: they come at us in waves, as unrelenting as they are
unpredictable. To paraphrase a favorite Monty Python sketch, it’s
a depressing prospect for an ambitious species.
Then, of course, there are those countless personal tragedies
that occur with mind-numbing regularity, as disquieting as they
are persistent. The stream of human misfortune is so steady, in
fact, that the search for examples need rarely extend past the
local morning headlines. As I write these words, my local paper,
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, reports that a young mother and her
four-year-old daughter died yesterday of smoke inhalation as
they tried to escape an early-morning house fire in a small town
just north of the city. (Her three-month-old baby is reported to be
in serious condition in a local burn unit.) This comes close on the
heels of news about another local girl, just ten years old, who was
killed not two days before as she stood with her mother on the
sidewalk in front of their home. This unfortunate little girl, who
surely deserved much better, was struck in the head by the nozzle
of a fire hose that had fallen from the side of a passing pumper
truck. Incidents of this sort are almost too sad to contemplate,
especially where children are involved, and are enough to offend
even the most world-weary onlooker. As New York Times
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eating its host’s muscles, fat bodies, gonads, silk glands, gut, nerve
An Attitude with Attitude
cord, and hemolymph, and the host is little more than a sac of skin
But why should scientists, or anyone else for that matter, care
holding about 70 pupating wasp larvae. After another 5 or 6 days,
what creationists think? What concern is it of ours? If these peothe new adults gnaw holes in the host’s integument [outer coverple are troubled by the inconsistencies their worldview presents,
ing], and in a scene repeated in the movie Alien, chew their way
isn’t that their cross to bear? And if they aren’t, what difference
out of the host’s body. These adults then copulate (often on the
should that make to anyone else? The answer, quite clearly,
body of their dead host), find another host in which to deposit an
would be “none at all” if these beliefs bore no ill consequence for
egg, and die shortly thereafter.”
the rest of us. But alas, such is not the case. In the end, what
Even allowing that insects cannot suffer to the same extent
makes this the business of rationalists is not the pained inconsisthat, say, Sigourney Weaver can, to couch this reproductive strattencies that mindful creationists foist upon themselves but the
egy in creationist terms where such acts are deliberately cast by
ripple effects that everyone else suffers as a consequence. And
an omnipotent designer would be extremely troubling nonethethis intractable mind-set, like all such dogmatic belief systems, is
less. Darwin himself fretted over this logical absurdity, confiding
a veritable wave-making machine.
in a letter to American biologist Asa Grey that he (Darwin) could
The reason for this is hardly a mystery. Because people are
not bring himself to believe that “a benevolent and omnipotent
naturally drawn to the company of like-minded individuals, folks
God would have designedly created the Ichneumonidae [wasps]
who are taught to rely on the wisdom of others tend to reinforce
with the express intention of their feeding within the living bodin one another an autocratic attitude that discourages tolerance
ies of Caterpillars.” That any creature should be obliged to invade
for dissenting points of view. This is especially true when it comes
and consume the body of another is bad enough in evolutionary
to accepting beliefs that look to make our lives easier, which in
terms, but it would be an unspeakably evil arrangement to institute by choice, as would necessarily be
the case were an omnipotent creator running things.
In this respect, it must have come as something of a
relief when scientists finally came to understand that
“Famine and pestilence, flood and drought,
predators and parasites were not purposefully
designed but arose quite on their own as simpler tornadoes and hurricanes: they come at us in waves,
organisms gradually developed more efficient ways to
as unrelenting as they are unpredictable.
feed and reproduce themselves. In fact, were it not for
To paraphrase a favorite Monty Python sketch, it’s a
the escalating arms race between predator and prey
depressing prospect for an ambitious species.”
waged in the Precambrian seas, Earth today would harbor only the simplest of life-forms for lack of selection
pressures to drive the development of things like eyes
and ears, teeth and shells, backbones and brains. As
ruthless as it may seem, the predator/prey dynamic is,
this context means less complicated. Comfortably insulated from
among other things, what makes complicated life-forms possible.
the vagaries of human existence, this mystical mind-set tends,
We know this because living creatures are never more elaborate
with time, to become neatly parsed into black and white, good
than they need to be (again, consider the eyeless insects and fish
and evil, right and wrong: a stark and rigid point of view where
that inhabit subterranean caverns or the flightless cormorants of
shades of gray are seen not as invitations to explore a subtler
the Galapagos archipelago, critters that ultimately shed the metareality but as muddling obstacles to some predetermined truth.
bolically expensive faculties of sight and flight after they were renTo those committed to this brand of binary logic, it only
dered superfluous by their new environs). To be sure, when it
stands to reason that because they are right (that is, virtuous), all
comes to handing out complex biological machinery, Mother
those who disagree must therefore be wrong (that is, wicked)
Nature is nothing if not tightfisted. “Use it or lose it,” you can
and in need of reform. There is thus a strong tendency for these
almost hear her say in that maternal it’s-for-your-own-good tone
groups to want to impose their way of thinking—if that’s the
of voice.
right term—on everyone else. And this inclination is only intensiHappily, a great many things that would otherwise amount to
fied by biblical teachings of collective guilt, wherein God is said to
perverse cruelty in the pre-planned world of creationist cosmolpunish whole communities for the sins of a few. As Shadia Drury,
ogy are reduced to little more than an unavoidable by-product of
professor of philosophy at the University of Regina, once
biological complexity if we regard the universe as purely mechanremarked in these very pages: “If you believe that God will punical. Nature is either entirely neutral toward all living things or she
ish you collectively for the private vices of some of the members
of the community—by using hurricanes, floods, famines, earthis incredibly nasty; there is no third option. Perhaps this is why
quakes, or terrorists—you will naturally take a lively interest in
there are so few creationists among professional biologists. Unless
the private affairs of others.”
you are prepared to abandon all curiosity about the workings of
Make no mistake, a mind-set based on unthinking faith is
the living world, maintaining the illusion of cosmic primacy
generally not the type that is content to exist within the confines
remains a thorny proposition studded with emotional conflict. If
of its own borders; this is an attitude with attitude, an aggressive
you are a creationist and wish to remain that way, it seems the less
belief system that insists on being believed and often compels its
you know about the world’s ecosystems the better.
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adherents to work to impose its mores on the greater public at
large. This can’t be healthy. Some observers have even gone so
far as to portray this worldview as the ideologic equivalent of a
cancerous growth. And considering how sectarian “values” have
managed to insinuate themselves into the body politic, the
metaphor seems painfully apt. The fact is, these moralistic metastases have become alarmingly abundant as of late and, like their
corporeal counterparts, the damage they inflict depends largely
on where they happen to crop up.
One case in point is the current flap over stem-cell research,
where faith-based views on the “ensoulment” of the human
embryo have, for a great many diseases, essentially slowed the
race for a cure to a crawl. Another example, closely related, is the
seemingly endless controversy over abortion rights. The question
of when, and under what circumstance, it is appropriate to terminate a pregnancy is complicated enough when viewed from a
purely empirical perspective, but add religion to the mix and the
problem becomes completely intractable. So too has the issue of
civil rights been complicated by the preformed notions of the
piously minded, embodied most recently in the political row over
whether gay couples should be afforded the same legal rights as
more “traditional” families.
Less obvious, but perhaps even more pervasive, is the damage inflicted on society in general (and young people in particular) as people of faith struggle to shield themselves from their
animal heritage, especially where matters of sex are concerned.
Christians and Jews are taught that it is a sin to covet anything
that is your neighbor’s, which is widely interpreted as a divine dictate against desires both material and sexual. This is not just a
good idea; it’s the law (see the tenth commandment). Such animalistic cravings are so reviled, in fact, that they are also listed
among the seven deadly sins. Now mind you, this is not adultery
we are talking about here—that’s covered under Article VII of
the Decalogue. No, this path to eternal damnation is paved with
desire, the selfsame corporeal craving that nature has spent hundreds of millions of years instilling in us. Now that is unfair.
In the view of many, the consequences of lifting the veil that
separates humanity from the rest of the animal kingdom would
be a terrible thing to behold. Why, just imagine what dire consequences might ensue if young children everywhere knew where
babies really come from and how the human reproductive system really works; if kids knew what to expect from puberty and
understood the biological underpinnings of these changes
before experiencing them firsthand; if everyone were to reach
sexual maturity aware of the dangers of unprotected sex and the
mechanics of contraception. And who knows what might happen if youngsters were ever to become savvy enough to recognize a sexual predator when he or she sees one, either in person
or on the web. It’s pretty scary stuff.
The irony, of course, is that the more parents try to shelter
their kids from the “evils” of carnal knowledge, the more curious
children become, and the more titillating it becomes. How else to
explain the fact that certain words heard on every playground in
America cannot be uttered on network television? (These salty
modifiers do have their place after all. As Mark Twain once
observed, “under certain circumstances, profanity provides a relief
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denied even to prayer.”) It’s as if parents were convinced that sexuality is a learned behavior rather than a biological urge and that
denying kids access to the information can effectively curb it.
But this is child’s play compared to the damage this form of
sexual repression is truly capable of exacting. To appreciate just
how destructive this mind-set can become, we need look no further than the carnage being visited upon the unfortunate citizens
of Iraq. John Hendren, foreign correspondent for National Public
Radio, recently gave voice to the kind of unspeakable acts that
only true piety can inspire. Sounding as though he could scarcely
believe his own story, Hendren reported on NPR’s Morning Edition
that shepherds in a rural neighborhood in western Baghdad were
murdered, according to locals, for failing to diaper their goats.
(Yes, you read that right.) “Apparently, the sexual tension is so
high in regions where Sheikhs take a draconian view of Shariah
law that they feel the sight of naked goats poses an unacceptable
temptation . . . and that seemed about as preposterous as Iraq
could get until I heard about the grocery store in east Baghdad.
The grocer and three others were shot to death and the store was
firebombed because he suggestively arranged his vegetables. . . .
[A]n Iraqi colleague explained matter-of-factly that Shiite clerics
had recently distributed a flyer directing grocers how to display
their food. Standing up a celery stalk near a couple of tomatoes in
a way that might—to the profoundly repressed—suggest an
aroused male, is now a capital offense.”
Think about what this says about us as a species. We humans
are far and away the most intelligent beings the world has ever
known, the architects of many great and wonderful things. Art,
music, science, literature, chocolate baklava: Who but only the
most sublime of creatures could visit such splendor upon the
earth? William Shakespeare, a fine example in his own right,
expressed it thus: “What a piece of work is man! How noble in
reason! How infinite in faculties! In form and moving, how
express and admirable! In action how like an angel! In apprehension, how like a god! The beauty of the world! The paragon of
animals!” True enough. And yet here we are, four decades after
the first (some would say “alleged”) Moon landing, being driven
to a murderous rage over goat panties and naughty veggies.
While there are not many things that can be said about this
world with absolute assurance, this much is certain: this is no way
for an intelligent species to behave.
Something is terribly wrong here. It’s as if the human psyche
has been usurped by a cultural meme powerful enough to shortcircuit our moral intuitions, to say nothing of our common sense.
Surely there is no telling what mankind might deign to accomplish if the considerable energies we now expend denying our
animal heritage should ever be directed toward more fruitful
ends.
Dennis R. Trumble is a project scientist and adjunct assistant professor in
the Department of Biomedical Engineering at Carnegie Mellon University.
This article is excerpted from his forthcoming book, The Way of Science:
Finding Truth and Meaning in a Scientific Worldview (Prometheus Books),
which examines the increasing importance of scientific literacy and critical
thinking in modern society.
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The Unholy Trinity
Existential Insecurity, Extreme Religiosity, and Manifest Hate
R. Georges Delamontagne

espite overwhelming historical and contemporary evidence providing testimony to the incendiary role of hatred
in igniting fires of violence, murder, war, ethnic cleansing,
genocide, and terrorism—to say nothing of demagoguery and
political gridlock—relatively little sociological research has been
conducted to date on the subject of hate as such.
Sociologists, myself included, have studied hate as a social
problem—for example, prejudice and discrimination due to
racism, classism, sexism, and ageism—and as a social movement
analogous to, but antithetical to and reactionary toward, the civil
rights movement, the women’s movement, and the movement
for equality for gays, lesbians, bisexual, and transgendered
(GLBT) people. Sociologists have focused on a range of hateful
affective and cognitive states, ranging from attitudes and beliefs
extant in the general culture through the more extreme varieties
of hate speech and behaviors associated with violence as manifested in hate crimes and the ideologies and activities of several
hate groups.
During the past several years, my sociological research on
manifest hate has been conducted more or less concurrently
with my ongoing inquiries pertaining to social inequality and religion, and I have come increasingly to observe, analyze, and theorize about the interrelationships among the three. The purpose
of this research has been to test three hypotheses pertaining to
select, probable reciprocal effects among three variables: existential insecurity, extreme religiosity, and manifest hate.

D

Hypotheses
1. Existential insecurity and extreme religiosity. In their groundbreaking 2004 treatise, Sacred and Secular: Religion and Politics
Worldwide, Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart attempted to reconcile the alternative explanations for religiosity and religious
behavior offered by proponents and opponents of “the secularization hypothesis” by seeking a middle ground, or synthesis, by
means of invoking the concept of societal and personal insecurity:
There is no doubt that the traditional secularization thesis
needs updating. It is obvious that religion has not disappeared
from the world, nor does it seem likely to do so. Nevertheless,
the concept of secularization captures an important part of
what is going on. This book Sacred and Secular develops a
revised version of secularization theory that emphasizes the
extent to which people have a sense of existential security—
that is, the feeling that survival is secure enough that it can be
taken for granted. . . . We believe that the importance of religiosity persists most strongly among vulnerable populations,
especially those living in the poorer nations, facing personal

survival-threatening risks . . . [and that] . . . a systematic erosion
of religious practices, values and beliefs . . . has occurred most
clearly among the most prosperous social sectors living in affluent and secure post-industrial nations.

Norris and Inglehart amassed a substantial body of crossnational comparative data to support their case. Subsequently,
Gregory S. Paul and Phil Zuckerman provided additional confirmatory evidence in a 2007 online paper, as I did somewhat later in a
paper published in 2010 in the Journal of Religion and Society.
Less direct, yet still compelling, evidence suggestive of a probable causal link between existential insecurity and religiosity
appears in Richard Wilkinson and Kate Pickett’s 2009 The Spirit
Level: Why Greater Equality Makes Societies Stronger. These
researchers have provided an abundance of data that support
hypotheses predicting that greater social inequality, which
affects existential insecurity, as asserted by Norris and Inglehart’s
Sacred and Secular, relates to numerous measures of societal dysfunction or social problems. The units of analysis for their research were of two types, and the results were, largely, mutually
supporting: the first data set involved nation-states, with particular emphasis upon the differences among the twenty to thirty or
so “rich countries,” while the second set of units of analysis was
the fifty U.S. states.
For both the nations and the U.S. states, Wilkinson and Pickett
utilized the Gini coefficient as the measure of inequality of median
household income (existential insecurity). The Gini coefficient is a
measure of statistical dispersion whose values range from 0 to 1,
where a value of 1 indicates a situation in which all of the income
is held by one household or a very small group of households, and
a value of 0 is obtained when all of the income is shared equally
among all households. Obviously, the ends of the Gini distribution are theoretical extremes that could never exist in reality. In
2007, for example, Gini values for the fifty states and the District
of Columbia ranged from lows of .4104 and .4151 for Vermont
and New Hampshire, states with the lowest levels of income
inequality, to highs of .4985 and .5432 for New York State and
Washington, D.C., respectively.
Using the Gini coefficient as the measure of income inequality of median household income for the fifty states, Wilkinson
and Pickett observed correlational relationships with variables
that included higher income inequality, lower scores on an index
of women’s status, lower life-expectancies, higher infant mortality rates, higher obesity rates, lower high-school completion
rates, higher teen birthrates, higher homicide rates, and higher
prison-incarceration rates.
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The following hypothesis follows from my own empirical
research and theoretical interpretations, as well as from those
reported by Norris and Inglehart, Wilkinson and Pickett, and Paul
and Zuckerman:
Hypothesis 1: The higher the degree of existential insecurity
within the United States, as measured by the Gini coefficient, the
higher the degree of extreme religiosity (“extreme religiosity” to
be defined below).
2. Existential insecurity and manifest hate. In my 2010 Evolutionary
Psychology article, “High Religiosity and Societal Dysfunction in
the United States during the First Decade of the Twenty-First
Century,” I found that the social inequality (existential insecurity)
variables of income, education, and race better explained interstate differences in violent crime rates; murder rates; incarceration
rates; teen (ages fifteen to nineteen) birthrates; obesity rates;
smoking rates; morbidity rates; and several other indicators of
social problems than extreme religiosity did. Arguably, extreme
degrees of manifest hate, which increase the likelihood of harm

“. . .Relativelylittlesociologicalresearch
hasbeenconductedtodateonthesubject
ofhateassuch.”

being perpetrated upon the victims of hate, may also be considered a social problem. Accordingly, the second hypothesis is:
Hypothesis 2: The higher the degree of existential insecurity within
the United States, as measured by the Gini coefficient, the higher
the degree of manifest hate (“manifest hate” to be defined below).
3. Extreme religiosity and manifest hate. In my 2010 paper
“Religiosity and Hate Groups: An Exploratory and Descriptive
Correlational Study,” I reported findings demonstrating strong
and consistent statistical correlations between a variety of indicators of extreme religiosity and measured levels of manifest hate
for the fifty states and Washington, D.C. States exhibiting the
highest levels of manifest hate also had higher proportions of
their populations reporting that they were “absolutely certain that
God exists”; that religion was “very important in their everyday
lives”; that the Bible was the “the actual word of God, literally true,
word for word”; that they attended religious services “at least
once a week”; and that they prayed “at least once a day.” For the
current study, I have developed a measure of extreme religiosity
inclusive of the five religious beliefs and practices indicators just
described. The degree of extreme religiosity for each state and
Washington, D.C., is actually a composite measure, a “standard-
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ized z-score,” whose values range from highs of 11.88 and 8.36 for
Mississippi and Alabama, respectively, to lows of -8.67 for both
New Hampshire and Vermont. The data from which my measures
are derived are from the Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life’s
2009 U.S. Religious Landscape Survey, which involved a representative probability sample of over thirty-five thousand adults.
Building upon the findings of my research and incorporating
my novel measure of extreme religiosity, I offer the following
hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3: The higher the degree of extreme religiosity, the
higher the degree of manifest hate.

Measuring Manifest Hate in the United States
The indicators or proxies for existential insecurity and extreme religiosity, namely, the Gini coefficient and standardized z-scores
reflecting the religious beliefs and practices of adult populations in
the fifty states and the District of Columbia, are quantitative measures describing states as units of analysis. Any measure of manifest
hate descriptive of states must also be some sort of
aggregate state-level statistic. To the best of my
knowledge, there have been no recent surveys of
hateful attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors comparable to, say, the 2007 Pew U.S. Religious Landscape
Survey of thirty-five thousand or more adults.
Accordingly, alternative indicators of manifest
hate must be considered.
State-level data on hate crimes, which are
routinely gathered and published by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation in its Uniform Crime
Reports (and in other publications), are readily
available. The validity and reliability of hate-crime
statistics as measures of manifest hate are questionable for two primary reasons, however: (1)
hate crimes tend to be seriously underreported, especially for certain categories of victims, such as GLBT persons; and (2) many
attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors that might be reasonably characterized as hateful and harmful to victims are not considered
crimes per se but are, in fact protected under the free-speech
clause of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Such attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors may be inferred from or directly
observed in books, magazines, pamphlets, and the Internet or at
speeches, rallies, demonstrations, and marches, for example.
The activities of hate groups within states constitute a data
source used by several sociologists, myself included.
In my own article on religiosity and hate groups, I developed
a state-level measure of manifest hate that reflects the degree to
which hate groups are identifiable and active within states. I have
come to refer to that measure as the State Hate Index (SHI). The
SHI is a simple ratio of a state’s percentage share of all of the
nation’s hate groups, as enumerated and reported by the
Southern Poverty Law Center annually in its Intelligence Report,
to that state’s percentage share of the nation’s population. SHI
values for 2008 ranged from 0 to 4.53, with Washington, D.C.,
showing the highest percentage of hate groups.
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Findings
Figures 1, 2, and 3 display the correlational relationships among the variables considered in this
study, namely existential insecurity, as measured
by the Gini coefficient of median household
income inequality; extreme religiosity, as measured by my composite standardized z-scores
deriving from Pew’s U.S. Religious Landscape
Survey beliefs and practices data; and manifest
hate, as measured by my SHI.
Figure 1: Relationship between existential insecurity
(Gini coefficient) and extreme religiosity (Composite zscores from Pew Foundation U.S. Religious Landscape
Survey) for the fifty states and Washington, D.C., 2008.
Note: The correlation coefficient “R[XY]” of .262 is statistically significant at p = .06.

Figure 1

Finding: There is a weak to moderate positive correlation
between state values on the Gini coefficient and state
levels of extreme religiosity.
Interpretation: Some amount of support for Hypothesis
1 is evident. The higher the degree of existential insecurity within the United States, the higher the degree of
extreme religiosity.

Figure 2: Relationship between existential insecurity
(Gini coefficient) and manifest hate [as measured by the
State Hate Index (HATE)] for the fifty states and
Washington, D.C., 2008.
Note: The correlation coefficient “R[XY]” of .489 is statistically significant at p = .0001. The extreme outlier is
Washington, D.C., with its SHI of 4.53 and a Gini value of
.54.
Finding: There is a moderate to strong positive correlation between state values on the Gini coefficient and
state levels of manifest hate.

Figure 2

Interpretation: Substantial support for Hypothesis 2 is
evident. The higher the degree of existential insecurity
within the United States, the higher the degree of manifest hate.

Figure 3: Relationship between extreme religiosity and
manifest hate for the fifty states and Washington, D.C.,
2008.
Note: The correlation coefficient “R[XY]” of .527 is statistically significant at p = .0001.
Finding: There is a strong positive correlation between
state levels of extreme religiosity and state levels of manifest hate.
Interpretation: Substantial support for Hypothesis 3 is evident. The higher the degree of extreme religiosity within
the United States, the higher the degree of manifest hate.
Figure 3
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Why Washington, D.C., Is an Outlier
Washington, D.C., is an extraordinary exemplar of social
pathologies, so much so that an appropriate moniker is
“our nation’s capital, the city of ‘Disgraceful Contrasts.’”
Not only does it have the nation’s highest levels of income
inequality, it also has the highest child poverty rates; the
highest top 20 percent to bottom 20 percent income ratio;
the highest percentage of African Americans, who are frequent targets of hate; the highest percentage of females,
who are also frequent targets of hate and whose recent
average advances in educational attainment, employment,
and income vis-a-vis males may trigger male resentment;
the highest teen-pregnancy rates; the lowest scores on the
Gallup-Healthways Well-Being Index; the highest infant
mortality rates; and the highest violent crime and murder
rates of any U.S. city. “Disgraceful Contrasts,” indeed! It is
no wonder that such a nexus of social pathology is home
to the largest proportional representation of hate
groups—but this is not the only reason for their high concentration there. As the nation’s capital, Washington, D.C.,
contains the national headquarters of many groups, ranging from simply harsh conservative organizations to actual
active hate groups, including black separatists, all of which
have located in the District of Columbia largely because it
is the capital—a major center of both concentrated political power and high levels of income and wealth inequality.

Conclusion
The findings of the current study are consistent with and supportive of those reported by Norris and Inglehart in Sacred and
Secular, in Wilkinson and Pickett’s The Spirit Level, as well as with
my own research results and those reported by Paul and Zucker-

man. The “unholy trinity” of existential insecurity, extreme religiosity, and manifest hate represents a nasty nexus, indeed. The
evidence suggests that existential insecurity contributes to
extreme religiosity and that both of these, in turn, are related to
high levels of manifest hate.
Secular humanists, to the extent they consider high levels of
manifest hate as inconsistent with and even antithetical to their
espoused principles, have an ethical obligation to support scientifically justified policies and measures focused on reducing levels
of income inequality; to challenge and articulate secular alternatives to the irrational and extremist beliefs and practices of theists; and, by word and deed, to serve as exemplars of tolerance in
our increasingly diverse and pluralistic society.
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Myth Growth Rates
A Close Look at the Linchpin of Lee Strobel’s Case for Christ
Kris Komarnitsky

ne major topic that impacts on the reliability of the Gospels
is the rate at which myth or legend can grow and overcome the recollection of historical events, whether in the
oral tradition or in the subsequent written record of that oral tradition. Some argue that the Gospels cannot be mostly legend, as
many scholars propose, because that would require a myth
growth rate that is implausibly high given their relatively early
composition in relation to the events they claim to recount. For
example, New Testament scholar William Lane Craig writes, “One
of the major problems with the legend hypothesis . . . is that the
time gap between Jesus’ death and the writing of the gospels is
just too short for this to have happened.”
I think this topic is key for many people who try to assess the
historical reliability of the Gospels. It was for me. And it was for
another layman: Lee Strobel, an atheist whose investigations into
the New Testament led him to become a Christian and author of
the runaway best-seller The Case for Christ. Strobel and I both
began with the same intuitive conclusion, that the Gospels must
be some kind of legendized record of Jesus. But as we each went
on to look at the various factors related to Gospel reliability, we
reacted differently to the myth-growth-rate argument. For me, it
was the biggest challenge to my position until I looked at it more
closely. For Strobel, it was the “clincher” that led him to change
his position:

O

I had wanted to believe that the deification of Jesus was the
result of legendary development in which well-meaning but
misguided people slowly turned a wise sage into the mythical
Son of God. . . . But while I went into my investigation thinking
that this legendary explanation was intuitively obvious, I
emerged convinced it was totally without basis. What clinched
it for me was the famous study by A. N. Sherwin-White, the
great classical historian from Oxford University, which William
Lane Craig alluded to in our interview. Sherwin-White meticulously examined the rate at which legend accrued in the
ancient world. His conclusion: not even two full generations
was enough time for legend to develop and to wipe out a solid
core of historical truth.

Strobel and Craig are referring here to the last lecture in a
1960–1961 lecture series by the late Adrian Nicholas SherwinWhite. In 1963, all eight lectures were published as a book titled
Roman Society and Roman Law in the New Testament. The main
topic of the first seven lectures was to appraise the New Testament
in light of known aspects of Roman law and social background. In

the last lecture, which comprises the last seven pages of his book,
Sherwin-White went on to argue that there should be a basic historicity in the Gospels based on his experience with other ancient
literature that “even two generations [about seventy years total]
are too short a span to allow the mythical tendency to prevail
over the hard historical core of the oral tradition.” Virtually all
scholars agree that the Gospels were written within this “two
generation” (seventy-year) time frame after Jesus’s death in the
early 30s CE.
The first thing to note about Sherwin-White’s two-generation rule is that he is not talking about myth growth rates per se;
he is more accurately talking about historical-core decay rates—
that is, how fast legend can displace and thereby erase the historical core from the oral tradition and the subsequent written
record of that oral tradition. The second thing to note about
Sherwin-White’s two-generation rule is his conclusion from it,
also stated in his last lecture, that there should be enough historical core about Jesus in the Gospels that “the history of his mission” can be written. Sherwin-White does not specify how much
history of Jesus’s mission should be able to be written, but for the
sake of this article, I am going to assume it is quite a bit, based on
my own subjective reading of Sherwin-White’s lecture and on
Sherwin-White’s 1993 obituary, which refers to his “conviction of
the essential historicity of the narratives in the New Testament.”
Many have rejected Sherwin-White’s conclusion that the
Gospels are essentially reliable, but few have bothered trying to
identify where exactly Sherwin-White went wrong in his twogeneration argument. However, one person has done this: Peter
Brunt, another classical historian and colleague of SherwinWhite. Brunt was an expert on Alexander the Great who would
later be chosen over Sherwin-White for the coveted Camden
Professor of Ancient History Chair in 1970. Brunt’s initial response
to Sherwin-White’s two-generation rule was made in private and
is captured, along with Sherwin-White’s response to him, in a
footnote at the very end of Sherwin-White’s book. SherwinWhite wrote in this footnote:
Mr. P. A. Brunt has suggested in private correspondence that a
study of the Alexander [the Great] sources is less encouraging
for my thesis. There was a remarkable growth of myth around
his person and deeds within the lifetime of contemporaries
[circa 300 BCE], and the historical embroidery was often deliberate. But the hard [historical] core still remains, and an alter-
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The key point in Brunt’s response above, which is where SherwinWhite went wrong in his two-generation argument, is that
Alexander the Great, like almost everyone else classical historians
normally investigate, was a figure of significant public interest
As can be seen in this footnote, despite Brunt saying that some of
when he was alive. Because of this, widespread knowledge of
the Alexander sources were less encouraging for Sherwinfacts about him across a range of hostile, friendly, and neutral
White’s thesis, Sherwin-White stood his ground. His main point in
people would have limited how much the historical core could be
reply to Brunt was that the hard historical core of the oral tradidisplaced by legend in the oral and written traditions after his
tion still remained, and an alternative but neglected pair of
death. However, in the case of Jesus, this constraint would have
sources (he is referring to Ptolemy and Aristobulus) survived for
been much less, because Jesus was very probably a figure of little
Arrian to utilize when writing Alexander’s history four hundred
public significance to anyone but his followers when he was alive
years later in the second century CE.
and anyone but to his worshipers after his death.
That Sherwin-White did not fully consider the
effects of public interest in a figure on the preservation of the historical core after his or her death is
reinforced by the fact that every example he gives in
his myth-growth-rate essay of people for whom the
“Sherwin-White . . . is more accurately talking
historical core was preserved—Pisistratus (tyrant of
about historical-core decay rates—that is,
Athens), Hipparchus (tyrant of Athens after
how fast legend can displace and thereby erase
Pisistratus), Gaius Gracchus (politician), Tiberius
Caesar (emperor), Cleomenes (king), Themistocles
the historical core from the oral tradition and the
(military commander), and all forty-six people in
subsequent written record of that oral tradition.”
Plutarch’s Lives (every single one a statesman, general, king, emperor, lawmaker, politician, tyrant, or
consul)—all are figures of significant public interest.
But what about firsthand eyewitnesses, someone might ask. Although a few of Jesus’s closest
followers were eyewitnesses to a large part of his ministry (such
There are only two ways to make sense of this response by
as the apostles), in an enthusiastic religious movement driven by
Sherwin-White. One, he was simply disagreeing with Brunt that
belief in Jesus’s resurrection and imminent return (I do think
any of the early Alexander sources had a shortage of historical
these were sincerely held beliefs that were not the result of legcore in them. Two, Sherwin-White was saying that despite the
endary growth), these followers may by themselves have been
shortage of historical core in some of the early Alexander sources,
unable to contain the growth of legend and displacement of the
the historical core of the oral tradition was nevertheless still caphistorical core among those in the growing church who did not
tured—in this case in the alternative but neglected pair of sources
know Jesus when he was alive or were not eyewitnesses to the
(Ptolemy and Aristobulus). If this second way of understanding
specific events being distorted. The ability of Jesus’s closest folSherwin-White is what he actually intended, it is useful simply to
lowers to contain the growth of legend would have been further
show at this point that even the author of the two-generation
hampered if the legends were growing in several different
rule agrees with Brunt that some of the early Alexander sources
locales, for in this case they would have had the nearly impossible
had a shortage of historical core in them. (I will come back to this
task of being present everywhere, stamping out all of the unhispossibility later, but the initial analysis below applies no matter
torical legends. Eyewitnesses of Jesus’s ministry may also have
which way Sherwin-White intended in his response.)
viewed the correction of legends and policing of historical accuShortly after Sherwin-White’s book was published, Brunt
racy for events that occurred before Jesus’s death as a relatively
replied to Sherwin-White’s two-generation rule again, this time
trivial pursuit if their focus was mainly on Jesus’s future return. In
responding specifically to Sherwin-White’s footnote above:
this case, their priority would have been on convincing nonbeSherwin-White has done me the honour to cite a comparison I
lievers and galvanizing believers of the most important thing
drew with our accounts of Alexander whom some of his own
contemporaries treated as a god. . . . [It is true that Alexander’s
that they believed was true—that Jesus was the Messiah, had
history was still able to be written,] but Alexander’s career was
been raised from the dead, and would be back very soon. Any
public in a sense which that of Jesus in Galilee was not. . . . If the
restraint firsthand eyewitnesses did provide would have been
synoptic Gospels reflect traditions that grew and were
further diminished as they died off.
remoulded in the changing experience of the Palestinian
Church, how can we objectively distinguish between what is
If the Gospels were not written by eyewitnesses, as many
original and what is accretion, seeing that the Gospels themscholars believe was the case, their authors may also have been
selves must be almost our only evidence for that changing
part of the messianic fervor and intentionally or unintentionally
experience? . . . Sherwin-White has not provided, as he thinks,
added embellishments at the cost of historical core. While
conclusive reasons to reject the view . . . that the history of his
[Jesus’s] mission cannot be written.
Sherwin-White in his myth-growth-rate essay views the Gospel
native but neglected source—or pair of sources—survived for
the serious inquirer Arrian to utilize in the second century A.D.
This seems to me encouraging rather than the reverse.
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vince me that he had deeply considered this whole matter. . . . He
writers “quite generally as primitive historians,” Brunt points out
was himself a practising Church-man, and this may explain his
that “they were not seeking to record historic incidents so much
unconvincing adventure into apologetics.”
as to proclaim salvation.” It is human nature to embellish, and it
would also be human nature if the better story became the more
popular one in the growing Christian community, even if it was
here are two more points to make about Sherwin-White’s
not the most historically accurate one. Additionally, if the Gospel
two-generation rule. First, despite Alexander’s huge public
accounts of Jesus’s life and death were the most popular in the
significance, there may actually be a written source about
growing church and not many outside the church knew much
Alexander in which the historical core of the oral tradition was very
about Jesus because he had not been a figure of significant pubsignificantly displaced by legend within two generations of his
lic interest, it makes sense that less-legendized and
less-biased records, if they were ever even written,
did not survive.
For those who think that all of this can be gotten
around by saying that two or more of the Gospels
represent independent strands of oral tradition,
“If the Gospels were not written by eyewitnesses . . .
which would virtually guarantee their historicity
where they agree, world-renowned expert on oral
their authors may also have been part of the
transmission Jan Vansina strongly disagrees and
messianic fervor and intentionally or unintentionally
explains why:

T

added embellishments at the cost of historical core.”

. . . We cannot assume that the testimony of two different informants from the same community or even
society is really independent. This is very important. In
history, proof is given only when two independent
sources confirm the same event or situation, but . . . it
is not possible to do this with oral tradition wherever
a corpus exists and information flows are unstemmed
(i.e., in most cases). Feedback and contamination is the
norm. . . . No one will consider the three synoptic Gospels as
independent sources, even though they have different
authors…they stemmed from one single oral milieu, from one
corpus in one community. Once this is realized, it is easy to see
that it also applies to John, the fourth Gospel. . . .

Given all of this, it is plausible that the historical core surrounding Jesus’s life and death is both smaller—and comprises a
smaller portion of the Christian-origins record—than historians
are used to seeing in most all other ancient records of interest.
This would explain how a professional historian like SherwinWhite could mistakenly think the Gospels are essentially reliable.
This would also explain the inability of many scholars to reach a
consensus on a substantive history of Jesus’s mission beyond the
most basic facts, such as his probable start as a follower of John
the Baptist, eventually attracting his own following, and getting
crucified by the Romans.
To summarize up to this point, the Gospels are an understandable exception to what classical historians normally deal
with, because classical historians rarely if ever deal with the written records of a highly revered religious figure who had very little contemporary significance to anyone but his followers when
he was alive and to his worshipers after his death and where the
entire written record comes only from those who worshiped him.
Because of this, using the myth growth rates observed in other
ancient records as a baseline to say what should be observed in
the Gospels is a mistaken approach. In his memoir of SherwinWhite that Brunt wrote for the British Academy in 1994, he revisited Sherwin-White’s myth growth rate essay from thirty years
earlier, and he did not mince words: “His remarks do not con-

death. This source is known as the Alexander Romance. However,
because the earliest surviving copies of the Alexander Romance
date from centuries after Alexander’s death, there is significant
controversy about when the first version was written and what
exactly was in it. This controversy will probably never be settled,
but it is worth noting the opinion of Richard Stoneman, honorary
fellow in the Department of Classics and Ancient History at the
University of Exeter, in a widely acclaimed and highly respected
new book (The Landmark Arrian, 2010) on Alexander the Great:
Soon after his death, Alexander’s life story was written up by
an anonymous author. . . . This work, known as the Alexander
Romance, emphasized the fabulous elements of Alexander’s
story and added many new fables. . . . This work seems, however, not to have been known to the Romans until it was translated by Julius Valerius in the fourth century C.E.; this has led to
the mistaken view, still shared by many, that the Greek original
was not written until shortly before that date. Probably it arose
much earlier, perhaps in the early third century B.C.E. The
Alexander Romance is a fictional biography that . . . is of interest as indicating the way that the memory of Alexander was
shaped a generation or two after his death.

If Stoneman is right, then the Alexander Romance shows that
even for a hugely public figure, Sherwin-White’s two-generation
rule can fail in some quarters of the oral tradition and in the associated written sources. It also drives home the point that if one
wanted to try salvaging Sherwin-White’s two-generation rule,
the following corollary would have to be added to it: When in
some sources the mythical tendency has prevailed over the hard
historical core of the oral tradition in the first two generations,
there will always survive another less legendized source or
sources to guide the later historian.
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But this just returns us to the problem of Jesus’s public
insignificance. If the Gospel accounts of Jesus are similar to the
Alexander Romance account of Alexander the Great, who would
have written the unbiased or less legendized accounts with more
of the real story? The answer is: nobody.
There is no way to know for sure, but in my opinion SherwinWhite tacitly acknowledged (in the footnote at the end of his
book) that the corollary above was part of his two-generation
rule. As mentioned earlier in this article, the essence of that footnote was that Brunt thought some of the Alexander sources
were less encouraging for Sherwin-White’s thesis, to which
Sherwin-White replied that the historical core of the oral tradition still remained and an alternative but neglected pair of
sources survived for Arrian to use when writing Alexander’s history four hundred years later. I think Sherwin-White may have
known that some of the Alexander sources did not have the
amount of historical core that he was arguing for in the Gospels,
and that is why he brought up the alternative pair of Alexander
sources. In doing so, his point was that the historical core of the

“. . .Itisplausiblethatthehistoricalcore
surroundingJesus’slifeanddeathisboth
smaller—andcomprisesasmallerportion
oftheChristian-originsrecord—thanhistorians
areusedtoseeinginmostallotherancient
recordsofinterest.Thiswouldexplainhow
aprofessionalhistorian. . .couldmistakenly
thinktheGospelsareessentiallyreliable.”

oral tradition was captured in the written record as a whole, even
if not in every piece of the written record, and so his two-generation rule still held true. He was of course right in the case of
Alexander the Great, and he had every right to say that this was
encouraging for his thesis rather than the reverse, but in doing so
he was tacitly admitting the need for the corollary above. But as
already mentioned, even with this corollary, Sherwin-White’s
argument is still stuck with a big hole in it when it comes to the
Christian-origins record. If Jesus was not a figure of significant
public interest when he was alive or to anyone but his worshipers
after his death, we very likely might not have an alternative but
neglected pair of sources to fill in the record for Jesus as we did
for Alexander the Great.
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The second and final point to make about Sherwin-White’s
two-generation rule is that, as far as I can tell, it has never gathered any consensus among classical historians. If anyone were to
ever try to do so, it would not surprise me if the vast majority of
them either disagreed with or gave the same response Roman
historian J. J. Nicholls gave in 1964: “the discussion, as far as it
goes, is interesting, but it is too sketchy to be convincing.”
his leads us to another deceased scholar whom Lee Strobel
cites in his book in support of Gospel reliability based on myth
growth rates. In 1836, Julius Müller issued the following challenge, which Strobel claims has gone unanswered, to David
Strauss after Strauss wrote a book, highly controversial in his
time, proposing that the Gospels were mostly legend:

T

Professor Strauss doubtless supposes that the thirty years
which might perhaps be found between the death of Christ,
and the composition of the oldest of our Gospels, are sufficient
for it [the growth of significant legend]. But we must regard his
opinion as groundless, unless he gives proof, that within thirty
years, on a clear historical scene, not strange fables,—for thirty
years are not requisite for that,—but a grand series
of legends, the most prominent elements of which
are fictitious, have anywhere gathered round an
important historical individual, and been firmly
fixed in the general belief.

To answer Müller’s challenge in the simplest
way, one just needs to repeat what Sherwin-White
said in his footnote, quoted at the beginning of this
article, about Alexander the Great: “There was a
remarkable growth of myth around his person and
deeds within the lifetime of contemporaries.” This
statement alone meets the bulk of Müller’s challenge. These myths about Alexander the Great were
also firmly enough “fixed in the general belief” (the
other part of Müller’s challenge) that, as SherwinWhite also pointed out, they were still alive four
hundred years later when Arrian wrote Alexander’s
history in the second century.
Even if one wanted to measure Müller’s challenge of “firmly fixed in the general belief” in the
short term by the initial number of believers in the
legends or traditions, his challenge still falls flat.
Contrary to those who think there were mass conversions or huge numbers of Christians very early on,
sociologist Rodney Stark suggests the same growth rate for early
Christianity as has been observed for Mormonism, 3 to 4 percent
per year. Like any compound-rate growth curve, it starts off very
slow and gets big much later. In order to reach the widely
agreed-upon figure of six million Christians by 300 CE, there need
only have been 1,000 Christians in the year 40 CE, 1,400 in 50 CE,
and only 7,500 in 100 CE, a full seven decades after Jesus’s death.
It is not hard to imagine that as many people, or more, believed
in the Alexander legends in the initial decades after Alexander’s
death.
The large-scale and rapid legendization of an individual is
rare, but in addition to Alexander the Great, there is another person who was significantly and rapidly legendized, not only very
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soon after his death but also when he was alive. Gershom Scholem,
president of the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, notes
the rapid rise and widespread belief in legends even in the very
first year of the seventeenth-century messianic movement that
surrounded Sabbatai Sevi: “. . . Legend developed and spread at
an amazing speed . . . by the autumn of 1665 … fiction far outweighed the facts . . . the believers moved in a dizzy whirl of legends, miracles, and revelations. . . . The transition from mere factual reality to the transfigured reality of the heart, that is, to legend, was rapid. Collective enthusiasm quickly surrounded events
with a halo.”
The legends that emerged in the first and second year of the
Sabbatai Sevi movement included a fiery cloud encompassing
the prophet with the voice of an angel coming from the cloud,
the claim that the prophet had discovered the ashes of the sacred
red heifer that had been hidden away until the end times, drops
of oil spontaneously emerging from Sabbatai’s head, Sabbatai
killing a band of attacking robbers with his words, Sabbatai walking through fire unharmed, Sabbatai resurrecting some who had
died years earlier, prison chains breaking and prison doors opening by themselves, lepers being healed, supernatural travel capabilities, and Sabbatai ascending into heaven when he was
arrested while the Archangel Gabriel assumed his form.
According to Scholem, the foremost authority on Sabbatai Sevi:
“The historical truth concerning Sabbatai Sevi became obscured
even in his lifetime . . . [and] we see Sabbatai in full-blown legendary grandeur only a few years after his death.”
It is interesting to note that the Sabbatai Sevi example concerns another Jewish messiah movement. Perhaps the legendization that surrounds these movements can be especially potent
because the basis for the legends is already laid in messianic
expectations built up over centuries. In fact, David Strauss noticed
this all the way back in 1840 when he responded to Müller’s challenge:
A frequently raised objection remains . . . the objection,
namely, that the space of about thirty years, from the death of
Jesus to the destruction of Jerusalem, during which the
greater part of the narratives must have been formed . . . is
much too short to admit of the rise of so rich a collection of
mythi. . . . [But] for the period between the formation of the
first Christian community and the writing of the Gospels, there
remains to be effected only the transference of Messianic legends, almost all ready formed, to Jesus, with some alterations
to adapt them to Christian opinions, and to the individual
character and circumstances of Jesus: only a very small proportion of mythi having to be formed entirely new.

n summary, this article has tried to make five points:

I

1. Legend can develop very rapidly around an individual and be
believed by many people in a community, even with eyewitnesses still around (just like it did for Alexander the Great and
Sabbatai Sevi).
2. An especially large amount of legend could have surrounded
Jesus, given the centuries of built-up Jewish expectations
about the Messiah (just like it did for Sabbatai Sevi).
3. If Jesus was not a figure of significant public interest when he

was alive (in contrast to someone such as Alexander the Great),
there would have been far fewer people than normal to preserve the historical core after his death, in which case legend
would have had a much easier time displacing the historical
core than it would have otherwise.
4. If there was a lot of legend piled on top of a reduced historical
core, a smaller portion of the Gospels would be historically reliable than historians are used to seeing in other ancient records
(hence, Sherwin-White’s mistaken conclusion that the Gospels
must be essentially reliable based on myth growth rates
observed in other ancient records).
5. If Jesus was a figure of little significance to anyone but his worshipers when the record about him was being written, less legendized sources may not have survived or, more likely, were
never even written.
In short, the Gospels are an understandable exception to
what classical historians normally deal with, because classical historians rarely if ever deal with the written records of a highly
revered religious figure who had very little contemporary significance to anyone but his followers when he was alive and to his
worshipers after his death and where the entire written record
comes only from those who worshiped him. Because of this,
using the myth growth rates observed in other ancient records as
a baseline to say what should be observed in the Gospels is a mistaken approach, which means the door is still open to a possibility that a lot of people would like to eliminate—the Gospels are
the record of a legendized man.
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Greta Christina

Atheism and Sensuality

that has raged in every social-change
movement I know of. As just one example: think about the accommodationism
vs. radicalism debates in the LGBT movement. One side wants to present the
community as “just like everyone else,”
with kids and polo shirts and white picket
fences and monogamy and a fervent
belief in God. The other side wants
acceptance for exactly who we are, in all
our varieties of sexual practices and relationship choices and gender presentations and social identities, and it passionately wants to see society change some of
its most fundamental views on family and
love and gender and sex. The first side says,
“It’s a myth that gay people are promiscu-

Ophelia Benson

1. CHW must acknowledge in writing
that the medical procedure that resulted in the abortion at St. Josephs’
hospital was a violation of ERD 47,
and so will never occur again at St.
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present our image in public. I think many
of us—and I don’t exempt myself from
this—have bought into it, if not consciously then unconsciously.
It’s very common for marginalized
people to buy into the worldviews that
marginalize them. Internalized sexism,
internalized racism, internalized homophobia, etc.—all of these are well-documented in sociological research. And it’s
entirely unsurprising. Sexism and racism
and so on are deeply entrenched in our
culture’s attitudes. We’re soaking in it.
We’ve all been brought up with these
attitudes, and we’ve all absorbed them—
even the people who are targeted by
them. Sometimes internalized self-pho-

continued from p. 9

Joseph’s Hospital.

What is ERD 47 you wonder? Some
law you’ve never heard of?
No. It’s section 47 of the Ethical and
Religious Directives for Catholic Health
Care Services issued by the U.S. Conference
of Catholic Bishops. It’s a religious law, in
other words, that the bishops want all
Catholic hospitals to obey as if it were
actual federal or state law.
ERD 47 says: “47. Operations, treatments, and medications that have as their

Religious Health Care Under the Radar

put lifts on buses.” (Surely other members
of ADAPT recognize that battles still continue around the country over lifts on
buses and other person-centered adjustments to taxis and facilities in public
housing and the like.)
A selling point for disability rights
groups elsewhere is that Community First
Choice does save public money. Christine
Vesta wrote enticingly about this new
law: “It is well known that nearly all seniors (as well as) adults with disabilities
want to remain in their homes as long as
possible and it’s vastly cheaper to states
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ous! We just want to get monogamously
married, just like you!” The second side
says, “Actually, some of us are promiscuous, some of us do have hundreds of sex
partners—what on Earth is wrong with
that?” The first side thinks we’ll never
gain acceptance if we don’t make society
see us as just like them. The second side
thinks we’ll never change how society
sees us if we don’t change society . . . and
won’t accept a victory for more mainstream LGBT folks that throws more marginal queers under the bus.
Sound familiar?
So that’s a big chunk of it. But I don’t
think this atheist tendency to downplay
physical pleasure is simply about how we

Religious Health Care Under the Radar

I now ask that CHW agree to the following requirements by Friday, December 17, 2010. Only if all of these
items are agreed to, will I postpone
any action against CHW and St.
Joseph’s Hospital. Specifically, I require the following in order for me to
postpone any further canonical
action directed against St. Joseph’s
Hospital:

Nat Hentoff

continued from p. 7

direct purpose the cure of a proportionately serious pathological condition of a
pregnant woman are permitted when
they cannot be safely postponed until the
unborn child is viable, even if they will
result in the death of the unborn child.” To
the crassly secular mind, that looks as if it
says abortion is permitted in certain cases,
but no. The key is that phrase “direct purpose”—along with the interpretation that
the only direct purpose of an abortion is
the death of the fetus. If it is the pregnancy

continued from p. 12

care for the disabled begins to cost govto provide the help—meals, bathing and
ernments less, there may even be bipartidressing, and other home services—that
san backing of the Community First
allows them to do so without resort to
Choice Option.
institutionalization.
“Yet the majority of
those who need long-term
Nat Hentoff is a Universal (UClick) syndicated columnist, a sencare are isolated in facilities
ior fellow at the Cato Institute, and the author of, among other
estimated to cost at least
books, Living the Bill of Rights (University of California Press,
three times as much as com1999) and The War on the Bill of Rights and the Gathering
parable home-based care”
Resistance (Seven Stories Press, 2004). His latest book is At the
(“Defending Our Freedom,”
Jazz Band Ball: Sixty Years on the Jazz Scene (University of
2010blogspot.com, April
California Press, 2010). He is currently working on his next
17, 2010).
book, Is This Still America?
Conceivably, as decent
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bia can be very overt, as we see with
women who think that females are only
suited to be wives and mothers. And
sometimes it can be more subtle, an
unconscious absorption of less obvious
ideas and reflexes, as we see with women
who don’t ask for raises or promotions as
often as their male colleagues. (Which is
to say, a lot of women. Including me.)
And the same is true for atheism and
atheists. Sometimes internalized atheophobia can be very overt, as we see with
atheists who insist that religious faith is a
wonderful thing that’s necessary for society and they totally wish they had it themselves. And sometimes it can be more sub-

offspring, the absurd notion that the inteltle, an unconscious absorption of less obvilect is the real self and the senses are just a
ous ideas and reflexes, as we see with the
meaningless indulgence. The atheist view
acceptance of the preposterous notion
of physical pleasure is more coherent,
that physical experience is less valuable
more ethical, and way the hell more
and meaningful than intellectual experiappealing and fun. Let’s put that view
ence and that physical pleasure is somefront and center. It’s good PR: we may
thing to be ashamed of.
scare off a few fuddy-duddies, but we
So let’s knock it off. Let’s celebrate our
sure as hell will bring in the young folks.
bodies as much as we do our minds. In fact,
And it also has the advantage of being
let’s stop seeing our bodies as something
the truth.
totally apart from our minds. Let’s not simply reject Cartesian dualism
Greta Christina is a prominent atheist speaker and author who
and the absurd notion that
blogs at Greta Christina’s Blog. She is the author of the book
the soul is the real self and
Why Are You So Angry? 99 Things that Piss Off the Godless
the body is just a skanky
(Pitchstone Publishing, 2012).
shell. Let’s reject its mutant

itself that is killing the mother, then—alas,
we’re so sorry, it simply can’t be helped—
abortion is not permitted.
So the U.S. Conference of Catholic
Bishops firmly holds the view that a lifethreatening condition caused by a pregnancy is not a sufficient reason to terminate that pregnancy, and it substitutes a
religious ruling for a medical finding.
Fortunately, the administration at St.
Joseph’s Hospital politely but firmly
refused to obey the bishop’s order, and it

the bishop could be proud of.
was duly stripped of its Catholic status. But
We don’t know how many cases like
it is not safe to assume that all administraSavita Halappanavar’s there have been in
tions of Catholic hospitals in the United
the United States, because they are
States would do the same. The National
indeed occurring under the radar.
Women’s Law Center issued a paper in
January 2011—just a month after the
bishop’s letter—titled “BeOphelia Benson is the editor of the website Butterflies and
low the Radar: Health Care
Wheels and the coauthor (with Jeremy Stangroom) of Does God
Providers’ Religious Refusals
Hate Women? (Continuum, 2009). The Dictionary of
Can Endanger Pregnant
Fashionable Nonsense (Souvenir, 2004), and Why Truth Matters
Women’s Lives and Health”—
(Continuum, 2006).
that describes many hospitals
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Russell Blackford

Rabbit Rabbit
Joan Mazza
On the first of every month, say it,
first words as soon as you wake
to guarantee good luck all month.
Did you do it? It’s the first of another
month of storms and fires
across the country. Only one rabbit?
You are to blame. Three rabbits
are better or white rabbit whispered
could do the minimum job. Say it
before your morning prayers, before
you say anything else on the first,
or your month will fill and overflow
with losses, deaths, accidents.
You don’t say daily prayers? Heathen!
Cause of evil! Reason so many turn
from family, against church, their proper
thoughts and place in marriage’s
holy hetero embrace. You know what
happens if you don’t conform?
Helen Damnation is your name.
Why else were you born?
This heat, these fires and tornadoes
are not Global Warming, not climate
change. They are taster-sized portions,
hors d’oeuvres sent by Satan. Get used
to it or pray. For you, the Easter Bunny
will never lay another pastel egg.

Joan Mazza has worked as a medical microbiologist, psychotherapist, sex
therapist, writing coach, and seminar leader. She is the author of six books,
including Dreaming Your Real Self (Penguin/Putnam, 1998), and her work has
appeared in Potomac Review, Rattle, Off the Coast, Kestrel, Permafrost,
Slipstream, Timber Creek Review, The MacGuffin, Writer’s Digest, The Fourth
River, the minnesota review, Personal Journaling, and Playgirl. She now writes
poetry and does fabric art in rural central Virginia.
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nates to indicate something more specific
and rather different. According to this
usage, which is the one I favor, an accommodationist is someone (who might be either
religious or a nonbeliever of some kind) who
argues for a compatibility between religion
and science or for some room for religious
beliefs to be accommodated within a scientific understanding of the world.
If we applied the word accommodationism with that meaning, we would probably
find that no one is so radically accommodationist as to think that all religious beliefs are
compatible with science, though some
might think that all legitimate ones are (they
might, as Stephen Jay Gould did, insist on
their pet idea of what counts as a legitimate
religious belief). Again, few people might be
so strongly or naively anti-accommodationist
as to think that all religious beliefs are just
plain logically inconsistent with things that
we know through science. Sophisticated
anti-accommodationists are more nuanced
and precise in explaining the sense, or the
senses, in which they regard religion and science as incompatible.
It all gets more complicated because
some atheists might reject religion for reasons that have little or nothing to do with
science—some of these atheists might not
be soft on religion at all if, for example, they
think it is inherently degrading or socially
harmful. Another group of atheists might
be anti-accommodationists in thinking that
religion is, in some sense, undermined by science, but they might still be soft on religion—say, because they see it as possessing
individual or social utility. As a further twist,
some religious people openly claim that religion and science are incompatible— and so
much the worse for science!
You might think that an entire book with
the title Faitheist would try to tease out a few
of these complications, but there is no
attempt to do so. Stedman is not, apparently,
one for fine-grained intellectual analysis. In
the end, he offers a plea for more civility, and
many forthright and anti-accommodationist
atheists would not disagree with that.
Although I don’t think religion is a good
thing, and although I am an anti-accommo-
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The Fascination of Faitheism

continued from p. 13

dationist (a fairly sophisticated one, I
hope!), I believe that it’s worthwhile trying to model thoughtfulness, fairness,
kindness, and civility whenever we reasonably can. Neither a commitment to
anti-apologetics nor a philosophical position of anti-accommodationism on the
religion/science question need involve
any embrace of nastiness.
Of course, there may be some atheists, perhaps too many, who resort very
quickly to dogmatism, abuse, demonization, indiscriminate scorn, fearmongering, and the like. Indeed, some atheists
resort to inflammatory, bullying rhetoric
very quickly, even in debates with fellow
atheists who are essentially their allies. I
hope Stedman won’t be the recipient of
too much of this for taking the trouble to
write Faitheist.
And yet . . . Stedman seems to think
that no harsh criticism of religion, let
alone satire of religious positions, is ever
justified. In taking that stance, he seems
to forget that it’s healthy to have societies
in which religion is regarded as a fair target for scrutiny, skepticism, critique,
satire, and even expressions of anger.
There is no adequate acknowledgment in
Faitheist of the dangers if religious pretensions to moral and political authority
go unchallenged or of the difficulty and
unfairness when people who contest religious pretensions are held to an extreme
standard of civility.
Indeed, there are some unfortunate
passages in Faitheist where the author
goes after mainstream “new atheist”
authors such as Richard Dawkins, the late
Christopher Hitchens, Daniel C. Dennett,
and Sam Harris, as if they display an especially poor standard of civility. It is embarrassing to come across a pair of long quotations, chosen from the writings of Chris
Hedges and Reza Aslan respectively, that
evince much demonization, fearmongering, and inflammatory rhetoric of their
own. Hedges and Aslan denounce the
new atheists for largely imaginary misdeeds, and each of them employs the
tiresome canard that the new atheists

resemble religious fundamentalists.
Having benefited Hedges and Aslan
with long, sympathetic introductions,
Stedman concedes that neither author
“gets it exactly right.” Fine—so why give
oxygen to their complaints? Stedman’s
point seems to be that the atheist movement is not, strictly speaking, fundamentalist (well, that’s nice to know!), but

“Perhaps we should,
as a movement, have
less recourse to abuse
and other kinds of obnoxious
rhetoric. Nonetheless,
satire, skewering wit,
and ordinary kinds of
harsh criticism all have
important places in our
repertoire. There will be
occasions for their use.”

moment of the standards that we usually
consider acceptable in debates about
political or economic issues.
Faitheist would have been a stronger
book without the material from Hedges
and Aslan. The impression given here, and
to some extent throughout the book, is
that Stedman supports an exceptional—
and, I submit, stifling and oppressive—
standard of civility for criticism of religion.
Yes, perhaps we should aim at more
civil and philosophical critiques of religion than we see in the wilds of the atheist blogosphere. Perhaps we should, as a
movement, have less recourse to abuse
and other kinds of obnoxious rhetoric.
Nonetheless, satire, skewering wit, and
ordinary kinds of harsh criticism all have
important places in our repertoire. There
will be occasions for their use. Sometimes,
in fact, the language of religious leaders
will be so atrocious that a forthright,
indignant response is justified. Sometimes conduct associated with religion
will merit outrage or mockery or solemn
condemnation. All of this is contextual.
We can be discriminating, in the good
sense of that word, when we encounter
religion or religious individuals. We don’t
have to get into an angry dispute with
every humane, compassionate religious
person who might cross our path. To that
extent, Stedman has an important point
to make. But he overreaches.
For Zeus’s sake, let’s not become
faitheists, full of solicitude for doctrines
and practices that we have every reason
to oppose. Let’s aim for civility as a
default, but let’s not be so worried about
niceties that we are straitjacketed or paralyzed. In the end, religion belongs to the
cloud-palace of illusion, and all too often,
those illusions are oppressive or dangerous. We should not be afraid to say so, to
explain why, and to speak with strong
and clear voices.

there is something arrogant and unnecessarily antagonistic in its culture. Perhaps
there’s a grain of truth here, but it would
need considerable qualification before
we could accept it. For a start, how can
someone as careful and gentle as Dennett
be fairly labeled as arrogant or as unnecessarily antagonistic? Dawkins usually writes
in a quiet, reflective tone, admittedly with
flashes of snarky humor or moral indignation. A book such as The God Delusion falls
well within ordinary stanRussell Blackford is a conjoint lecturer in the School of
dards of civility in public
Humanities and Social Science, University of Newcastle, Australia.
debate. So, indeed, do the
His most recent book is Freedom of Religion and the Secular
works of Hitchens and
State (Wiley-Blackwell, 2012).
Harris, if we think for a
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Church-State Update

Post-Election Cogitations Edd Doerr

ovember 6 was a good day for
President Barack Obama. The Democrats increased their majority in the
Senate and gained a few seats in the
House. The popular vote for the House
favored the Democrats, but the Republicans retained control thanks to gerrymandering in “red” states after the 2010
election. The percentage of women in
Congress increased, although not by
enough.

N

“A Republican victory would
have meant the probable
addition to the Supreme
Court of one or more clones
of Antonin Scalia, Clarence
Thomas, or Robert Bork
(Mitt Romney’s chief
judiciary adviser).”

On balance, November 6 was also
pretty good for religious liberty, churchstate separation, public education, and
reproductive choice. A Republican victory
would have meant the probable addition
to the Supreme Court of one or more
clones of Antonin Scalia, Clarence Thomas,
or Robert Bork (Mitt Romney’s chief judiciary adviser). It would have given a tremendous boost to religious Right extremism
and the movements to divert public funds
to church-run private schools, to privatize
public education, and to further shrink
reproductive choice.
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Let’s look at the issues that have long
been among the main focuses of this column—issues that have received too little
media attention.
Florida voters scored two important
hits. By 55 percent to 45 percent margins,
they defeated two proposed amendments
to the state constitution. Amendment 6
would have undermined and shrunk abortion rights and access. Amendment 8
would have watered down its religious liberty and church-state separation section
for the purpose of facilitating tax aid to
church-run private schools (through
vouchers) and other religious institutions.
Florida’s Catholic bishops endorsed and
pushed both amendments, but majorities
of Catholic voters ignored them. Coalitions
of Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, teacher,
women’s, civil liberties, and other groups
opposed the amendments, as did the
state’s leading newspaper, the Tampa Bay
Times. Florida’s defeat of Amendment 8
was the twenty-seventh defeat for school
vouchers or their variants in statewide referendum elections from coast to coast.
(For details, see my position paper “The
School Voucher Crisis” on the Center for
Inquiry website.)
Although Indiana voters went narrowly for Romney and a Republican governor, they soundly defeated Republican
Senate candidate Richard Mourdock, who
late in the campaign made the utterly idiotic remark that if a pregnancy resulted
from rape it was “God’s will.” That was too
much even for conservative Hoosiers.
Indiana voters also elected Democrat and
public-school teacher Glenda Ritz to be
state school superintendent by a 53 to 47
percent margin, ousting incumbent Tony
Bennett, even though Bennett outspent
Ritz by four to one. Bennett had shown disdain for public school teachers and their
unions, and he supported the massive
school-voucher plan passed in 2011 by
secularhumanism.org

Governor Mitch Daniels and a Republican
legislature. As a native Hoosier, I am
pleased.
While Wisconsin went for Obama
(Paul Ryan did not even carry his hometown), voters curiously returned the State
Senate to Republicans, who will probably
try to expand the state’s pioneer schoolvoucher plan, though the state school
superintendent has shown it to be useless.
California voters approved a needed
tax increase for K-12 public schools, but
school funding measures were defeated
in Arizona, Missouri, and South Dakota.
California also defeated Proposition 32,
designed to weaken teacher unions.
South Dakota defeated by a two-to-one
margin Referred Law 16, which would
have ended teacher tenure.
Voters in conservative Idaho handily
shot down three measures passed by Republicans meant to end teacher tenure,
tie teacher evaluations to test scores, and
ensure that every high-school teacher
and student had access to computers.
Washington State and Georgia approved charter-school measures. A Stanford study has shown that only 17 percent of charter schools are better than
local public schools, while 83 percent are
either worse than or no better than public schools. It is increasingly clear that
much of the diverse charter-school movement is aimed at weakening or privatizing education and undermining teacher
unions, but the subject is too complicated
for further comment at this time.
Democrat Maggie Hassan won the
New Hampshire gubernatorial race, beating Republican Ovide Lamontagne, who
“wanted to voucherize education, teach
creationism in public schools, criminalize
abortion, and outlaw many forms of birth
control.”
(Continued on page 52)
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Humanism and Science

Accommodationism: The End of Cognitive Behavior Therapy?
Gil Gaudia

t is astonishing how so many science
popularizers are able to take a bit of scientific evidence and elevate it into an
earth-shattering discovery—or at least a
revolutionary principle. The “God gene”
hypothesis is probably the best example
of the practice: the notion that a specific
part of the human anatomy, which may
be genetically transmitted or that produces an effect on an electronic monitor,
is proof that God wants us to worship him.
A more recent revelatory announcement involved the discovery of the “God
particle”—the Higgs boson—a major
achievement in particle physics. The
unwarranted claim here has scientists
finding an explanation for the origin of
the universe, creating mass out of “nothing,” and possibly once again demonstrating God’s intentions.
These “solutions” to profound mysteries based upon scant (if not nonexistent) research data not only generate confusion but often have far-reaching, usually unintended, consequences for other
areas of science. Chris Mooney has done
something along this line in his comments on accommodationism (“Accommodationism and the Psychology of
Belief,” Free InquIry, October/november
2011). I want to make it clear at the outset that Mooney was focused on the venerable “science versus religion” debate
when he made the statements I’d like to
examine. However—though it is unlikely
he was thinking about this—his ideas also
have profound implications for clinical
psychology.
If Mooney is right, a major branch of
clinical psychology has been operating
under a fundamental misconception
about the human thought process for
over half a century: specifically, that “cognition precedes emotion.” He bases his
claim on the work of unnamed neuroscientists who have “mostly discarded” the

I

“Cartesian notion of a thoroughly rational person coming to a decision without
being influenced by emotion.” This is an
extraordinary claim in light of the decades of research into the effectiveness of
cognitive behavior therapy. It would be
interesting to see his citations of the
research that has led neuroscientists to
conclude, as he says, that “it is widely
accepted that we don’t reason free of
emotion.” Mooney’s idea is that “emotion comes first, and it seems to be more
powerful.”
The late Albert ellis, whom many consider the father of cognitive therapy, based
his creation, rational emotive Therapy
(reT, as it was then called), on the concept
expressed in the words of epictetus, who in
the first-century Ce wrote: “Men are not
disturbed by things, but rather by their
view of things.” For those of us who were
disciples of ellis and practiced his form of
therapy, this meant that emotional disturbance was created by the cognitions that
clients engaged in regarding the events in
their lives. When “unconscious self-talk”
continued unchallenged, emotional disturbance resulted. The successful path to
therapy was no longer found along
Freud’s “royal road to the unconscious”
but rather by identifying maladaptive or
(as ellis called them) “irrational” cognitions
and changing them in order to change the
emotions that disturb us. In short, thought
precedes feeling.
This concept was advanced and elaborated upon by other clinicians, most
notably Aaron Beck, and today it is probably the most widely practiced basis for
therapy in psychology: “cognitive therapy”
and its many offshoots. In attempting to
argue for the legitimacy of accommodationism in the disagreement between scientists/atheists/humanists and religious
believers, especially in light of his rejection
of the “new atheist” approach typified by
secularhumanism.org

Christopher Hitchens, Mooney has latched
on to some obscure research that purports
to demonstrate that “beliefs are actually
physical. They are part of the brain. They’re
in the pathways and become stronger
with use.” He goes on to say that “just poking them (won’t) make the connections in
the brain go away . . . it’s going to activate
them.”

“How can Mooney
accommodate his views on
the futility of reason against
irrationality to the evidence that
Western thought—scientific,
philosophical, political, literary,
and, yes, even religious—has
advanced, albeit slowly, toward
a more rational view of the
universe over the millennia?”

However true this may be, Mooney
goes on to draw the conclusion that
“rational argument may not be the best
way” to convince others and “that science
and reason may not change people’s
minds.” This brings us to a dilemma, for
rational argument is the basis for all of
cognitive therapy—from epictetus’s seminal thought about our “view of things”
(cognitions) resulting in a change in the
accompanying emotions, through six
decades of clinical practice and research
that has established the exact opposite of
Mooney’s charge that it “is pretty much a
myth” that reason can be effective in
bringing about cognitive change.
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Promise
Joan Mazza

#4. You will no longer be plagued
by an unceasing sense of longing.
—Daytona S.L.A.A. Promises
Because I don’t pray or believe
in a Higher Power, I planted myself
in my trust in change, that my
urgency
to find the perfect partner would
pass,
not drop away like a stone dropped
over a cliff, not vaporize in a flash,
but a slow cooling of the fever
that burned my brain, made it
impossible to write or concentrate
on driving. In heat, I swerved
like a boozer on straight roads.
Inside the tornado, I couldn’t grasp
the funnel’s whirl, could only let
myself be taken up, face covered
against swirling debris, wait
to land on my feet, assess the
damage
and dress my wounds. The longing’s
never far. No longer my life’s center.

Joan Mazza has worked as a medical
microbiologist, psychotherapist, sex
therapist, writing coach, and seminar
leader. She is the author of six books,
including Dreaming Your Real Self (Penguin/Putnam, 1998), and her work has
appeared in Potomac Review, Rattle,
Off the Coast, Kestrel, Permafrost,
Slipstream, Timber Creek Review, The
MacGuffin, Writer’s Digest, The Fourth
River, the minnesota review, Personal
Journaling, and Playgirl. She now writes
poetry and does fabric art in rural central Virginia.
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How can Mooney accommodate his
views on the futility of reason against irrationality to the evidence that Western
thought—scientific, philosophical, political,
literary, and, yes, even religious—has advanced, albeit slowly, toward a more
rational view of the universe over the millennia? Much of Mooney’s argument apparently stems from debates he has
engaged in with and about the new atheists. He contends that their approach to the
problem of science versus religion is actually making matters worse for secular
humanists, atheists, agnostics, and other
skeptics of religion. His approach, which
has been labeled “accommodationism,”

“What are we to make of
the decades of research into
the efficacy of cognitive
behavior therapy and the
thousands of successful
therapies it has produced?”

nitive behavior therapy and the thousands
of successful therapies it has produced?
Ellis’s original “ABCs of therapy” required identification of the “A” or
Activating event and the “B” or the (disturbing) Belief about the event, followed
by the “C” or the Consequences of that
Belief, which is emotional disturbance. The
therapy was brought about by employing
the Disputing process, “D”; resulting in the
“E,” the Emotional change (for the better).
The thought, for example, that “if I appear
nervous during this speech, my career will
be over,” is the reason for performance
anxiety; the way to reduce the anxiety is to
dispute the irrational thought.
This is how cognitive-emotive behavior
therapy is practiced and appropriate emotional change brought about. If Mooney
turns out to have hit a home run, by implication, cognitive behavior therapy in general and RET specifically will have to
undergo revolutionary “accommodations”
in order to continue on as major therapeutic systems in clinical psychology. In fact,
according to Mooney, neuroscience may
have delivered it a fatal blow.
Imagine an anthropologist announcing new evidence that all human fossils
discovered during the twentieth century
were actually skillfully crafted modern
sculptures that had been accidentally
buried during World War II bombings
and later misidentified. To say the least,
there would be wailing and gnashing of
teeth in academia. Chris Mooney may
have succeeded in announcing the end of
the primacy of cognitive behavior therapy
along with his pronouncements about
the primacy of emotion, but he has a long
way to go to convince clinical psychologists (let alone the new atheists) that they
are on the wrong course.

seems to be an appeal for atheists to adopt
a less-confrontational attitude toward
believers (demanding more than mere
diplomacy and tact). To many, myself included, this sounds suspiciously like agreeing that the Creation Museum in Kentucky
and the American Museum of Natural
History in New York City are equally accurate exhibits of the origins of humans.
Mooney has apparently expressed
ideas concerning the psychology of belief
on the basis of which he has advised the
new atheists to back off from what he considers counterproductive efforts at persuasion. In the process, he appears
Gil Gaudia is a professor emeritus at the State University of
to be unwittingly undermining
New York College at Fredonia where he taught for fifteen
the accomplishments of a
years. From 1977 until 1983, he worked closely with the late
branch of psychology far reDr. Albert Ellis at the Institute for Rational Psychotherapy
moved from the science/reli(Now the Albert Ellis Institute) in Manhattan, where he began
gion debate. What are we to
as a post-doctoral fellow in 1977. He is the author of Outmake of the decades of reside, Looking In (Xlibris, 2003).
search into the efficacy of cogsecularhumanism.org
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God on Trial

Does the Bible Vilify Israel?
o, I’m not asking the old (but good)
question of whether the New Testament gives Jews a bum rap. Instead,
I want to make the argument that the
process of unfairly condemning Jews, or
Israelites, begins in the Old Testament. We
still read in Jewish as well as Christian writers, even ecumenically sensitive ones,
about “the Israelites’ tragic tendency to
renege on their covenantal duties to God.”
But what evidence is there for this sorry
record? It is useful as a foil, a bad example
to wield in order to shame Jews and
Christians and guilt them into greater
piety. But I believe it is also slander—not of
modern Jews but of ancient ones.
My basic point is that Jewish “orthodoxy” keeps getting revised throughout
the Bible. Invariably, people of the past
get blamed for not keeping up with the
present. They are casualties of theological
revisionism and ritual evolution. Their
imagined crimes are committed against
laws and doctrines they could never have
known about. Why and how? Because, as
Julius Wellhausen showed so long ago, as
the priests and scribes “reformed” Israel’s
religion, they sought to avoid the charge
of novelty and modernism by rewriting
history: pretending, à la the Ministry of
Truth in George Orwell’s 1984, that these
new stipulations and doctrines had been
in force from the very beginning. The goal
was to secure (or rather, fabricate) an
ancient and authoritative pedigree.
It was well known, however, that
these were not in fact the old ways. Everybody knew their ancestors had not thus
practiced the faith of Israel. So their
ancestors (and their contemporary descendants in the time of the reforms) had
to be retrospectively portrayed as apostates and backsliders who had known
good and well, for instance, that there
was only one single deity and that he
alone should be worshiped. Since all
knew that Israelites had always worshiped many gods, they must have been
lapsing from an already-existing mono-
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Robert M. Price

theism, “whoring after the heathen
ways” of their Canaanite neighbors. How
wicked of them to have offered sacrifices
on the hilltop shrines (“high places”), in
the sacred groves, and at the graves of
sainted ancestors!
But in their day, nothing was considered wrong with that. The Bible itself
mentions approvingly various sacred
groves (Genesis 12:6–7; 13:18; 18:1) and
saints’ graves (Genesis 35:8, 19–22). But
once King Josiah outlawed them, not only
were his subjects who might continue to
patronize them viewed as heretical outlaws, so were the people who had worshiped there back when it was thought
legitimate. These long-dead people were
being tried at the court of their future
and condemned for failing to observe its
laws—which didn’t exist yet.
Ever wondered how the Sun King
Solomon, lauded in the Bible for esteeming divine wisdom over worldly riches,
nevertheless came to be viewed as a
bum? How he went down in Bible history
as an apostate? How could that have happened, especially to a guy who, possessing the very wisdom of God, should have
known better?
Well, you ask, what did he do? What
was his crime? Nothing at all, in his own eyes
or those of anyone else alive at the time.
True, he made matrmonial alliances with
scores of petty kings, marrying their daughters and building shrines in Jerusalem to
their familiar gods so they’d feel at home
away from home. (For the same reason,
when Hellenized Diaspora Jews moved to
the Holy Land in the first century CE, one
might have thought they would be glad to
worship only at the Jerusalem temple, leaving their local synagogues behind. Now
they had the real thing. But they had been
away from “home” too long! They missed
their synagogues, so new ones were
erected for them in Hellenized Galilean
cities like Caesarea Philippi, the only
Galilean synagogues we know of in the
ostensible time of Jesus.)
secularhumanism.org

But—you guessed it—once history
went on and the official Israelite religion
became monotheistic, Solomon started
looking like some kind of an idolater,
albeit anachronistically.
All that stuff about Israel getting corrupted by the Canaanites? More of the
same. Archaeology has made clear that
the ancient Israelites simply were Canaanites (something already clear enough
from all those Genesis tales explaining
how the ancestors of Israel, the Ammon-

“Since all knew that Israelites
had always worshiped many
gods, they must have been
lapsing from an already-existing
monotheism, ‘whoring after
the heathen’ ways of their
Canaanite neighbors.”

ites, Moabites, Edomites, etc., were all
close blood relatives). There was never
any sojourn in Egypt nor exodus out of it;
that’s certain. There are no remains of
such a mass movement of people and cattle, no matter which proposed exodus
route you favor. (Did God send angels
down with vacuum cleaners? Did Satan
plant fake dinosaur bones to make us
doubt Genesis? One scenario is about as
likely as the other.) There was never any
Israelite conquest of Canaan, no genocidal extermination of Canaanite nations.
The Israelites practiced pretty much the
same Baal worship as their Canaanite
brethren, not because they copied it from
them but because that was their own
native religion. It was only later Jewish
writers, having moved toward monotheFEBRUARY/MARCH 2013
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ism, the centralization of sacrifice in
Jerusalem, and the outlawing of spirit
mediums and sacred hookers, who
looked back on the old ways with pious
disgust. They couldn’t deny that their
own forebears had shared that worship,
but since they were “retrojecting” much
later theology back into the mythical time
of Moses, they simply inferred (pretended)
that their ancestors must have known better. And so the ancients became backsliding sinners!
The scribes and priests kept retrojecting new versions of Israelite religion into
the mythic past in order to provide a venerable pedigree. This made the ancients
look like transgressors of a covenant that
hadn’t actually existed in their day. It’s
just the same when Christians look back
and wonder what the hell was wrong
with “those Jews” who should have
defined the Messiah as Christians do now
and should therefore have recognized
Jesus as such. It’s a theological optical illusion, dangerous hindsight.
Ever read the Book of Judges? It is a
long list of object lessons on how, as long
as Israel keeps its covenant obligations of
Torah observance, all will go swimmingly.
But as soon as the Israelites start cheating
and backsliding, God will yank the rug
out from under them and put them into
the hands of foreign oppressors. When
they repent, God will send a deliverer to
free them from their conquerors. But, as
Old Testament scholars know well, this
structure is entirely artificial. The Deuteronomic redactor has shoehorned what
were originally stories of how this or that
Israelite tribe (or group of tribes) managed
to win first-time independence from local
overlords. They are stories of piety and
valor, not of apostasy and repentance. This
is simply another case of vilifying one’s
Hebrew ancestors in order to promote a
later theology, of scapegoating the past.
How about the “murmuring,” the incessant grumbling of the Israelites against
Moses? No matter how many miracles
they witnessed, they always believed they
were doomed, and as a result they were
full of complaints against Moses and his
divine patron. But these stories are fictions,
and the murmuring is a classic case of the
skepticism motif intrinsic to miracle stories.
It is merely a literary device to raise the bar
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Even dietary infractions like eating
for the miracle-worker to jump over, to
pork weren’t considered moral wrongs—
make his feat look all the more spectacular.
whom did they hurt? In all these things,
Again, no sinful Israelites here.
you were affronting God, who had laid
There is another group of texts in the
down the law on matters of ritual and cerBible that vilify ancient Jews and Israelites
emonial uncleanness. Sins were purely
in order to justify the ways of God
religious in nature. The Prophets were in
(Romans 3:4). The biblical narrators had
the vanguard of what Karl Jaspers called
to get God off the hook: hadn’t he
“the Axial Age,” when religion worldwide
pledged himself to protect them? “He
became interiorized, moralized, and
who guards Israel neither slumbers nor
rationalized. Originally the “holiness of
sleeps” (Psalm 121:4). But then why did
God” had denoted his mind-blowing
Israel in the north get devoured by the
Otherness, but later it came to denote his
Assyrian empire? Why did Judah in the
moral righteousness. In the same way, the
south get chewed up by the Babylonian
category of sin was moralized to include
Empire? Uh, they must have deserved it!
wicked deeds done to fellow mortals.
Yeah, that’s the ticket. It’s just like Job’s
These became just as much an offense to
comforters, completely deductive: “We
God as, say, eating a goat boiled in goat’s
know God afflicts the wicked, not the
milk.
righteous, so you must deserve what
So, as I understand it, Isaiah was holdyou’re getting!” (Cf. Job 4:7–9). God
ing his public responsible for “violating”
couldn’t have failed, so we must have.
standards that they had never heard of,
That may be a bitter pill to swallow, but
such as Moses coming down from Sinai
would you rather believe your God is
with the news that you mustn’t worship
asleep at the switch? You can also see
idols and getting furious at finding the
here how Sodom and Gomorrah got such
people worshiping the Golden Calf. How
a bad reputation. They were obliterated
did they know they weren’t supposed to
by volcanic activity. So people said,
do that? One can only imagine the sur“Wow! They must have done something
prise at Moses’s or Isaiah’s rebukes. What
to royally piss off the Almighty! What do
were they doing wrong? Of course, the
you suppose it was?” And then speculamoralizing transformation of sin was a
tion begat object lessons, “Men, don’t let
good and important development, but it
this happen to you!”
isn’t exactly fair to blame an older generBut don’t we have solid evidence of
ation for not being on Isaiah’s waveIsraelite wickedness in the books of the
length earlier. It was always degrading
Prophets? Doesn’t Isaiah (at 1:11–18)
and wrong to be a racist, but it looks a bit
skewer the religious crowd for hypocrisy?
different after Dr. Martin Luther King.
He tells them God isn’t interested in their
You know: “Where there is no law, sin is
fancy litanies and sacrifices as long as they
not reckoned” (Romans 4:16).
are cheating customers and defrauding
Admittedly, the people I am talking
employees the rest of the week! Get out of
about are long dead. But it bothers me to
here and clean up your act, and then maybe
keep seeing the biblical Israelites reduced
we’ll talk (“come, let us reason together”).
to a homiletical piñata when there is no
But keep something in mind: historically,
reason to regard them as any more “sinpeople had made no connection between
ful” or “faithless” than anybody else. It’s
moral wrongs done to fellow human
all a bum rap. And I suspect it’s a bum rap
beings and “sins” committed uniquely
that makes it easier for those inclined to
against God. Sins were ritual infractions, as
vilify modern Israel and Jews today.
when hapless Israelites get executed for
gathering kindling on the Sabbath
(Numbers 15:32–36), getting
the incense recipe wrong
Robert M. Price is professor of theology and scriptural studies
(Leviticus 10:1–3), or steadyat Colemon Theological Seminary and a research fellow at the
ing the Ark of the Covenant
Center for Inquiry. He is the host of CFI’s podcast The Human
so it didn’t fall in the ditch but
Bible and the author of Secret Scrolls: Revelations from the
without proper ritual prepaLost Gospels (Wipf and Stock, 2010).
ration (2 Samuel 6:6–7).
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Living Without Religion

Atheism: The Last Closet
n May 13, 2012, Mother’s Day, I
happened to glance at a paid obituary in the Redlands (California)
Daily Facts for Mary Russo McCormick,
born in 1934 and died on May 6, 2012.
She had penned it herself. It read, in part,
“Mary did not have a courageous battle
with anything and did not pass on, go to
join anyone, or go to a better place. She
died.” After recounting her life and love
of family, friends, and travel, she wrote:
“A convinced atheist, she wanted a private and unceremonious cremation and
she did not want a funeral. Anybody
who’s interested can come to her interment in Redlands, followed by lunch at
Lupe’s on her. She had a truly interesting
life, and she enjoyed it, which is all anybody can hope for.”
I wrote a short letter to the newspaper saying that I found McCormick’s
obituary utterly engaging, full of humor,
and honest and that it had made me
smile and even giggle with delight. So,
with such a letter, did I come out of the
atheist’s closet? I think a close reading
would intimate that I was sympathetic,
but I didn’t say “I’m an atheist too,” did I?
Well, here I come, once and for all, out
of the closet. For me, denying the existence of God is the only thing that makes
sense. I have utter faith that no God exists.
It really is part of how I think of myself. I
know, for instance, that the universe is
about fourteen billion years old and that
the earth is about four and one-half billion years old. I am well aware of how in
all likelihood life got started and how the
process of evolution works. I’ve also just
read biologist E. O. Wilson’s The Social
Conquest of Earth, which confirms many
of my views. I know that chimps and
humans have common ancestors and
that we Homo sapiens beat out the
Neandertals. I know there are no virgin
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births or any other such nonsense. I know
that human beings belong to the animal
kingdom.
The suffering that is a part of all conscious life, whether just a happenstance
(starvation, disease, a drunk driver), the
result of the will to survive (the suffering
of the mouse being swallowed by a
snake), tragedy (sudden infant death syndrome), or intentional cruelty perpetrated
almost 100 percent by humans (gendercide, genocide, rape, murder, torture)
is much too pervasive to be part of any loving creator’s plan. God and suffering simply don’t compute.
I understand perfectly what death is. I
didn’t exist for the first fourteen billion
years of the universe’s existence, and I didn’t miss a thing. Well, I won’t miss a thing
after I die, either. While I’m alive, I lament
this human condition. Would I love to
spend eternity loving my family, reading
good books, and playing golf twice a
week? You bet. I really don’t want to die,
to lose all consciousness completely and
forever. But one thing I will say for sure is
that I want to be living or dead, but not
dying. I might want a little help at the end.
Humanity has got to grow up about death
and dying, not only to save billions of dollars but to be kind. There is no reason for
suffering at the end of life.
The religious impetus is a mixed bag.
People do wonderful, selfless, generous
things because they believe that this is
what their God calls them to do. It’s all in
their heads. Many expect heavenly rewards. I am also utterly convinced that
Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and Hinduism
and all of their offshoots and branches and
sects ad infinitum have been to a large
extent silent witnesses to the greatest and
most costly evil on the planet, that of pervasive gender inequality. The cost to people and the planet has been incalculable.

secularhumanism.org

Think about it. There has never been a
human being who has not come out of the
womb of a woman, yet around the world,
girls are fed less, educated less, and valued
less—that is, if they aren’t aborted in the
womb or killed as infants simply because
of their gender. Where is the religious outcry? Where is God? When the world takes
care of women, women take care of the
world.

“I didn’t exist for the first
fourteen billion years of the
universe’s existence,
and I didn’t miss a thing.
Well, I won’t miss a thing
after I die, either.”

Agnostics and atheists also do wonderful, selfless generous things because they
see a need—because, genetically, humans
are social beings possessing empathy. But
they also can be just as blind as any believer
to the scourge of gender inequality.
Here is a tricky part for me. For ten years
I have been, more or less, a public person,
being cofounder of 34 Million Friends of
the United Nations Population Fund.
(Please see www.34millionfriends.org.) As
a guest of UNFPA in Mali and Senegal, we
called first on the local imams. Did I say, “Je
suis athée”? Of course not. Many people
have told me I’m doing God’s work. What
am I supposed to say in reply?
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UNFPA is adamant about working
with religious leaders so that they educate their own people about reproductive
health. Realistically speaking, this is a crucial element of their work. It’s the right
thing to do. But I could say that I advocate
for UNFPA because I’m not religious. I
would like to do a tiny bit to leave the
world a better place when I die. 34 Million
Friends is what I’ve chosen to do. Would
some people be less likely to support 34
Million Friends if they knew of my atheism? Perhaps so.

“We atheists are everywhere.
We have figured it out.
It’s time we said so in
whatever way feels right to us.”

If the money now spent on wars over
water, land, energy, and gods—and, with
the planet careening toward 9.3 billion
people in the next forty years, if the
money that will be spent on wars over
water, land, energy, and gods in the
future—were to be spent on education,
health, and gender equality, oh my God
[joke], what that could mean!
In the twenty-first century, family
planning and legal safe abortion remain

Church-State Update

Marriage is, at its core, a good human
controversial, because of religion. Isn’t
invention. Monogamy is probably a good
access to family planning a huge scientific
idea. Can’t we worship common sense?
and humanitarian advance? Isn’t it psyAnd then there’s the small stuff. I
chological terrorism to preach to some
don’t bow my head and pretend to pray
illiterate exhausted mother of six that
at invocations. I don’t say “under God”
God doesn’t believe in contraceptives?
when reciting the Pledge of Allegiance. I
After all, there is no God to care one way
abhor it when presidents say “God bless
or another.
you” and “God Bless America.”
Hasn’t abortion always and ever been
I know there are millions of us atheists
a human activity since humans evolved
on the planet, maybe even a billion. I’ve
the brain that figured out that it was posoften thought of the huge hypocrisy of
sible? There are twenty million unsafe illemany church- or temple- or synagoguegal abortions performed in the world
or mosque-goers. They go mostly to win
every year, seventy thousand deaths, and
the approval of their “tribe,” as Wilson
over five million cases of injuries, hemorwould say. Or they may appreciate the
rhages, and infections requiring postcall to conscience, or the beautiful music.
abortion care (PAC). It has its own
But what if, for instance, Queen Elizabeth,
acronym! The fact that abortion is so conas head of the Church of England, has figdemned by much of patriarchal religion is
ured out that God doesn’t exist? What is
a crime against humanity and particularly
she supposed to do?
against women.
We atheists are everywhere. We have
Being born is the greatest lottery configured it out. It’s time we said so in whatceivable. There is no right to life. On the
ever way feels right to us. The more we
contrary, trillions of sperm and billions of
say it, not out of the blue of course and
eggs never make it.
not gratuitously but when the occasion
Isn’t it clear that sexuality and sexual
arises, the more people will feel comfortorientation are matters of genes, not of
able with us. They may join us. Voilà, I’m
gods? Isn’t it true, as E. O. Wilson points
out of the closet!
out, that women are open to intercourse
at all times, and isn’t this
a biological adaptation
Jane Roberts is a lifelong champion of gender equality and all it
to keep the male around
entails, including access to reproductive health care. In 2002, she
because human babies
cofounded 34 Million Friends of the United Nations Population
demand such a long
Fund, a grassroots movement that over ten years has garnered
commitment? Isn’t this
over $4.2 million by asking thirty-four million people to contribute
why humans have the
one dollar each.
institution of marriage?

Post-Election Cogitations

continued from p. 46

ported that drought again affects about 60
percent of the lower forty-eight states. And
that is just the United States.) The time is
now for Washington and the whole world
to get serious about this set of problems.
Religious fundamentalist leaders of all
stripes—Catholic, evangelical, Jewish,
Muslim, etc.—must not be allowed to
impede the saving of our world.

While November 6 was a pretty good
day for humanists and the majority of mainstream Catholics, Protestants, Jews, and
other Americans, we cannot relax. The religious Right, the school pseudo-reformers,
and the misogynist anti-choicers are not
giving up. The dust has hardly begun to settle, but already Republicans are thinking
about running Jeb Bush in 2016. Bush
number three has long supported school
vouchers and restricting reproductive
choice, apparently oblivious to the oft-registered opposition of Americans across the
religious spectrum.

Did you see Ken Burns’s stirring four-hour
documentary The Dust Bowl on PBS in late
November? If not, it will surely be available
widely. Its treatment of the 1930s devastation of the plains states due to anthropogenic misuse of the environment should
convince all reasonable people that climate
change, environmental destruction, resource depletion, and human
Edd Doerr, president of Americans for Religious Liberty, is a
overpopulation really do
former editor of Church & State and The American Rationalist
threaten our civilization. (On
and the author of a column in The Humanist for more than thirty
November 22, Thanksgiving
years. He is a senior editor and columnist for F REE I NQUIRY .
Day, The New York Times re-
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Response

A Guy Thing? Secularism, Feminism,
and a Response to Ophelia Benson Michael Shermer
hen I got involved in the skeptical, atheist, and secular movements in the 1980s, one looked
out over the audience and saw mostly old
white guys. Today it is a different picture
entirely. At the last Skeptics Society lecture
at Caltech on December 16, for example,
an audience of three hundred was
roughly fifty-fifty men and women, with a
broad range of ages from college students to octogenarians. At the last several
instances of The Amazing Meeting (TAM)
in Las Vegas—the largest gathering of
skeptics and atheists in the world—there
have been almost as many women speakers as men and around 40 percent women
attendees.
Prominent women atheists write
powerful books, such as Greta Christina’s
2012 Why Are You Atheists So Angry: 99
Things That Piss Off the Godless, which I
just listened to on audio, laughing my ass
off and wishing I had come up with such
poignant arguments. There are notable
women skeptics, such as Carol Tavris, who
has re-engineered introductory psychology textbooks to include skeptical principles throughout (see, for example, her
own introduction to psychology textbook
coauthored with Carole Wade).
Exceptional women physicians debunk alternative medicine quackery, such
as Harriet Hall, MD, widely known and
highly regarded as the SkepDoc. Women
skeptics have created organizations to
encourage more participation by women
in secular communities, such as Rebecca
Watson’s Skepchicks (I even posed for her
Skepdudes calendar!). My friend and colleague Jennifer McCreight, whom I have
encouraged to go on for her PhD, has
pushed secular student groups to get
more women students involved on campuses throughout the United States. For
years, the brilliant Ellen Johnson headed

W

American Atheists. Annie Laurie Gaylor’s
Freedom From Religion Foundation has
called attention to the hateful actions of
religion against women. The executive
director of the Richard Dawkins Foundation is Elisabeth Cornwell, a PhD evolutionary psychologist who writes and
speaks brilliantly on all matters secular.
Robynn McCarthy coanchors (with Derek
Colanduno) the biweekly podcast Skepticality, the official podcast of the Skeptics
Society. There are distinguished women
columnists in skeptical, atheist, and
humanist magazines, such as Karen Stollznow in my Skeptic magazine (along with
Harriet Hall’s regular column there) and
Ophelia Benson in FREE InqUIRy. And last
but not least, there is the cofounder of
the Skeptics Society and Skeptic magazine, Pat Linse, who also developed Jr.
Skeptic magazine and has for twenty
years produced world-class illustrations in
support of secular issues and been a powerful force for skepticism.
This is the tip of the iceberg. Google
“women in atheism” and you’ll find hundreds more examples, emblematic of
how far we’ve come toward gender
equality in just a quarter-century and of
how much there is to celebrate.
Let me provide another example of
moral progress that at first will seem
counterintuitive. It involves a McCarthylike witch hunt within secular communities to root out the last vestiges of sexism,
racism, and bigotry of any kind, real or
imagined. Although this unfortunate
trend has produced a backlash against
itself by purging from its ranks the likes of
such prominent advocates as Richard
Dawkins and Sam Harris, I contend that
this is in fact a sign of moral progress. Less
than a century ago, women were not
even allowed to vote. Less than half a century ago, women were blatantly discrimisecularhumanism.org

nated against in the workplace. As I mentioned, a quarter-century ago, the secular,
atheist, and skeptical movements scarcely
included any women. Today, even as a
plethora of women openly, freely participate in—or lead—secular organizations,
much ink and emotion are spilled over
trivial slips of the tongue that allegedly
reveal hidden biases and unconscious
prejudices.

“A quarter-century ago the
secular, atheist, and skeptical
movements scarcely included
any women. Today . . . a
plethora of women openly,
freely participate in—or
lead—secular organizations.”

To date, I have stayed out of this witch
hunt against our most prominent leaders,
thinking that “this too shall pass.” Perhaps
I should have said something earlier. As
Martin niemöller famously warned about
the inactivity of German intellectuals during the rise of the nazi party, “first they
came for . . .” but “I didn’t speak out
because I wasn’t a. . . .”
When self-proclaimed secular feminists attacked Richard Dawkins for a
seemingly innocent response to an
equally innocent admonishment to guys
by Rebecca Watson (the founder of
Skepchicks) that it isn’t cool to hit on
women in elevators, this erupted into
what came to be known as “Elevatorgate.” I didn’t speak out because I figured
that an intellect as formidable as Richard
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Dawkins’s did not need my comparatively
modest brainpower in support.
When these same self-described secular feminists went after Sam Harris for a
commentary supporting racial profiling in
the search for terrorists, again I didn’t
speak out. When Harris wrote, “If my
daughter one day reads in my obituary
that her father ‘was persistently dogged
by charges of racism and bigotry,’
unscrupulous people like P. Z. Myers will
be to blame,” I thought to myself: “Don’t
worry about it, Sam. Your work is for the
ages. P Z Myers’s work is for the minutes—the half-life measure of blogs relative to books.”
ut perhaps I should have spoken out,
because now the inquisition has been
turned on me, by none other than one of
the leading self-proclaimed secular feminists whose work has heretofore been
important in the moral progress of our
movement. I have already responded to
this charge against me elsewhere,* so I
will only briefly summarize it here. Instead
of allowing my inquisitors to force me
into the position of defending myself (I
still believe in the judicial principle of
innocence until proven guilty), I shall use
this incident to make the case for moral
progress.
Here’s what happened: last summer I
appeared on an online television show
called The Point, hosted by Huffington
Post chief science correspondent Cara
Santa Maria, who invited me and two
other men (Sean Carroll and Edward
Falzon) to discuss atheism. In a Q&A following the main discussion, a male viewer
asked: “Why isn’t the gender split closer
to fifty-fifty as it should be?”
Santa Maria responded first: “In putting together this panel I had a hell of a
time finding a woman who would be willing to sit on the panel with me to discuss
her atheism. Why is that?”
She then turned to me. I said: “I think it
probably really is fifty-fifty. It’s who wants
to stand up and talk about it, go on shows
about it, go to conferences and speak
about it, who’s intellectually active about

B

it; you know, it’s more of a guy thing.”** I
then followed this up by noting that at the
2012 TAM, there had been more women
speakers than men. In that I misspoke
slightly; according to TAM organizer D. J.
Grothe, the number of men and women
speakers was equal (the roster on the web
page is incorrect) until, ironically, Ophelia
Benson herself dropped out. As for the sex
ratio of attendees, there were 40 percent
women in 2011 and 31 percent in 2012.
Grothe speculated online that the anomalous downward shift might possibly be
due to some of these very same secular
feminists blogging about how skeptic or
atheist events were not safe for women.
The other two panelists gave their
answers, we moved on to the next topic,
and I didn’t give it another thought until I
read in Ophelia Benson’s article “Nontheism and Feminism: Why the Disconnect?” (FI, December 2012/January 2013)
that “atheism hasn’t always been very
welcoming to women.” Why? Because,
Benson believes: “The main stereotype in
play, let’s face it, is that women are too
stupid to do nontheism. Unbelieving in
God is thinky work, and women don’t do
thinky, because ‘that’s a guy thing.’”
As evidence for this claim, Benson cites
my ten-second comment, removing my
preface that “I think it probably really is
fifty-fifty,” as well as my observation that
women are now near parity in both speakers and attendees at the largest skeptics/
atheist conference in the world. However
sexist “it’s a guy thing” might sound out of
context (and redacted of qualification), it is
clear from my answer that I do not believe
that women are, in Benson’s characterization, “too stupid to do nontheism” or that
“unbelieving in God is thinky work and
women don’t do thinky.”
I don’t believe that for a moment, and
in any case the evidence (as I outlined at
the beginning of this essay) overwhelmingly demonstrates that women are more
than capable of thinking, writing, speaking, and debating about God and theism.
Unquestionably. Unequivocally. After
reading Greta Christina’s book, for example, if I were a believer heading into a

*http://www.skeptic.com/eskeptic/12-1212/#feature

**At the twelve-minute mark: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5pmvv_-Lew
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debate with her about God, I would be
trembling in my boots as much as many
theists I know were when they faced the
great Christopher Hitchens.
So what did I mean by “it’s a guy
thing”? Mostly it was just an observation
of the way things were in the past (a
bunch of old white guys) that is rapidly
changing (the near-parity at TAM), and is
in reality intellectually equal (“I think it
probably really is fifty-fifty”). Yet since I
wrote that explanation noted above, I
have been pilloried as a sexist, misogynist,
and bigot (with, thankfully, even more
positive comments in support and against
this secular witch hunt).
Why isn’t the sex ratio in secular, atheist, and skeptical communities perfectly
fifty-fifty? I don’t know. If it were 51–49,
would that be sexism or statistical noise?
What about 55–45? What’s the number
at which we define sexism? I don’t know. I
asked Cara if she had given the matter further thought, and she replied as follows:
In my search for panelists on the show,
I did reach out to a couple of high-profile female atheists local to Los
Angeles, but none were available to
join. We did receive a video comment
from A J Johnson, the Director of
Development at American Atheists.
I don’t know why there seem to
be more men in secular circles than
women, or whether there truly are
more men than women who proudly
bear the atheist label. I do find that I
get a lot of feedback from readers/
viewers commending me on my
“bravery” for speaking up as a female
atheist. I’m not sure why I’m perceived as being any more brave than
a man in doing so.
What I can say is whether it’s real
or perceived, a gender bias does
seem to exist in atheist/secular/
humanist circles, but I’ve never
known my friend and colleague
Michael Shermer to contribute to this
problem. He is, in my estimation, as
pro-woman and pro-atheism as they
come. [This final comment was unsolicited and I considered redacting it,
but just in case there remains any
doubt. . . .]

shall close with a warning about the
propensity for social movements to turn
on themselves in purges that distract
from the original goals and destroy the
movement from within. (I wrote about
this effect in my book Why People Believe

I
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Weird Things, most notably with regards
to Ayn Rand’s Objectivist movement, in
which members were judged—and subsequently purged—for such trivial matters as liking the wrong music; in the end
the movement was reduced to Rand and
a handful of sycophants alone in her New
York apartment.) As the aforementioned
Harriet Hall e-mailed me, she “was vilified
on Ophelia’s blog for not following a certain kind of feminist party line of how a
feminist should act and think. And I was
attacked there in a disturbingly irrational,
nonskeptical way.” I asked her why she
didn’t defend herself: “I did not dare try
to explain my thinking on Ophelia’s blog,
because it was apparent from the tone of
the comments that anything I might say
would be misinterpreted and twisted to
use against me. I have always been a feminist but I have my own style of feminism.

ning of this essay, this is changing so rapidly
And I have felt more oppressed by these
that I doubt the necessity of witch hunts to
sort of feminists than by men, and far less
root out any such remnants of sexism
welcome in that strain of feminism than
(because of the problem of false positives,
in the atheist or skeptical communities.”
in my case).
As for why the sex ratio isn’t perfectly
To conclude on a positive note, if the
fifty-fifty, Hall noted: “I think it is unreaworst offense against women in secularsonable to expect that equal numbers of
ism today is a ten-second quip taken out
men and women will be attracted to
of context and redacted to the two-secevery sphere of human endeavor. Science
ond line “it’s a guy thing” (which in any
has shown that real differences exist. We
case was not meant to be sexist) then I
should level the playing field and ensure
would count that as evidence of signifithere are no preventable obstacles, then
cant moral progress deserving of celebralet the chips fall where they may.”
tion, not vilification.
If I had to conjecture why at this moment there are not more women atheists
and skeptics making public
appearances on such television
Michael Shermer is the executive director of the Skeptics
shows, it is probably a legacy of
Society and the publisher of Skeptic magazine. He writes a
the past socialization defining
monthly column for Scientific American. His most recent
what women are expected to
book is The Believing Brain (Times Books, 2011).
do. But as I noted at the begin-
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Reviews

Ingersoll Justified
he life of nineteenth-century freethought orator Robert Green Ingersoll has been chronicled by five previous biographers, the most recent being
Frank Smith, whose Robert G. Ingersoll: A
Life appeared in 1990. Unfortunately for
Ingersoll’s memory, each biographer was
too fond of his subject, and each book was
less an authoritative biography than a
hagiography marred by the scent of “lookhow-wonderful-he-was” special pleading.
Ingersoll admirers have long wished for a
more comprehensive, scholarly, and objective biography.
Susan Jacoby, author of the commanding 2004 history Freethinkers, could
surely have written such a book. But Yale
University Press commissioned The Great
Agnostic as part of its “American Icons”
series with a strict forty-thousand-word
limit. It is not the sprawling, definitive life
story one might have hoped for, but
Jacoby has written something equally significant and far more accessible: an incisive appreciation of Ingersoll that seeks to
justify the Great Agnostic’s ways to a new
generation too likely to imagine that atheism began ex nihilo with Harris, Dennett,
Dawkins, and Hitchens.
“You ‘New’ atheists should consider it
your special duty and privilege to work
tenaciously for the restoration of the
memory of this old American freethinker.
You owe him,” Jacoby declares in her
Afterword. “So does every American, religious or nonreligious, who enjoys and
takes for granted that liberty of conscience is meant for thee as well as for
me—the greatest secular idea of all.” The
mission of this relatively short book is to
demonstrate why that is so, and Jacoby
fulfills it deftly.
Ingersoll embodies a conundrum of
history—how can a figure whose name
every American recognized, like him or
hate him, in the closing decades of the
nineteenth century be almost universally
forgotten today? Surely the hostility of

Tom Flynn
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The Great Agnostic: Robert Ingersoll and American Freethought,
by Susan Jacoby (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2013,
ISBN 978-0-300-18892-9). 256 pp. Hardcover, $25.00.

“You ‘New’ atheists should
consider it your special
duty and privilege to
work tenaciously for the
restoration of the memory
of this old American
freethinker. You owe him.”
—Susan Jacoby

abound: for example, I hadn’t known
that Ingersoll had publicly declared his
agnosticism as early as 1875, when he
addressed a literary club in Terre Haute,
Indiana, at the invitation of the socialist
activist Eugene V. Debs. But the historical
vignettes are always in service of the
author’s larger mission: restoring Ingersoll’s memory as the towering and influential freethinker between Thomas Paine
and today’s growing roster of nontheistic
public intellectuals.
At Robert Ingersoll’s birthplace museum, which the Council for Secular for
Secular Humanism has operated since
1993, we introduce Ingersoll to visitors as
“the most remarkable American most
people never heard of.” Jacoby’s book is a
clarion call to correct that injustice—most
of all, it is a call for atheists, secular humanists, and other freethinkers to recognize
that their movement enjoys a rich history
in which Ingersoll was an indispensable
figure. Along the way, it delivers hugely
rewarding, informative, and enjoyable
reading. Who knows, this book may accomplish what the five biographies never
could: restoring Ingersoll to the social and
historical prominence he deserves. Highly
recommended.

generations of Christian believers played
a role. So did Ingersoll’s failure to establish an institution to perpetuate his ideas
and his sometimes-turbulent relations
with the national freethought organizations of his day. So too did the fact that
many of Ingersoll’s ideas—about racial and
gender equality, fair treatment of labor,
and the distastefulness of a religion centered on a cruel promise of eternal punishment, to name only a few—stopped being
controversial as succeeding generations
moved them to the mainstream. Jacoby
examines these and related issues with
sharp insight, making clear the debt that
both the freethought community and contemporary culture as a whole owe to
Ingersoll and the ideas he championed.
Her narrative skillfully
weaves Gilded-Age episodes
Tom Flynn is the editor of F REE I NQUIRY, the executive director of
with contemporary interprethe Council for Secular Humanism, and the director of the Rob tation. Historical nuggets
ert Green Ingersoll Birthplace Museum.
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The Reformation Struggles in England
ires of Faith: Catholic England Under
Mary Tudor by Eamon Duffy, professor of the history of Christianity in the
University of Cambridge, is another of his
informative studies of the Reformation
struggles. We already owe his “What
About the Inquisition?” (in his 2004 book,
Faith of Our Fathers) for a valuable assessment of that evil institution, to name
another one of his contributions.
Duffy knows well enough that the
reign of Mary Tudor (1553–1558) has had
few friends among historians. The regime’s religious dimension provided most
of the copy for this bad press, for it
entailed putting to death 284 Protestant
men and women. Many more died in jail,
for “Tudor prison conditions could be bestial” (91).
The well-known antecedents can be
briefly recapitulated. Henry VIII’s Queen
Catherine of Aragon had produced a
sickly daughter (the later Queen Mary) but
no son, and Henry was acutely aware of
the insecurity of a throne that lacked a
male heir. The pope was too afraid of the
emperor, Catherine’s nephew, to grant
Henry a divorce, and so Henry constituted
himself the supreme head of the English
church and forced Thomas Cranmer, archbishop of Canterbury, to annul his marriage. Apart from thus overthrowing the
papal supremacy (and in consequence
being able to plunder church property by
the dissolution of the monasteries), Henry
remained thoroughly Catholic in outlook,
and his England was simply “catholicism
without the pope” (37). But Protestantism
in Europe was escalating to an extent that
threatened the stability of this Henrician
settlement, and in the brief reign of
Henry’s successor, the sickly boy king
Edward VI, son of Henry’s third marriage,
centuries of devotional elaboration were

George A. Wells
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Fires of Faith: Catholic England Under Mary Tudor, by Eamon
Duffy (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2010, ISBN
9780300152166) 249 pp. Paperback, $29.17.

“bulldozed away,” and the cathedrals and
parish churches of England were “stripped
bare.” Music was particularly badly affected, since “the heavy emphasis of reformed protestantism on the intelligibility
of the written or spoken word in worship
left no place for Latin word-setting and
elaborate polyphony.” In addition, altars
were pulled down and statues smashed.
“The hammers were out everywhere”
(3f.). The motives involved were not exclusively religious: “Edward’s government,
desperate for war funds, had turned this
religiously inspired repudiation of catholic
externals into a fiscal resource” (4).
After those years of aggressive Protestantism (1547–1553), a full two-thirds of
the nation was ready to re-embrace
Catholicism (just as was its posterity later to
restore royalism after the Commonwealth). And the current belief in a ruling
providence could prompt the conviction
that Mary, the despised daughter of
Henry’s one lawful wife, had rightfully
come to her inheritance.
There was certainly “a strong providentialist element” (36) in the thinking of
Mary’s chief advisor, Cardinal Reginald
Pole, appointed papal legate in England
upon Edward’s death. In a speech to

secularhumanism.org

Parliament in 1554, he declared that
“God in his miraculous providence had
preserved that ‘desolate Ladie’ Mary in
purity and innocence to restore her people” (45). For Pole, unmistakable lessons
of history proved that the papacy was the
instrument of providence. Had not the
Byzantine Empire’s repudiation of the
pope been immediately followed by its
succumbing to Turkish rule (39)? He
urged Mary not to honor her father, who
had martyred Thomas More, lord chancellor of England, and John Fisher, bishop
of Rochester, for their refusal to acknowledge him as supreme head of the English
church: “If Henry was ‘of blessed memory,’ then More and Fisher had died in
vain.” Had she not read Christ’s own precept, he asked (39f.), that it was a
Christian duty to hate one’s father for the
sake of the Gospel? “If anyone comes to
me and does not hate his own father and
mother and wife and children and brothers and sisters, yes, and even his own life,
he cannot be my disciple” (Luke 14: 26).
The thoroughness of Mary’s regime in
its measures of enforcement invite comparison to the recent experiences of eastern Europe. Pole “instigated a systematic
visitation of all the dioceses.” Parishioners
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absenting themselves from church or
behaving without due reverence there
were “targeted and examined” (131).
Bonner, bishop of London, instructed his
clergy to submit to him lists of the names
of all parishioners who failed to make
their confession during Lent (90). There
were, of course, many who succumbed to
pressure, although unconvinced, whose
attitude was: “If you say the crow is white,
I will say so too” (168). But there were also
many who, after having recanted their
heresy, were sufficiently plagued by conscience to reaffirm it and in consequence
paid the ultimate penalty.
For all the religious zeal of those who
supported or at least acquiesced in Mary’s
impositions, secular interests were not in
abeyance—as is clear from the refusal of
those who had profited from the confiscations under Henry to restore their plunder
to the church. (Henry had had to give
much of the takings to the aristocracy, to
keep them on his side.) Pole indeed “made
the recovery of ecclesiastical property one
of his highest priorities.” But “eventually he
bowed to political reality and agreed that
the possessors of church lands would not
be legally obliged to return them.” Mary
knew quite well that to try to force her
Parliament to enact otherwise would cost
her her throne, and she had to rest content
with surrendering her own, the crown’s,
share of “the loot of the reformation”
(26f.).
Those executed were roasted alive not
for unethical behaviour but because they
steadfastly refused to subscribe to specific
Catholic doctrines—although of course
Pole urged his preachers to proclaim that
the victims died as much because of their
“evil life” as for their heresy (62, 150); he
himself attributed King Henry’s schism not
to his need for a male heir but solely to
“the contemptible obsession of an ageing
man with ‘the love of a harlot,’ Anne
Boleyn” and “avarice for the goods of the
church” (35). But the real case against the
victims was purely doctrinal; in particular
that they insisted that, whatever a mumbling priest might say, bread and wine
remained bread and wine, and to worship
it as the body and blood of Christ was gross
idolatry.
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Pole firmly believed that an unrepentant heretic not only died at the stake in
torment but also “went straight to hell for
all eternity” (147). Duffy adds: “Modern
historians find it hard to credit such convictions as grounds for action, but they
weighed heavily with sixteenth-century
people.” In fact, it is only quite recently that
hell has been quietly dropped from most
preaching in the mainstream churches and
then quickly almost forgotten, as indicated
by the informative title of a 1985 article in
the Harvard Theological Review: “Hell
Disappeared. No One Noticed.”

“These people [of the
Counter-Reformation] and
their forebears, having been
indoctrinated for centuries in
what purported to be a ‘religion of love,’ had failed to
achieve willingness to as
much as leave alone those
who thought differently from
themselves, let alone love
them, as one should one’s
enemies by the command
of their scripture . . . so that
it needed the insights of ‘the
Enlightenment’ to improve
on this.”

Their horror of hell was one reason
Pole and his inquisitors often did their
utmost to talk the heretics into recantation. Another reason was, of course, the
regime’s interest: “a repentant heretic was
a potent witness to the error and inconstancy of protestantism; a dead one might
be deemed a martyr” (110). Burning Cran-
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mer, despite his multiple recantations, was
a great mistake, in that “it robbed the
regime of its most spectacular trophy convert” (82). Here, Mary for once acted
against Pole’s advice, in order to avenge
herself on the man who had ruined her
mother’s life.
Altogether, “burning men and women
alive for their fidelity to deeply held
beliefs” evokes revulsion in “any civilised
twenty-first century person” (79). But,
Duffy adds, this “is a matter of moral hindsight, attained on this side of the
Enlightenment.” Now it is all very well to
say that fifteenth-century people were
barbarous and ignorant. (He writes of “the
sanctified savageries of the Tudor age” [x]
and notes that the public torment of condemned criminals was then “a hugely popular spectator entertainment” [116]). But
these people and their forebears, having
been indoctrinated for centuries in what
purported to be a “religion of love,” had
failed to achieve willingness to as much as
leave alone those who thought differently
from themselves, let alone love them, as
one should one’s enemies by the command of their scripture (Matthew 5: 44,
Luke 6:27, 35), so that it needed the
insights of “the Enlightenment” to improve on this.
“No sixteenth-century European state,”
says Duffy, “willingly accepted or could easily imagine the peaceful coexistence of differing religious confessions” (79). As the late
Hugh Trevor-Roper noted in the introductory chapter of his biography of Archbishop Laud, this intolerance was so widespread because in those days “religion
was not merely a set of personal beliefs
about the economy of heaven, but the
outward sign of a social and political theory.” Protestantism’s tendency toward
republican ideas struck at the very roots of
monarchy, and Calvin’s Geneva was the
very opposite of the monarchical system
of the Council of Trent, whose decrees
were at last promulgated in 1564. Duffy is
well aware of this, and notes that Mary’s
regime “identified protestantism with
sedition—for very good reasons” (7). Pole
“ was convinced that protestant insistence
on the overriding priority of scripture and
of preaching, however admirable in the-
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ory, had in reality given birth not only to
fatal error, but also to an arid and rancorous intellectualism that left . . . the
community of believers divided and confused” (56), as there was no agreement as
to what the venerated scriptures actually
meant, with strife and social disruption as
the inevitable result. Mary’s administrators reported time and again that, whenever they interrogated half a dozen
Protestants, they found themselves confronted with six different faiths. The
Catholic alternative was to make interpretation of scripture the exclusive prerogative of the church.
Protestant intellectualism not only
promoted strife but also, in the Catholic
view, “left hearts hardened and withered” (56). “The religious superiority of
devotional over controversial texts was an
axiom of the counter-reformation, which
valued devout heart above inquisitive
head, and was inclined to distrust lay doctrinal curiosity” (191). Although one
might be tempted to dismiss this appeal
to the heart as meaning no more than
“believe and shut up,” it was an effective
policy. A train of thought involves reminiscence and organization of memories,
and different individuals, quite apart
from the additional complicating factor
that their experiences differ, have different capacities for both of these. Emotions,
however, are nowhere near as numerous
as ideas and moreover are familiar to all
alike, from childhood on. Hence it is much
easier to promote uniformity in a group
by appealing to a strong emotion than by
appealing to reason, which results in discussion, argument, and disagreement.
From the Protestant standpoint,
Catholic orthodoxy was just as disruptive.
Mary’s successor, Elizabeth, although she
burned no Catholics, nevertheless “strangled, disembowelled and dismembered
more than 200” of them (82)—obviously
because these missionaries, for whom she
was a bastard and a usurper, were a threat
to her throne. As Trevor-Roper observed in
the context already quoted, “it was only
after the struggles of the [seventeenth]
century were over that the Church of
England, looking back upon them, and
seeing what disasters had attended her

But she was committed to Protestantism by
when she backed the wrong horse in polithe hostility of the Catholic powers—France
tics, decided in future to prefer safety to
and particularly Spain; it was hatred of this
influence, and never back any horse in polnew national enemy that decisively turned
itics again.” So both the church and the
English people against Spain’s religion.
monarchy “withdrew from the rough-andThis is the kind of motivation that has
tumble of political life” and remained as
so often been decisive in religious contro“unmolested ciphers.”
versy and in the conflict between religion
At Mary’s death, England had known
and skepticism. On the latter count, one
real Protestantism only in the brief reign
may think of the way in which the French
of Edward, and that could not dislodge a
Revolution led English people to associCatholic outlook that had gone pretty
ate criticism of religion with mob rule and
well unchallenged (except by the
regicide or of how loathing Soviet Russia
Lollards) for centuries. That the country
engendered American hostility to irreliwas still by and large truly Catholic was
gion. Such secular motives have been so
shown by the steadfast refusal of Mary’s
important in religious attitudes over the
higher clergy to accept the Elizabethan
centuries that Trevor-Roper could go so
settlement. Henry’s bishops (apart from
far as to say that “the more we analyse
Fisher) and his Parliament docilely folthe ‘Wars of Religion,’ the less of religion,
lowed his lead, and the Edwardian bishproperly so called, do we find in them.”
ops had likewise caved in to Mary, who
Professor Duffy is a Catholic, indeed in
inherited sixteen who had served her
his own description (in his Faith of our
father, her brother, or both and suppleFathers) a “cradle Catholic” who had “God
mented them with twenty new appointis love” “thumped into him with a stick
ments of her own. But only one of all
and the penny catechism.” And so Trevorthese was “willing to swallow the royal
Roper’s judgement (like some others in
supremacy and serve under Elizabeth as
this review) probably goes well beyond
well” (23). Duffy justly notes that “this
what he would be willing to endorse.
astonishing conscientious exodus from
Nevertheless, his book fulfills what its
the cushioned stalls of Barchester to jail or
opening pages characterize as the histothe wilderness was something new in
rian’s task—not to preach or moralize but
Tudor England, indeed in reformation
“to understand the dauntingly different
Europe” (199)—so new that Elizabeth
values of other times.” The same is true of
could taunt those of them who had
his most recent book, Saints, Sacrilege and
served Henry or Edward by reminding
Sedition (London, etc.: Bloomsbury,
them of their earlier compliance with
2012), which gives a much wider ranging
conditions of service identical to those
view of the English Reformation conflicts,
that she was now seeking to impose
as well as showing what it was like to be a
(196), just as, earlier, Mary’s lay victims
Catholic in Tudor England. But that book,
had been able routinely to remind their
with its detailed assessments of the conjudges that they had themselves under
flicting views of various recent historians,
Edward professed and promoted the very
is less accessible to the general reader
same beliefs for which the accused were
than Fires of Faith.
now to be condemned (111). Such was
the seesawing of those turbulent and
unstable times.
Elizabeth herself had no faith to be
fanatical about. As J. M.
Robertson noted in his still
George A. Wells is emeritus professor of German at the
valuable 1926 book, The
University of London and a former chairman of the Rationalist
Dynamics of Religion, she
Press Association. He is the author of numerous books on the
remarked to the complainorigins of Christianity, including most recently Cutting Jesus
ing Archbishop Grindal
Down to Size: What Higher Criticism Has Achieved and Where It
that three or four preachLeaves Christianity (Open Court, 2009).
ers in a county were plenty.
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Penn Jillette Celebrates ... Everything
olden Compass author Philip Pullman has written that “after nourishment, shelter, and companionship, stories are the thing we need most in
the world.” Had Penn Jillette authored
this sentiment, one could be reasonably
certain it would have contained three
additional words: “and dick jokes.”
This is not a criticism. Anyone familiar
with Jillette’s Bullshit!, which he cohosted
for seven years on Showtime with his
adorably mute sidekick, Teller, knows
he is not merely a lewd showman but also
a sage thinker: Somehow, Jillette has perfected an ability to T.M.I. all over the place
(and march in out of nowhere barebreasted women) without cheapening
the quality of discourse. In God, No! and
now again in Every Day Is an Atheist Holiday, Jillette also proves himself to be a
great storyteller, and an adroit communicator of the weirdest and most poignant
details in a stream-of-consciousness collection of life lessons, showbiz tribulations, and philosophical musings that are
loosely inspired by holiday memories and
religious trivia.
Loosely. Like a Seinfeld episode, Every
Day Is an Atheist Holiday is stubbornly
unbeholden to the rigors of context. And
like Seinfeld, Every Day Is an Atheist
Holiday is not really about anything in particular. In the first chapter, Jillette spends
several pages explaining the frequently
misused English idiom “the exception that
proves the rule,” which does not mean
“the exception that proves the rule is correct” but rather, “the exception that
proves that a rule exists in the first place.”
Of course, he then cleverly connects the
dots: “Everything good in [the Christmas
song] ‘Joy to the world’ is an exception
that proves the rule. The joy itself is after
the lord is come. Before the lord is come,
no joy.”
Jillette’s freethinking fans will be
pleased to find much more calling-out of
religious bullshit throughout the book. In
what is perhaps the most thoughtful and

Katrina Voss
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Every Day Is an Atheist Holiday!, by Penn Jillette (New York: Blue Rider
Press, the Penguin Group, 2012, ISBN 978-0-399-16156-8). 288 pp.
Hardcover, $25.95.

historically relevant chapter (which also is
a tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and
the spirit of inclusiveness), Jillette discusses the evolution of Christian, a word
that until the last part of the twentieth
century was rarely used. (Susan Jacoby
explained the appearance of Christian as

“Jillette writes with both
tenderness and candor
about losing his mother,
who insisted he perform his
show even on the night of
her death, and how his
atheism gave him solace—
the freedom not to worry
about praying to the right
god or in the right way.”

a way to pull pro-life advocates under the
same tent.) Wouldn’t it be nice, Jillette
muses, if one day instead of using the
magic word Christian, politicians would
just appeal to voters as “Americans” or
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even “humanity”? After some obligatory
harpooning of Mitt Romney (and his
magic underwear) and Rick Santorum
(duly noted is the neologism inspired by
the politician’s last name), Jillette moves
on to President Barack Obama. A dyed-inthe-wool libertarian, Jillette is valiantly
unwilling to toe either camp’s party line:
He calls out Obama for perpetuating the
war, as well as the president’s atheist supporters who insist that he is a nonbeliever
whose only choice is to play the role of
the faithful Christian. “I’ve had many liberal friends defend Obama by calling him
a liar. . . . These people may be right, but it
doesn’t make Obama a hero to me. I’m
way more against lying than I am against
Christians.”
In several chapters dedicated to his
experiences in show business, Jillette bloviates and name-drops with a healthy side of
self-deprecating frankness. On the set of
The Celebrity Apprentice, Clay Aiken initiates an excruciating on-camera heart-toheart that makes Jillette seriously consider
jumping off a roof. Behind the scenes, (surprise, surprise!) Donald Trump really is a
pompous douche bag with scary hair.
British journalist Piers Morgan snobbily
answers texts on his designer Porche
BlackBerry, then tries to snare an on-camera atheist-to-theist conversion by steering the interview to Jillette’s mother’s
death. “It’s show business,” Jillette reminds us matter-of-factly. The unglam-
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orous life of the performer is a favorite
theme of Jillette’s: Those who enjoyed
the penis-in-blowdryer episode featured
in God, No! will be similarly tickled by a
case of “bathtub syphilis” that grosses out
even Adam Carolla and a showbiz line-ofduty incident involving bees and a bloody
scrotum.
Jillette is at his warmest when he is
writing about his children, Moxie CrimeFighter and Zolten Penn. One of the first
stories, set during Halloween, involves an
accidentally racist ghost costume—a
white sheet resembling a KKK robe—that
Jillette unwittingly dons during story time
at his daughter’s “bullshit fancy-ass
MILF/DILF uniform private school.” While
the adults scramble to think up a lastminute replacement costume, the children, unburdened by any awareness of
racial faux pas, giddily receive their “mystery reader” and all his creepy Klaniness.
In the last chapter, Jillette describes his
son taking his first wobbly steps into the
arms of porn star Nina Hartley (no great
life lesson there; just a cool story) and

In his books and in interviews, Jillette
how the boy develops a code of ethics as
often makes a point of proclaiming,
children often do—without (despite)
“Look, I’m an asshole.” That much may be
gods or authority figures and through a
true; after all, a certain amount of assprocess of trial, error, and honest considholery is probably a prerequisite for a suceration of other people’s feelings.
cessful career as a performer. But Jillette is
Jillette writes with both tenderness
also just an interesting guy with a fasciand candor about losing his mother, who
nating life story sharing the conversations
insisted he perform his show even on the
he has with himself: “I do rape and kill all
night of her death, and how his atheism
I want. The amount I want to rape and kill
gave him solace—the freedom not to
is zero.” Both an unconventional autobiworry about praying to the right god or in
ography and a philosophical treatise,
the right way. Departed friends also are
Every Day Is an Atheist Holiday is Jillette at
remembered fondly: Johnny Carson was a
his self-reflective best. This is a book to be
genuine intellectual who exchanged eappreciated for its insight into morality,
mails with Jillette about skepticism.
show business, and the bonding and
Christopher Hitchens once showed up at
breaking power of holidays. And dick
teetotaling Jillette’s house, bottle in hand,
jokes.
and an uncomfortable showdown ensued. Tommy Ardolino, rock drummer for
NRBQ, collected “song poems”—lyrics
that amateurs have paid con artists to set
to music. “Their lives feel like
Katrina Voss is a science and research writer at Penn State’s
they mattered,” Jillette conEberly College of Science and a frequent contributor to F REE
cludes. “Nothing but the
I NQUIRY .
feeling of mattering matters.
That feeling is life.”

Experience the Most Amazing History You Never Heard Of!
In the nineteenth century, West-Central New York was a hotbed of social, political, and religious innovation.
Fayetteville suffragist Matilda Joslyn Gage called religion the enemy of women. Writing from Elmira, Mark Twain raised irreverence
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Letters continued from p. 14
above all.” But this is a false dichotomy
that betrays both an alarmingly narrow
view of self-interest and a dangerous philosophy.
Paul Kurtz said it best in “The Affirmations of Humanism: A Statement of Principles,” often printed on the inside cover of
Free InquIry. “We are concerned with
securing justice and fairness in society and
with eliminating discrimination and intolerance. . . . We believe in supporting the
disadvantaged and the disabled. . . . We
want to protect and enhance earth, to
preserve it for future generations. . . .” In
other words, we care about the greater
good. We have compassion and empathy
for all humans and indeed for all life. To
work for justice, to struggle for the betterment of humanity, is the highest ethical
calling. And yes, often we sacrifice to do
this. We give of our time and our money,
and sometimes we do all of this at great
risk to life and health.
We are generous when we do this,
but it is not just generosity that impels us
to work for justice, to sacrifice for the

In this historical novella (the first
part of a trilogy), Hong Kuiyaun tells
his personal story of the collapse, in
1864, of the Heavenly Kingdom, the
theocracy of “the Taiping Rebellion.”*

Further information at tot.mvvm.net
Availalbe as an ebook at (among others)
www.smashwords.com/books/view/80387
*(See, for example, FI, Oct./Nov. 2012,
Another Holy Horror: The Taipings.)
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good of all humanity. It’s a moral obligation. It’s the essence of living an ethical
life, of being a humanist.
Machan and his ilk would have us live
in a world where people are concerned
only, or primarily, for themselves—in a
society where government is not organized to help the less fortunate or to provide a safety net. If you’re desperate, look
to private charity, and if you can’t find it,
well, sorry, you’re free to starve—but
good luck to you. That’s not a positive
ethic in a world where circumstances far
beyond their control determine the lives
of the poorest among us. Selfish disregard of the misfortunes of others is the
very definition of evil and the root of all
of our problems.
M. Ross Adams
Glenview, Illinois

I am sixty-two years old now, but it was
back in my late thirties that I happened
upon the book that told me I was not
alone and the author who would influence and guide me as no one else ever
would. The book was The Transcendental
Temptation and the author was Paul
Kurtz. A dedicated atheist when I read his
book but philosophically uncertain otherwise, he gave me guidance and the
courage to be who I am. I have never
admired or respected any human being
more than Paul Kurtz. Although I never
met him, it feels like a part of me is gone.
This man made the world a better place
for all people.
Allan Chase
Derry, New Hampshire

Women in Secularism
Remembering Paul Kurtz
I have great admiration for the life wisdom of the late Paul Kurtz (“In Memoriam:
Paul Kurtz,” FI, Dec.2012/Jan.2013).
“eupraxsophy,” as he called it, is perhaps
the ultimate expression of the pragmatism sought by philosophers such as John
Dewey and Sidney Hook. With eloquent
verbal skill, Dr. Kurtz integrated the
advance of scientific knowledge with our
developing need for ethics and compelling interests in life. The two go hand in
hand, which is a point frequently missed
by pundits of modernity. ethics direct our
pathways of life, while science enlightens
us as to the consequences of our
thoughts and actions. ethics without the
enlightenment of science quickly becomes overly idealistic fanaticism (cf.
Plato’s Republic). Science without ethics is
pointless nihilism that quickly becomes
nonproductive decadence. Both must
operate in total integration if we are to
produce a society honoring humanist values. Paraphrasing the late philosopher
and mathematician Bertrand russell, we
need a society moved by love and
enlightened by science. Paul Kurtz was a
great exponent of these virtues.
John L. Indo
Houston, Texas
secularhumanism.org

If all you have is a hammer, everything
looks like a nail. The freethought feminists
who authored the “Women in
Secularism” articles in the December
2012/January 2013 issue of Free InquIry
prove no exception. From their perspective, atheism or at least nontheism offers
the right tool for dismantling the religious
authority of patriarchal gods and opening
a fast track to freedom for women.
Obviously, protests against misogynist religious practices, especially those endemic
to Islam, Christianity, and Hinduism, have
played a prominent role in the women’s
movement worldwide. nonetheless,
women and their male allies seeking an
end to male domination and realizing
female empowerment through the
achievement of equal rights, education,
and opportunity have shaped the movement with only nominal support from secular humanist organizations. The recent
“nuns on a bus” tour protesting Paul
ryan’s budget in 2012 and the consecration of the first openly lesbian bishop in
the episcopal church in 2010 serve as
reminders that feminist activism and atheism are less commensurate than we would
like to admit. Most women prefer to pursue female liberation by reforming institutions, including religious institutions, from
inside their diverse cultures rather than by
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renouncing their faith or “spirituality.”
Secularizing forces have certainly
influenced the women’s movement in
progressive ways and hold great promise
for the future. But our signature core
belief that God does not exist based on
science and reason, at least for the time
being, is largely a turnoff for the public.
Speaking anecdotally, I find it more difficult to broach the topic with women than
with men not because of any deficit in
the female intellect but rather because of
an inexplicable factor I can only label
“Not Interested.”
Jim Valentine
Woodland Hills, California

My heart goes out to Wafa Sultan (“Islam
Is Woman’s Enemy”) though I am not a
female, nor have I ever experienced the
egregious discrimination and abuse that
she and other women have been subjected to under sharia law. Democratic
nations such as the United States should
be sternly denouncing such brutal discrimination more vociferously than they
currently are. Moreover, these nations
should refuse to do business with theocratic countries that enforce strict sharia
law.
Adam S. Thomas
Salem, Oregon

Circumcision Revisited
So Edan Tasca admits circumcision has
benefits (“Cut It Out,” FI, Dec. 2012/Jan.
2013). Perhaps he has done some homework but not enough or he would not
have been so hasty to claim that HIV rates
in the U.S.A. are greater than those
inEurope, despite the scarcity of foreskins
in the former. Reality is not so simple.
Many European countries do have lower
rates but seem to be catching up. With an
HIV rate of 0.6 percent, the U.S.A. is comparable to Spain (0.5%), Portugal (0.5%),
and Switzerland (0.6%), exceeded by
Latvia (0.8%), and dwarfed by Estonia
(1.3%) and Ukraine (1.6%). Yet the epidemic had a head start in the U.S.A.

As millions can testify, local anesthesia is very effective, but there will always
be minor discomfort as the needle goes
in. To demand complete elimination of
pain is unreasonable. Shall we ban vaccinations because the injection might hurt
a little?
Consent is not the trump card Tasca
imagines. There are many medical reasons why infant circumcision is greatly
preferable to adult circumcision. The
responsibility for consent is therefore
the parents’ who have to act in the
child’s best interests. If we applied
Tasca’s stance to vaccination, we would
still have smallpox.
Anti-circumcisers are not just making
circumcised males needlessly miserable
about their bodies. They are endangering
lives by discouraging use of an effective
prophylactic. When Thabo Mbeki fell for
AIDS-denier garbage he withheld antiHIV drugs, with 365,000 deaths as a result.
I wonder how many deaths the anti-circumcisers will cause?
Stephen Moreton
Cheshire, England

These are the same stale arguments that
ignore mounds of new scientific research.
The American Academy of Pediatrics
(AAP) multidisciplinary workgroup conducted a critical review of peer-reviewed
scientific literature from 1995–2010.
Health benefits, ethics, and sexual satisfaction were among issues addressed. Included were 231 articles showing reduced
risk of HIV/STI.
Three articles criticized by Tasca are
African studies showing a 50 to 60 percent
reduced risk of HIV with circumcision. Not
only have there been rigorous meta-analyses validating the studies (http:
//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23156
651), but results of mass circumcision show
about 70 percent reduced risk of HIV.
Researchers in fact have a plausible theory.
Foreskin traps bacteria and viruses and has
cells with receptors allowing easy entry to
the blood stream. Opposing claims have
no supporting evidence.
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What Your Preacher
Didn’t Tell You
Some preachers like to debate the existence of
God — because God’s existence can neither be
proven nor disproven. What they don’t want to
debate is whether Jesus believed that he was
God’s son. John Windsor’s book demonstrates
that, according to the Gospels, Jesus expected to
rule a new “Kingdom of Heaven” that Yahweh
would establish right here “on earth as it is in
heaven.” He and his disciples expected the kingdom come during their lifetimes.

The evidence is “hiding in plain sight”
in the Gospels.

Available Now in Bookstores
and Online
www.no-gods.com
The Centers for Disease Control is still
evaluating evidence. Expect their statement to be even stronger than the AAP’s.
Circumcision’s reduced risk of prostate
cancer is a recent discovery; the American
Cancer Society may eventually update its
stance.
The same old argument that the
United States has a high circumcision rate
and high HIV rate still doesn’t hold water.
HIV is transmitted in the United States
mainly through IV drug use and anal
receptive sex. Neither benefit from circumcision. In the United States, Europe,
Australia, and elsewhere, new heterosexual cases are rising just as the circumcision
rate is declining. Claims of screaming
babies going into shock are outdated as
well. Pain management is essential as the
AAP points out and many infants sleep
through the procedure.
Delaying circumcision to adulthood is
risky, painful, costly, and requires sutures
and sexual abstinence. Over their lifetimes,
half of uncircumcised males will have an
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adverse medical condition caused by their
foreskin.
I agree that nobody should advocate
circumcision based solely on religious scripture or tradition. The high-quality scientific
evidence showing circumcision’s lifelong
health benefits is overwhelming; it’s long
overdue that it should be acknowledged.
Joe Provino
Arlington, Massachusetts
Edan Tasca replies:
This debate has absolutely convinced me
that the biggest problem here is simply that
we're used to certain things. If you had
never heard of circumcision and a parent

you that he or she was planning to cut off
part of his or her son's penis, you would, for
exceedingly obvious reasons, be horrified.
The scientific research stands on its
own. I haven't mischaracterized it. Percentages (even large ones) in the context
of HIV epidemics haven’t convinced anyone, even circumcision proponents and
medical experts, that a male's health requires the removal of a body part. Research done with nicotine suggesting
a preventative effect for many ailments
hasn’t convinced anyone that it is wise to
smoke. This is research that we should
instead use intelligently.
Circumcision will one day—whether it
be a decade or a century from now—be

universally seen as the embarrassing habit
that it is. Until then it seems we will continue
to point at an HIV epidemic on the other
side of the Atlantic as justification for cutting
off a part of our baby boys, a sad display of
cultural cognitive dissonance.
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International
Academy of Humanism
Académie Internationale d’Humanisme

HUMANIST LAUREATES
Pieter Admiraal, medical doctor (Netherlands)
Shulamit Aloni, former education minister
(Israel)
Ruben Ardila, psychologist, National University
of Colombia (Colombia)
Margaret Atwood, author (Canada)
Kurt Baier, professor of philosophy, University
of Pittsburgh (USA)
Etienne-Emile Baulieu, Lasker Award for Clinical
Medicine winner (France)
Baruj Bonacerraf, Nobel Prize Laureate in
Physiology or Medicine (USA)
Jacques Bouveresse, professor of philosophy,
Collège de France (France)
Paul D. Boyer, Nobel Laureate in Chemistry
(USA)
Mario Bunge, Frothingham Professor of
Foundations and Philosophy of Science,
McGill University (Canada)
Jean-Pierre Changeux, Collège de France,
Institut Pasteur, Académie des Sciences
(France)
Patricia Smith Churchland, professor of philosophy, University of California at San Diego;
adjunct professor, Salk Institute for
Biological Studies (USA/Canada)
Richard Dawkins, author
José M.R. Delgado, professor and chair,
Department of Neuropsychology, University
of Madrid (Spain)
Daniel C. Dennett, director of the Center for
Cognitive Studies, Tufts University (USA)
Jean Dommanget, Belgian Royal Observatory
(Belgium)
Ann Druyan, author, lecturer, producer (USA)
Umberto Eco, novelist, semiotician, University
of Bologna (Italy)
Luc Ferry, professor of philosophy, Sorbonne
University and University of Caen (France)
Yves Galifret, professor emeritus of neurophysiology, Université Pierre and Marie Curie; general secretary of l’Union Rationaliste (France)
Johan Galtung, professor of sociology,
University of Oslo (Norway)
Murray Gell-Mann, Nobel Laureate; professor of
physics, California Institute of Technology
(USA)
Rebecca Goldstein, philosopher and author (USA)
Adolf Grünbaum, Andrew Mellon Professor of
Philosophy of Science, University of
Pittsburgh (USA)

The Academy is composed of nontheists who are: (1) devoted to the principle of free
inquiry in all fields of human endeavor; (2) committed to the scientific outlook and
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